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ariscotta Form Group J In And the Smooth Running Roosevelt Machine Is In Methebesec Club Presents Unique and Wo;th While And Urges That Maine Send An Uninstructed Delega
Advertlrlng rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
Danger of Becoming Stalled
Entertainment, Much Enjoyed
tion To Chicago National Convention
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Debating League
The Rockland Gazette was established
ln 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
Plans for the eighteenth year of
ln 1882, The Free Press was established
The mystery as to Al Smith's stand t gates already chosen—6 in Alaska and
Talent ranging from literary out- ing tray with a handsome embroid
Maine was apparent!” in the gr’p ! facts? Smith not only smashed all
ln 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to the Bates Interscholastic Debating
ered inset.
t’.e Tribune These papers consolidated League are well under way, with the on the presidential situation was 16 in Washington State—have been 1 pourings ar.d musical composition to
of
the Roosevelt forces until A! I previous records of defeated candi
Miss Madlene Rogers’ contribution
March 17. 1897.
dates in the total number of votes re
solved yesterday when he broke his instructed for him, and unless an artistic handiwork and the concoction
Smith’s statement was made public
~

~

.‘7-, 1

------------------------

I preliminaries scheduled to take place long silence with the statement that other candidate files within a week in
was a hand colored poster for the
ceived, but also exceeded the highest
March 18. Out of the 62 schools who he will accept the Democratic nomi North Dakota, he will have ten more oi delicious edibles was displayed at George Washington Bi-Centennial, yesterday, and now the men who vote ever given any previous candi
nation if it comes to him, but will without a struggle.

the first "Creative Night" of the I accompanied by a charming poem.

shape the political drift are sitting up date including the previous victors.

Failure ls more frequently from <• have entered 61 plan to participate in make no convention campaign. The
Mrs. Bernice Havener, though ill and taking notice.
If any candidate ever deserved a sec
Smith has told the party, in effect, Methebesec Club which took place
these debates, the largest number in
••• want of energy than went of
that the nominee should be chosen, Friday evening at the home of Mrs. j at home, sent her offering, a handstatement follows;
There is no equivocation in the po ond chance, he does; he carried the
capital.—Daniel Webster.
•» the history of the league.
Vivian
Hewett
Rankin
street.
Mrs.
;
some
crocheted
pillow
done
in
varibanner when it was hopeless, and
“So many inquiries have come to not by an early spring stampede, but

A COUNTY COUNCIL
Legion Seeks To Form Such a Group
—Degree Work Instituted
A rallying cry to all Legionnaires
is out for the meeting of Thursday
night at Legion hall when an effort
will be made to form a County Coun
cil. Comrades will be present from
Bath,
Wiscasset,
Damariscotta,
Boothbay Harbor, Camden, Thom
aston, Union and Vinalhaven. State
Commander Smith Dunnack and
State Adjutant James Boyle will be
on hand with messages of special in
terest.
Supper will be served at 6.30 with
a meeting at 8 o’clock during which
a team from Damariscotta will work
degrees on a class of candidates
joining the Legion. This degree
work is common in many parts of the
country though new in this locality.

Several schools have entailed for
the first time, among them being:
Stevens Academy , Sedgwick High,
Brooklin High Harmony High, Traip
Academy, North Berwick Academy,
Wells High, Cheverus High.
Last year the winners were Berwick
Academy and Leavitt Institute. Both
teams participated in the nationals
at Ripon, Wisconsin, where Leavitt
finifffled sixth.
•
Groupings for the preliminaries in
clude:
Group J—Lincoln Academy at
Rockland; Rockland at Camden;
Camden at Damariscotta. •

SEVENTEEN NAMES
Of Outstanding Fanners and Home
makers Have Been Submitted To
Maine Farm Bureau

Names of state committeemen *o
select the 1932 outstanding farmers
and homemakers have been an
nounced by Austin P. Stearns presi
dent of the Maine Farm Bureau Fed
eration. Names of the committee
; follow: A. L. Deering, chairman,
1 Orono, director of the Extension
TONITE
For Those Who Discriminate , Service; Leon S. Merrill, Orono, dean
j of the College of Agriculture; Mr?.
AL ROUGIER
H. C. Miller, Hampden, outstanding
Directing His
! homemaker honored in 1931; Prank
PARAMOUNT
Potter, Bangor, member of the execu
tive committee of the State Grange;
ORCHESTRA
and Mrs. Theresa R. Anderson, Au
gusta, director of the Nursing Servat the Temple Ballroom
| ice of the Maine Public Health Asso| ciation.
TONITE
Seventeen names have beeen nomiLadies 25c; Mm 50c. Grand Time jj nated
by committees in 11 counties
17Ttf
according to Mr. Stearns. The state
committee will meet early to give con
sideration to these nominations. The
ROLLINS & STRONG
bureaus which submitted names of
Electrical Contractors
farmers and homemakers
31 Suffolk Street,
Rockland outstanding
are: Twin, Aroostook, Franklin. KenPhones 824-M and 1009-W
Knox-Lincoln, Oxford, Pis
All kinds of Electric Wiring, Repair nebec,
Somerset, Waldo and York.
Work on Electrical Appliances, etc. cataquis,
Names of those to receive the honor
Appliances Called For and Delivered. will be announced during Farm and
14-tf Home Week, March 28-31.
I

HOCKEY TONIGHT

->

COMMUNITY PARK, AT 7.30
WATERVILLE HIGH
vs.
ROCKLAND HIGH
Waterville High Won Last Year’s State Champ Honors and Are
Undefeated Thus Far for 1932.
COME UP AND SEE THE LOCALS TRIM 'EM
ADMISSION 25c AND 15c

sition of E. C. Moran. Jr. who has should be handed the banner to carry
me from friends throughout the by careful consideration in the con Bernice Havener who was to have ] colored yarns.
country who worked for and believe vention itself. Smith's supporters, assisted Mrs Hewett in entertaining ; Miss Prances Hodgdon showed sev- been the Democratic nominee for this year when he can win.
....... seek to ___
I realize that religious bigotry, in
set aside _
a was prevented by illness. There were i eral dainty hand colored cards.
governor in the last two campaigns.
ln me, as to my attitude in the pres _and others, will
ent political situation, that I feel that sufficient bloc of delegates to reduce 24 members and 11 guests present, the 1 Mrs. Eva Wisner had on display a He urged an instructed delegation for tolerance, prejudice and plain igr.orI owe it to my friends and to the mil- ’ the Roosevelt s'rength definitely be- latter including Miss Anna Coughlin, beautiful beaded bag done on paisley. Smith in the 1928 State convention, rance played some part in the defeat
of Smith. But I now believe that the
lions of men and women who sup- low the two-thirds needed to nomi- Mt' Mary CarllHo, Miss Ramona i Mrs. Mary Southard's offering was
I eadb-‘ter. Mrs. Reta Robinson. Miss j a house dress made, as she expressed and again comes out strongly for the intelligent people of America, both
ported me so loyally in 1928 to make j nate.
my position clear.
[ What they will do with this veto Mina E. Tower and Miss Lucille A. tt, from "nothing,” yet displaying dis- New York ex-Governor, recommend Democrats and Republicans, are
ing that Maine send an uninstructed ashamed of that display; it was a
“If the Democratic National Con- ' power if they get it remains to be Gcding. of the high school faculty, I tinctive creative ability.
Mrs. Elizabeth Davis-picture of! delegation vo Chicago. His state- blot upon our national life. Certain
vention after careful consideration i developed. Pew even in the Smith who were honor guests, Mrs. Eva
ly I am not disposed to yield one inch
should decide that it wants me to camp believe he is the man on whom To”er. Mrs. Cladvs S. Morgan. Miss Colonial maid done in ribbons and I ment, Lssued yesterday, follows:
to such un-American doctrines. If
lead, I will make the fight; but 1 will the choice will rest. None of them Virginia Wa'ker. Mrs. E. B. Putnam lace exquisitely made.
. ♦ ♦ .
Mrs. Marv CooDer presented two
we have any more people in the
not make a pre-convention campaign expect him to develop anything like of Camden and Mrs. Edna Robbins of
The entry of Alfred E. Smith into Democratic Party who do not believe
offerings which called forth much ad
enough pre-convention strength to Rockport.
to secure thc support of delegates.
M's. Minnie Rogers gave a report miration—a sampler done on linen, the contest for the Democratic nomi in the Constitution of the United
"By action of the Democratic Na put him within striking distance of
of the disposition of toys, games and and a handsome white crocheted nation for the Presidency is convinc States, lqt them join the 1928 bolters
tional Convention of 1928 I am the renomination.
ing evidence of the good judgment of into oblfvion and the Party will be
The convention will have 1154 dele mcnev donated at the Dec. 11 meet bedspread.
leader of my party in the nation.
Mr«. Karl; a hand painted jug de Maine Democrats in not tieing them purified thereby. I feel that the
With a full sense of the responsibility gates. Any bloc of 385 can exercise ing this being done after personal
selves up to any candidate previously. Country has undergone a tremendous
thereby imposed, I shall not in ad a veto. It appears now that at least Investigation of various cases. One signed to serve as a lamp base.
Mrs. Nina Beverage, a delightful Many changes can take place between reaction since 1928, and is now ready
vance of the conventions either sup 254 will be definitely in the hands of mi liber contributed shoes and overport or oppose the candidacy of any the favorite sons, with Illinois voting sfioes, ar.d another a sum of monev game—"A Wild Romance,” in which the time of the State and the Na for Smith.
I admire Al Smith for his superb
for lewis, Maryland for Ritchie, Mis which was turned into the milk fund. the names of wild flowers furnished tional Convention. I therefore rec
aspirant for the nomination."
Mrs. Alice Karl presented the pro- the key note.
ommend that Maine Democrats send record his character, his principles,
“Does this permit your friends to souri for Reed, Ohio for White, Okla
nf "creations" b” means of dAMrs. Mary Perry Rich read a poem to Chicago an uninstructed delegation and his all-round qualifications. He
enter your name in various State pri homa for Murray, Texas for Garner,
li'-i'ui verse. p'-efac»’d bv a word of in three parts—"From Chivalry to of leading Democrats, governed by is the best the Party has to offer.
maries at which convention dele and Virginia for Byrd.
the unit rule, to enable our delegates He is Presidential timber. Above all,
The pro-Smith, pro-veto men now explanation that caeh member was Christianity.”
gates will be elected?" Smith was
Mrs. J. C. Hill displayed a beautiful to change as conditions may then he is human, with a background con
will try to commit to Smith enough dmnlasomething of her own creasked.
“1 will answer that by repeating more votes to make the veto certain. a"e" The wealth of ta’ent brought luncheon cloth done in solid embroid warrant and to make Maine's voice ducive of sincere sympathy for the
effective through unanimity.
common people. He has ideas; he is
that I’ll make no pre-convention cam They will shoot particularly at a bloc ’ ferth was amazing, a" plomient testi ery.
My public record on Smith is clear. constructive; he has brains; he is a
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, whose enter
of 278 votes, held by the States of mony as to why the Methebesec Club
paign," he replied.
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Con is one of the city’s most important taining game, based on the names of I delivered the address at our 1928 natural leader of men. America
Then he added:
“And without a campaign I don’t necticut and Rhode Island. In scat organizations. The list called by Mrs. the club members, was prefaced by a State Convention urging that dele never before needed so badly as now
gates be instructed for Smith, and a man of the type of Alfred E. Smith.
| witty introduction or monologue.
see how a fellow can get any dele tered localities elsewhere they will try Karl afforded these “creations:”
Mrs. Irene Moran, president: A
A vote was cast for the most origi that course was taken. I delivered Smith as President will produce a
to pick up what they can.
gates.”
Whether they will succeed Ls ln open trilogy of Mother Poems—"Solilo nal contribution, with this result: many a speech for Smith during the program to lead us from depression
“Will you forbid the use of your
name in States that do not require a dispute. Some politicians in Wash quy on Sixth Birthday," "Litany." Mrs. F’.lsworth, Mrs. Ellingwood. Mrs. campaign that followed. I stood then to prosperity.
The Democratic Party ha a wealth
candidate for the nomination to give ington were convinced that the Smith and "Onlv A Day Ago." exquisitely Moran, Mrs. Walker, Mrs. Rich. Mrs. four-square ior Smith; I stand exact
Mary Cooper, Mrs. Wisner, Mrs. Blod ly on the same spot today. Instead of material for the President! nomi
announcement was a very serious expressed po; its.
his permission?"
Mrs. Thelma Snow, vice president, gett, Mrs. Beverage, Mrs. Karl. Mrs. of asking Smith whether he “wants nation—Smith, Baker, Roosevelt, et
‘‘I don't know how I can stop any blow to the hopes of Roosevelt, but
to run," the Democrats of America cetera—all of whom are better than
one from doing anything,” Smith re others insisted the Roosevelt drive read a story written in her senior year Hewett and Mrs. Lenora Cooper.
had gone too far to be stopped by at Freeport High School, class of 1920. : Creations of canapes, sandwiches should insist that he be the candi any the Republican party has to offer.
plied.
i The story appeared in the historical and small cakes, made bv Mrs. Addie date, take him, nominate him, and It would be a real pleasure to support
A titanic struggle over the Demo such a method now.
any of them. But to my mind the
Among the non-primary States, i number of the "Clarion, the school . Small, Mrs. Annie Stevens, Mrs. Mil elect him.
cratic nomination for the presidency
The Republicans of America are at patriotic duty of the Democrats is to
seemed assured with the announce where delegations will be chosen by i paper, and told of the old Codman dred Washburn, Mrs. Clara Thurston.1 least entitled to the credit of standing select the man best qualified to be
ment of Alfred E. Smith, says a conventions at varying dates, the ! Tavern formerly known as the Jame- Mrs. Jane Beach, Mrs. Julia Murray. bv Hoover, in the face of his terrific President; to me, that man is Alfred
Washington Associated Press de Smith supporters count on Connecti- ' son Tavern where in 1820 Maine Mrs. Ruth Palmer and Mrs. Merritt, mistakes and mast unpopular ad E. Smith.
were augmented bv tea, and served
cut, Rhode Island and Delaware. Statehood was born.
spatch.
* ♦ * •
Mrs. Lenora Cooper , treasurer as refreshments, Mrs. Hewett being ministration. Despite all that, they
The declaration of the Happy War These claims are disputed, particularMayor
Charles
M. Richardson was
stand
lovally
by
Hoover.
read
the
description
of
a
"memory
assisted by Mrs. Washburn, Mrs.
rior was accepted almost universally ly with respect to Connecticut.
Some Democrats seem to lack “in quoted yesterday as expressing dis
Outside this northeastern sector walk" made of steppine stones which Palmer. Mrs. Murray and Mrs. Mor testinal
as a call to battle. Both iriend and
fortitude." To bp more may over Smith's entrance into the
foe now see him definitely a candidate. Smith activity is expected to be scat she and her familv built from stones gan.
gathered at Fort Knox, North Haven,
The next meeting of the Club will charitable, probably their attitude is field of Democratic possibilities, but
An organized attempt to marshal tering and uncertain.
this morning declined to express any
No attempt is being made in the Matinicus, New Hampshire, and be the open meeting Friday after- caused bv the constant raio of Re- opinion “at this time." although he
delegates for him will begin at once,
Thn
with New England and the East as its South except for Louisiana, where the other places which hold a particular [ noon. Feb. 19, at 2.30. in the Univer- publi(^''
„...i
__ ii__________
___ u„..
sentiment for
for them
them.
I ™iici
salist w.in>
vestry, u.hnn
when Dr. Evtnrin
Edwin Wria.Pt
Wright, i fhe worst deflated candidate thc thought the situation would "work
authoritative
Huey t
Long
has been sentiment
chief stamping ground.
Mrs.
Vivian
Hewett,
auditor,
dis'
of
the
English
department
of
Bales country has had. What are the out all right.”
saying
nice
things
about
the
Smith
The challenge naturally falls most
plaved
a
cleverly
contrived
portable
j
College
will
speak
on
“
Contemporary
;
directly on the hitherto dominant prospects.
books now on hand of the regular
In the West a careful examination clothes rack, to be used for parties j Dramatists.” In view of the dramatic ’
forces of Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt
issue, it has been found inadvisable
of New York, long Smith’s own close of prospects will be made in such and other large gatherings, her con- ! criticisms which Maud Andrews Lin; coin of Augusta is giving before the
to authorize the preparation of co“s
political ally. It strengthens the pos States as Michigan, formerly a Smith tribution put in use that evening.
MrsJ Blanche Ellsworth of Rock- ■ club Dr. Wright’s topic ls of timely
and books containing the bicenten
sibility of another deadlocked con stronghold but recently claimed for
nial issue.”
vention, with the opinions of party Roosevelt; Minnesota, where a lively ' PWt, a director, presented two crea- interest.
• • • •
leaders pointing for the moment to Smith campaign has been started by ■ tions—a poem “This Small Village" i other features wil! include the preSpeaker John N. Garner of Texas, an old party wheelhorse, James R and a s«ng “When Springtime Comes j sentation of Mrs. Ellsworth’s Maine j
The voyages to “nowhere" now
rather than Smith, as a likely nomi Bennett of St. Cloud; and in indi- t0 Maine Again” for which she wrote j song, and a musical number in keep- j
being made by foreign ships from
__ vidual localities like Cleveland, Ohio
both words and music, a very tuneful | tng with the George Washington Binee by compromise
American ports would be stopped
With a great show of strength in ! where Peter Witt has been leading an composition which was sung by Mrs | centennial.
under a bill introduced by Senator
theSouth and West.Roosevelt
was 1 attempt to elect Smith men from the Hewett with Mrs. Irene Walker at
Each member may invite one guest. :
White. The measure is also aimed
threatening to takethe nomination , three city districts.
the Dlano and Miss Walker playing a | Mrs. Nina Beverage as chairman of
to prevent other short pleasure
| refreshments will be assisted bv Mrs.!
New Hampshire, which votes only violin obligato.
' almost by default.
cruises that touch at some port, such
Mrs. Maud Blodgett displayed a j Maud Blodgett, Mrs. Lenora Cooper.
Only a handful of favorite sons, eight in the national convention, may
as Havana, and then return to this
none of them assured appreciable furnish the first test between Smith hand embroidered map of the United i Mrs. Mary Cooper, Mrs. Mabel Crie
country. Sepator White intends the
support outside his own State, have and Roosevelt. Its primary will be States, with each State shown bear- 1 Mrs. Grace Daniels, Mrs. Elizabeth j
bill to strengthen existing law and
ing its name and also showing the \ Davis, Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth, Miss j
stood against him. The few dele- held March 8.
give much needed protection to
chief object of industry and native j Annie Frye, Mrs. Nellie Hall, Mrs
American shipping interests. \
product.
| Jennie Hill. Miss Mabel Holbrook.
Although the' present law is in
Mrs. Irene Walker presented a , Mrs. Louise Ingraham. Mrs. Ava j
tended to stop such cruises it has
hymn composed during the World Jackson, Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy, Mrs. j
not done so. Foreign ships, for in
War. the words of which were writ- , Laura Maxey, Mrs. Theresa Millett, !
stance, put out from New York, go
ten bv her husband. L. A. Walker. [ Mrs. Irene Moran, Mrs. Edith North.'
out to sea, to “nowhere," for a day
Port Clyde Man Hands An Uppercut To Bill Against Mrs. Morgan sang the composition Mrs. Mary Overlock. Miss Helen D
or two and then return to New York.
with Mrs. Walker at the piano.
Perry, Miss Lucv Rhodes, Mrs. Marv
FROM
Other “joy cruises" involve depart
Canadian Lobstermen
Mrs. Orissa Merritt read two poems Rich. Mrs. Minnie Rogers, Mrs. ;
ure from New York, a short stop at
—"When It Is the Mood" and “My Emma Shaw. Mrs. Thelma Snow, Mrs. .
some port like Havana, then a few
Desire.”
Marv Southard and Mrs. Irene
hours stop at Miami, and then return
Mrs. Minnie Rogers showed a serv- Walker.
behind the times in both practice
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
to New York. The Havana stop is
An article appearing recently in and theory?
merely made, it is said by advocates
A glance through the current
of the White bill, so as to get
your paper stated that a group of
BOUND
FOR
SHANGHAI
BLACK
WALNUT
TREE
Washington,
D.
C
—
Parker
Francis
issues of any magazine devoted to
_____
_____
I Hennessey of Auburn has been se- around the existing law which for
Casco Bay lobster fishermen would the fishing industry will show that
bids foreign ships taking passengers
toke^he^e^p"^
go to Washington to appear for the highly organized fishing associa Reginald Pettingill, Former Planted At "Montpelier” By j
direct from one American port to an
so-called White-Nelson bill.
tions from the entire Atlantic sea
other American port. The present
Rnv DcOUtS
Srniiis Ot
of Kocklana
Rnrlrlnnrl I next
month with
a vlew
Rockland Boy, Is a Naval
In days gone by it was a popular board are vigorously opposing the
coy
the military
academy
in jtoulyentering
. Hen I law does not prevent foreign vessels
diversion for any class of people who White-Nelson bill and we must fight
nessey stood first in the civil service 1 taking passengers from one Ameri
Machinist
and Thomaston
were feeling the pinch of hard times delegations from practically every
examination recently conducted at can port back to the same port.
to immediately appeal to Congress state in Congress. How can we, un
• * * *
Manchester friends and relatives of
Scouts from all the troops in Rock- the request of Mr. Partridge. Albert
for a remedy. But such appeals to organized and of divided opinion as
Another White bill of this week
Washington are no longer consid to what we want, hope to be success Navvam'°phi.^eiginaId Pettingi11' ut s , land and Thomaston gathered Sun- Park Richards of Mexico has been se
.
, .. .
x
, lected as first alternate jo Hennessey, is aimed at the practice of foreign
ered the cure-all they once were. ful? Fishery experts from the Navy machinist, are awaiting a letter day
at Montpelier to plant a black
These are days of general depres- United States Bureau of Fisheries from the young man for first hand walnut tree to the memory of Gen. and Amel F. Kiszonak of Lisbon Falls ships of coming into the West Indies
as second alternate. All will take the passenger trade during the cream of
of the difficulties in
sion in every line of industry. Why condemn the plan and yet our State ij information
exam next month.
Knox.
the winter season. This bill, states
can we not take our licking along Department of Sea and Shore Fish- Shanghai.
Pettingill, son of Mrs. Genevieve
Senator White, “will prevent such
Hervey C. Allen. Scout Commis
with the rest and look nearer home eries advises us to spend our money
Promotion of Ogden L. Mills to be cut-throat competition as the Cufor a remedy for our troubles?1 on a trip to Washington to appear Pettingill of 90 Mechanic street, is at- sioner of the Rockland District, pre
Maine Coast fishermen are, as a for one of the most short-sighted , tached to the U. S. S. Chaumont, sided. He explained that the United Secretary of the Treasury, succeed nard Line has produced by operating
ing Mr. Mpllon, is praised by Rep- its ships in the New York-Havana
class, among the most intelligent in | pieces of lobster legislation that has giant troop transport which left
Honolulu Sunday for Shanghai, car States Department of Agriculture, the 1 resentative Partridge. "I think Mr. trade during' the cream of the win
the country. How can we sit back yet been conceived.
rying aboard the 31st Infantry regi Boy Scouts of America, The American Mills is a good man for the post. He ter season.”
and blindly follow the dictates of a
ment, regular army, as well as a de Forestry Association and others in possesses ability and has the confi
Referring to his other bill, aimed
leadership that is at least 15 years
The proposed law provides for the tachment of Marines, ordered to the terested in conservation are promot dence of the country. I feel sure against “nowhere” cruises that re
exclusion from this country of all wartorn Chinese city for 'the protec ing a national nut tree planting pro that the financial stability of the turn to the port of the departure di
nation will suffer no impairment by rect, and against cruises from one
lobsters under a certain length. tion of American citizens.
In a recent letter from Honolulu. ject. ' Under this program, seeds from | the change,” he said,
American port to another that evade
Would it not be more sensible to ask
• • - •
the law by touching at a port like
frankly for a duty on Canadian lob Pettingill expressed the opinion that trees at historic shrines of America I
ship might go to China within a will be distributed for planting
During the month of February I sters equal to the dpty imposed by his
Representative Partridge will ad- Havana, Senator White declares:
time, but did not know how
dress a meeting of local Daughters “The time has come to stop this
will extract teeth by my painless Canada upon Maine lobsters? This short
soon. Now his mother and friends throughout the nation.
of the American Revolution here on competition before it works absolute
process for One-half Price. Other duty, if secured, would put us on an are
The
seeds
planted
by
the
Scouts
awaiting further word
destruction of American shipping in
Lincoln's birthday,
work at a Discount. My main equal footing with New Brunswick fromanxiously
» * * «
of the Rockland District were gath
him.
terests in these trades and areas."
reason for this is I find many who and Nova Scotia lobstermen and pro Before
joined the navy four ered by Scouts at Mount Vernon.
A bill aimed at Canada's prefer
are not earning much this winter tected by this duty we could go far years ago hePettingill
well known
Scout Walter Staples of Troop 2 ential tariff which favors imports
and cannot afford to pay from $2 toward working out our own salva here as a member of was
the Manchester sounded assembly on the bugle to entering Canada through a Canadi- YOUR FAVORITE POEM
to $5 for having a tooth removed. tion through our Maine Legislature. Brownies.
„
.
i an river or seaport, has been introThe State of Maine’s Inland
If I had to live my life again I would
| ducpd jn thp genate by Senat<)r
Work done by appointment only. Fish
The above clipping from a Man call the scouts together.
and Game Department main
have made a rule to read some poetry
chester,
N.
H.
newspaper
is
of
local
The
Rockland
Scouts
hiked
to
,
white.
The
Canadian
preferential
and listen to some music at least once
DR. J. H. DAMON, Dentist
tains several up-to-date fish hatch interest because the young sailor was
Montpelier under the supervision of tariff stated Mr. White, “seeks to di a week. The loss of these tastes ls a loss
TeL 1203-W
Rockland eries in order that there may always born
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
and
brought
up
in
Rockland.
Scoutmaster
Harold
W.
Whitchill
of
vert
traffic
from
American
ships.
I7T23
Fakes"
8nme
ls a son of the late George A. Pet- Troop 2. The Thomaston Scouts
American ports, and American rail
WHEN WILL Ol'R TURN COME?
man is
is able
able to
m hatch fish eggs better i n
tin?i11
' and
grandson of the late Wil- hiked with Scoutmaster Edgnr Libby. ways to Canadian ports."
man
Qtrt
»<
r.,,
®
I hear the children crying ln the night—
Scout Howard Chase of Troop 2,
than nature, and recognizing that Illa,n M’ CunnitlKhamThe White bill provides for a speThe little children: "God of Stars and
as a member of the Merit Badge Club, I rial tax or duty of 10 per cent upon
Snn,
there are nearly 5000 families in
We
do not like the darkness: send down
led
the
group
in
the
Pledge
of
Allegi
the value of goods originating in am
BRITAIN’S NEW RIFLE
Maine depending uponj the lobster
light.
ance to the Flag. He also conducted I ot,per country than Canada but
From where there ls so much to where
industry for their living, are we not
-------there’s none:
EVERY WEDNESDAY entitled to at least one lobster egg °rcat Britain has a new war toy the reaffirmation of the Scout oath , which enter the United Stales Fireflies
and flowers we love, and all
1 through Canada, so long as Canada
hatchery? The present practice is j-hat can shoot faster than anything by all the scouts present.
8.30 o'clock
things bright.
First
Selectman
Rodney
Jordan
of
enforces
her
preferential
tariff
But
ln
our hearts It's dark: Dear God.
to punch a hole in the seed lobster's ! 011 record- While it is called a ma- Thomaston welcomed the boys and
in Pete Edwards’
against us. “It ought, if written into
send light!
tail and liberate him, admitting that chine rifle. perhaps because it is not their
parents and friends to Thomas law, to end this present discrimina
natural enemies will destroy from 80 much heavier than the ordinary servChild, we’ve heard. Thou once
New Bam
ton.
tion against us,” states the senator. “A little
didst send—
to 95 per cent of the eggs before they ice rifle, it is really a super-machine
District Chairman A. L. Whitte
The
Canadian
tariff,
which
Mr.
Light
to
the heart of all the world to
gun
firing
1100
rounds
of
ammunition
become large enough to protect
Upper Limerock Street
be.
a minute. What is more it is said to more of the Rockland Boy Scouts pre White seeks to circumvent or over And so
themselves.
we
think, dear God. Thou didst
sented the walnut seeds to Scout throw, provides for a discount of 10
Musie by
intend
It is time for us to do a little be easy to operate, hard to jam and, Percy Young who has been apoointed per cent of the regular Canadian
Some
light
for little children such as
serious thinking. To demand an up- as equally important in these times, guardian of the seeds for the next tariff duty if the goods enter Canada
Clark Island Orchestra
we.
inexpensive.
Use
in
this
rapid
firing
a child can bring a child can
to-date Fisheries Department and a piece Germany’s new bullets which six months.
14T23
i through a Canadian river or sea For what
take;
strict, impartial enforcement of such have double the velocity of those now
Eagle Scouts Russell Morgan of port.
Then give us light, dear God. for that
regulations as we now have. If our obtainable and which penetrate half Thomaston and Robert Allen of
Child’s sake.
State Government did half as much inch chrome-nickel armor as well as Rockland planted the seeds, which | Philatelists are not to blame the
“
And
if it be there is no light to spare—
MILK INSPECTOR NOTICE for us as the Provincial Governments
inch armor plate and were later removed to a nursery to be I Rockland postmaster if he is unable
Dear God, forgive if what we ask ls
In accordance with the Maine Re of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia five-eighths
cared
for
until
the
young
tree
ls
|
to
supply
requests
for
George
Wash

wrong.
war will be even worse than Sherman
vised Statutes, Chapter 39, Sec do for their fishermen we would not said
large enough to be set out.
ington bicentennial stamps in coils We’re only heathen children—Is It fair
it was.
tion 9, notice is hereby given that be asked to 'spend our money on a
That others should have all the light
District Scout Executive A Ken or books. None have been made.
so long?
the Municipal Officers of the City trip to Washington to appear for a
neth MrCartney delivered the charge
Because of the many requests for We would not wish that they should
of Rockland have appointed me as cause that was doomed at its in-I
have our night.
to the Scouts.
such stamps, the Postofflce DepartBut when will our turn come to have
Inspector of Milk. C. F. FRENCH. ception.
c. F. E.
Rev. Walter S. Rounds pronounced mnnt takes time off to explain that
In
the
WAHTAPSJ
the
light?”
1IT17
Port Clyde, Feb. 4.
the benediction.
“owing to tlie large stock of colls and
—Author unknown.

“DOOMED AT ITS INCEPTION”

LATE NEWS

Security Trust Company
ROCKLAND, ME.

NOTICE OF QUALIFICATION OF DIRECTORS

I, Earle McIntosh, Secretary of Security Trust
Company, hereby certify that at the annual meeting
of its stockholders held on January 1 2, 1932, the fol
lowing stockholders were elected as members of the
Board of Directors for the ensuing year and have
qualified as such by taking the required oath of office.

Henry B. Bird
Adriel U. Bird
Elmer B. Crockett
Wm. Ellingwood
Neil A. Fogg
W. O. Fuller
J. A. Jameson
M. S. Kimball

J. C. Perry
Morris B. Perry
M, R. Pillsbury
G. M. Simmons
C. S. Staples
Basil H. Stinson
G. W. Walker z
G. B. Wood

EARLE McINTOSH,
Secretary
Rockland, Maine,
February 8, 1932.

WASHINGTON

DENTAL NOTICE

BARN DANCE

AUTOMOBILE

Registrations
Delivery of plates on Mail Orders for registrations
received after Feb. 17, 1932, cannot be guaranteed
by March 1. Extreme congested conditions in the
office make it impossible.
Those applying in person should not delay until the
last days of February unless they are willing to wait
in line for hours.
EDGAR C. SMITH,
Secretary of State

11&15&17
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CAMDEN

•‘ON MY SET”

TPREF-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me.. Feb. 9, 1932.
Personally appeared Frank 8. Lyddie.
who on oath declares thatuhe Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Feb. C. 1932, there was printed a total of
6209 copies.
W. H BUTLER.
Ntftary Public.

Adella F. Veazie

When my grandmother lived in
the town of Hope, near what is called
“Head of the Lake,” her nearest
neighbor was some distance away—
perhaps 30 or 40 rods as nearly as
I can remember, as I have not seen
the place for many years. The
woman was peculiar, very, and woe
be unto any one who fell under the
ban of her displeasure, lor she had
a sharp tongue and her practice was
to tell her troubles to any and all
who would listen, not always exer
cising due care about some other
woman's reputation.
There came a time when she and
grandmother had a falling out over
some fancied wrong and the lady
whom we will call Mrs. Thomas be
cause that was not her name, went
the rounds as usual, telling other
neighbors what a terrible creature
she had for her next neighbor, while
Gram attended to her household af
fairs and held her tongue, as was
her habit. Soon afterward a trav
eling minister came into the neigh
borhood and in a short time an old
fashioned revival wasin progress
during which Mrs. Thomas attend
ed the meetings regularly, guarded
her tongue rather more carefully
than usual and altogether conduct
ed herself much like other folks.
One night my grandmother was
aroused from her slumbers by some
unusual sound under her bedroom
window, and opening the sash 'she
called out “Who is there?” Some
what to her surprise the voice of
Mrs. Thomas answered, "It’s only
me," and then in a nervous, excited
way, pleading, pathetic, almost tear
ful, she continued. "Oh Sister Rich
ards, I've done wrong! Ive talked
about you; I've said awful things
about you, and I couldn't sleep. My
conscience troubled me and kept me ;
aw’ake, and so I had to get up and
dress and come down here to ask
you if you will forgive me.”

20 Beautiful Gardens

"SAIADA"
TEA

A war always brings out new
tongs. Saturday night I heard:
“Who’s Going To Wash Your
I aundrv When Your Chinaman
Goes To War?"

“Maine Taverns of Stage Coach
Bays" will be the subject of the
broadcast under the auspices of
the Maine Daughters of the
American Revolution from sta
tion WCSH, Friday, at 4.15 p m.
This broadcast was prepared bv
Mrs. Cora P. Watson of Kingfleld,
State Chairman Old Trails
cnmnvttee and will be read by
Miss Lelia II. Hunnewell, a mem
ber of Col. Asa Whitcomb Chap
ter of Kingfield.
KFI of Los Angeles was quite
strongly In evidence Saturday
night at 11 o'clock.
The Carborundum Band pro
vided a good concert Saturday
right direct from K1IOX of St.
Louis.
«•• •>• «•>
The Hoosier Editor offered
some enligWtening comment Sat
urday night on the war in the
Orient. Much truth was sifted
in with his humor.
“The Grand Banks," a story of
those rugged fishermen who still
sail out of Gloucester will be re
peated by request, by the Soeonyland Players at 8 p. m., Feb. 15.
The play epens with the de
parture of the Nellie Brown from
port. Old Jo is aboard for his
last trip and his successor, a boy
with soft hands and a Boston ac
cent, ha° been taken on at the
last minute. Out of the fog
bound seas, whipped and tossed
about by the waves, the Nellie
Brown narrowly misses a collision
with an ocean liner. Later Jo
and the boys are lost in their
dory. In the end the trim little
ship, already taking her place
among the things of yesterday,
sails homeward, bark into the
most picturesque and historic
port of the northern searoa
The New York American either
stole a march, or defied newspa
per ethics (I do not know whichl
when it gave out Al Smith's all
important political statement
Snnday night over WOR. All
other stations respected the
Monday morning agreement.
The Metropolitan Opera Com
pany’s annual Wagner matinee,
cycle, including the Ring, will be
broadcast in addition to the
present Saturday scries. Parts
of each opera will be given, be
ginning Ffb. 12 at 3 p. m. with
the second act of Tannhauser,
with Jcritza; Tristan and Isolde,
Feb. 18; Das Rhcingold. Feb. 26;
Die Walkure, March 3: Siegfried,
March 11; and Gotterdamrung, March 17. This an
nouncement is so notable, that
all devotees of the opera and
Wagner music should make it a
point to listen in.
“The Barber of Seville” by
Rossini, will be broadcast by the
Chicago Civic Opera Company
at 8 o’clock tonight through Sta
tion WAAB.
I'nder the heading “Science
and Civilization.” Sir Oliver
Lodge, dean of British scientists,
and one of the most experienced
Irans-Atiantic broadcasters, will
be heard over WNAC at 2.30
Wednesday afternoon.

NORTH HAVEN

C. F. T. Seaverns of Hartford,
Ideal winter day;—just enough
Acre upon acre of flowering tea
Conn., a summer resident of Cam snow for fine traveling, skies clear,
den, is a guest at Green Qables.
air crisp and snappy, winds quies
plants - - that is the picture
The funeral of George Parker was cent.
held Monday afternoon from his late
Elmer Hopkins has begun cutting
behind every blend of
residence on Mechanic street, Rev. ice at Vinalhaven.
Leroy Campbell officiating.
Mrs. Lucy Poole returned to
C. D. Wadsworth is a surgical
patient at Camden Community Hos North Haven Friday afternoon to oc
cupy her own home for the re
pital.
Miss Teresa F. Arau entertained mainder of the winter.
Marjorie Huse is at home for a
the Monday Club this week.
The annual installation of Keys week. She will return to Providence
tone Chapter, R.A.M., will be held Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Lester Stone has been con
Wednesday evening.
Rev. Winfield Witham, pastor of fined to the house for a week with
the First Congregational Church, has an attack of lumbago.
been called to Biddeford by the
Junior and Gracie Beverage acdeath of his father.
: companied their mother last week to
“Fresh from the Gardens”
si;
The annual meeting of the Cam- ! Dover-Foxcroft.
den District' Nursing Association was j young people from the four older
held Saturday afternoon at the I c]asses Qf the church
enJoyed
the evening with a treat furnished
SOUTH WARREN
Episcopal parish house and these | a SOCjai at union hall Thursday
by the brothers. One new application
officers were elected: President, Mrs. i ni_ht There were present 35 or
was received at the Thursday eve
Helen S. Montgomery; vice presi®
Frank Adams and several of his
dent, Mrs. Doris L. Brewster; secre- ;
„ '
.
... . children and the children of Charles ning meeting.
tary and treasurer. Miss Bertha B.
h„e,ld,^ Maxey are ill at this writing.
Mrs. Anne Bucklin is enjoying a
Clason; executive committee, Mrs. j En,?n„h,a under ausPices of the
Sterling radio, a birthday gift from
Mrs. Anne Bucklin. Mrs. Rosa Cut her
husband.
| Anne H. Proctor, Mrs. Emily B. HiSh School.
ting. Mrs. Annie Page and Mrs. Mina
Mrs. Rufus Overlock, Mrs. Margaret
Jagels, Mrs. Patricia Rich and Mrs. ' Early Sunday morning something Rines attended Pomona at Warren
Spear and daughter Nathalie were
Elizabeth Chandler.
, happened to the power cable which village. Saturday.
visitors Saturday at Damon Benner's
Movies at the Comique this week: cut off the lights. With radio siThe newlyweds, Mr. and Mrs. Ed j in East Friendship.
Tuesday, "The Sin of Madelon j lenced one feels how much the
Russel, son of Mr. and Mrs. KenClaudet;” Wednesday and Thursday,! broadcasts have come to mean to al- win Lermond, have returned from a
wedding trip to Beverly, Mass., where
“Pagan
Lady;”
Friday,
“High most every home, bringing in news, they visited Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ler ! neth Fales, has been ill with the preStakes;" Saturday, “Homicide Squad." music, sermons, addresses and con mond. Thursday evening at the 1 vailing distemper.
Where is Nancy Savage? Interest
Coming soon, “Over the Hill," “De tacts with the great world every Grange the ladies’ circle presented the
ed readers would like to see more of
where. It has become a common i
licious,” "Frankenstein."
her writings and know how Eric and
Mrs. Howard Anderson will enter matter to hear voices from London, 1 bride with a quilt.
tain the Bethany Class Tuesday eve Geneva, Rome and other great cen- I The Grange Circle will meet in the j croc are getting along,
ning at her home on Harding ave- ters the world over. The trouble in i hall Thursday afternoon with a 6 \ The men are making good use of
the cable was not permanently cor- ! o'clock supper. Mrs. Rosa Cutting and the sledding, but it looks as if old
rected until 5 o’clock Sunday after- Mrs. Nettie Copeland housekeepers. February will give us a rough month,
noon.
I A Lincoln program will be given in ; Winter has just begun.

For God has not given us the spirit
of fear; but of power, and of love,
and of a sound mind.—II Tim. 1:7.

Chimney Corner
Chat

Every-Other-Day
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RAZORVILLE

Keen advertising will do it. . .

The school in this place, taught by
I Mrs. Clara Overlock, closed the wint ter term Feb. 4. The attendance has
been below the average owing to milch
cost to our space users ... at
sickness in this vicinity. The chil- j
dren enjoyed a nice treat of oranges I
tractive displays; attentionand candy and much merriment over
1 the surprise peanut hunt. The prize ,
getting illustrations; persua
given by the teacher went to Mary i
Black who found the least number
sive copy... through
I of peanuts. Prizes were awarded as
follows: Spelling—Eighth grade. Rob- !
I ert Cunningham; seventh grade, I
THE MEYER BOTH
Frances Marr; sixth grade, Dycal
Powell; fifth grade, Kendall Dutton;
ADVERTISING SERVICE
■ third grade, Mary Black. Awards for
attendance, Robert Cunningham,
Clyde Prescott. Eugene Dutton and
o o o
Irene Lenfe6t who have not been ab
sent during the entire 20 weeks. Little
Irene comes a distance of six miles
! every day to attend school and as
she is only seven years old Is consid• cred very smart to be present so
j regularly. Master Talbot Johnston
1 of East Washington was a last day
WITH THE BOWLERS
AN UNBROKEN SLATE guest at the school.

such as we provide without
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Texacos Picked Up Nine Rockland High Basketeers
Perfect In Boys’ Division
Points Last Night At the
—Girls Stand Second
Recreation Alleys

night

Friday night the Lincoln
teams will again swing into action
when they journey to Thomaston.
These are the only games on the
*» * *
“Why, yes indeed," Grandmother j
Knox and Lincoln slate this week.
replied at once. “Of course I will for
The standing of the league:
This Week's Games
Although it was without the serv
give you.* Now don't think any more
Boy's Division
Knox County League—Tonight. ice of its high scoring center, Art
about it but go home and go to bed .
Won Lost PC.
Burpee Furniture vs. Gulf Refining Flanagan, Rockland High added two
and to sleep."
1.000
and Thomaston: Wednesday night. more victories to its string the past Rockland ................. 5
“Oh Sister Richards." the woman •
.800
Kickapoo vs. A.&P. and Federate vs. week at the expense of Rockport and Camden ................... 4
exclaimed, “you have taken such a
.333
................. 1
Perry's Market; Thursday night. Thomaston to obtain a firmer grip i Lincoln
load off my mind! You don't know
.333
Thomaston and Kickapoo vs. Boiler on the first place position in the Thomaston ......... ..... 2
how I felt nor how my conscience
.000
Makers.
Knox and Lincoln League. The Rockport ................... 0
troubled me. I think may be I can i
Girls' Division
Speed League—Friday night, Star Lime City cfew is now out in front
sleep now, I feel so relieved. There’s
1.000
Alleys vs. Forty Club at Recreation with five victories and no defeats, Camden ..................... 5
one comfort though" she added as
.800
alleys and Centrals vs. Recreation while the Camden High aggregation Rockland ................... 4
she turned toward the street. “I never
.333
Alleys at Star alleys.
is close on its heels with four wins Lincoln ....................... 1
*
*
*
*
told anything but the truth about
.200
and one loss. Lincoln Academy, •Thomaston .............. 1
you." and awav she went, up the road. !
.000
Last night the Texacos beat the Thomaston and Rockport are in •Rockport ..... ............ 0
through the darkness, taking with her ,
* Rockport and Thomaston played
Barbers only 15 pins, but it sufficed third, fourth and fifth positions, re
her neighbor's forgiveness, her much i
, to give them four of the five points. spectively. Art Fianagan was unable a 10 to 10 tie.
relieved conscience, and leaving he- ;
Gay had high single (114) and high to boost his own scoring rank due to
hind a highly amused neighbor who
inactivity, but he will be back in the
LOST BY ONE POINT
total. The summary:
wondered why the woman needed a ,
Texacos—Fogg, 257; J. McLoon, lineup Wednesday evening, when the
special midnight forgiveness if she
24B: A. McLoon, 88; Gav. 298; Smith. locals entertain Morse High of Bath
The old adage “a miss is as good
had never told anything but the truth
265; Carver. 184; total, 1340.
in what will probably be the hottest as a mile" certainly applied to the
about her.
Barbers—Cavanaugh. 270; Crockett. clash on the local court this year.
Rockport High School basketball
One of the funhiest points of the
266; Marshall, 263: Freeman. 250;
Morse High with victories over team Saturday night, when it lost to
whole affair, or so it seemed to me,
such formidable teams as Cheverus Boothbay Harbor on the home
Shutc. 276: total 1325.
was the fact that until then Gram
The Texacos were sitting on top of and Edward Little, is bound towards i grounds by one point. Payson was
had not known that the woman had
the world last night, for in addition the Bates tournament and should the ! high point man. The score:
talked about her, being too much oc
to taking four of the five points from locals upset them Wednesday eve
Boothbay Harbor High (331
cupied with her home affairs to give
I the Barbers they took all five from ning they will undoubtedly be in the
G
P T.P.
such things a thought. Of course she
the Boiler Makers. Gay was again running for an invitation to partici Rowe, If ..._..............
3
6
knew in a general wav that the wom
the star with two 109's for hieh single, pate in the playoffs at Lewiston later Orne, if .......................... 0
0
an alwavs talked when "riled," but
besides having high total. The sum in the season. From all angles of Sprague, rf ....~............. 5
11
that she herself had been the particu
! view the fracas promises to be a Morten, c ....................... 0
mary:
0
lar target of that sharp tongue had
Texacos—Fogg, 277; J. H. McLoon, classy exhibition.
Coombs, c ....................... 0
0
never occurred to her until the wom
276: A. C McLoon. 269; Gay, 323;
The local girls also earned two Paine, lg ......................... 2
4
an's conscience goaded her into con
victories the past week over the same York, rg ......................... 5
Smith, 263: total. 1408.
12
PARK
THEATRE
fession. I never knew what the origi
Boiler Makers—Ames, 280; Sim- schools.
nal trouble was. for Gram herself
Camden High girls maintain the
mons. 265: Willis. 273; Carr, 264;
15
33
One
of
the
strangest
"locations"
could not remember, so my curiosity
sunberth in the feminine division of
Brault, 262; total, 1344.
Rorkport High 1321
ever
used
for
a
talking
picture
is
on that point must forever remain
I the league with Rockland In second
O
F T.P.
' seen in "The Cuban Love Song,”
unsatisfied.
Arthur Crockett and Maynard place.
Lincoln, Thomaston and Crockett, rg ........... .»...... 2
15
! Lawrence Tibbett’s latest starring Crockett,
brothers, indulged in a Rockland are next in line,
0
0
i vehicle, which will be at the Park matched game at the Recreation The league tussles scheduled for Grant, lg ....................... 0
WAS NOT TI1E A. A. A.
Arey, c ......
2
0
4
Wednesday-Thursday.
alleys last night the former winner the coming week will see the Lincoln
2
8
The famous Scott ranch in Santa 133 to 88. Nothing very brotherly Academy teams stacking up against Snow, rf ......................... 3
But the Automobile Club of America I Monica
Payson, If ...............
5
5 15
Canyon, California, was about that, judging from the score.
Which Disbanded.—Erroneous Im ' transformed
I the Rockport outfits at Rockport tointo a tropic locale for
pression
12
8 32
' the pictureque fiesta scene of the
Referee, Graffam. Time, four 8's.
Transplanted palms,
The dissolution of the Automobile production.
Club of America recently announced mango trees, carloads of imported,
in the press has led many people to tropical fruits and a polyglot crowd
BAY STATE
believe that the event in some way in of Spanish, Mexican. Chinese and
//■
volved the American Automobile As Cuban “extras" contributed to make
sociation.
This misunderstanding an exotic atmosphere fcr an episode
was encouraged by the fact that pa in which Tibbett sings a Cuban
pers in some instances used the let song and Lupe Velez dances a
a ple<
that achy, feverish, weak feeling
for your cold begins, instantly. And which is due to inactivity of the pores.
ters “A.A.A." instead of “A.C.A.” in rumba to the accompaniment of the
noted
Palau
Brothers
’
Cuban
OrPape’s Cold Compound relieves all “Pape’s” kills cold germs; openB
their headlines.
symptoms of colds. It does the the bowels; takes germs and the
The Automobile Club of America, 1 chestra, imported from Havana.
The
picture
tells
a
vivid
story
of
three things any doctor will tell you acid-wastes of colds right out of
an historic and worthwhile institu
are necessary to check a cold.
your system.
tion. was a single motor club with a marine stationed in Cuba and his
GUARANTEED—INSTALLED
“Pape's” reduces irritation and
_ Next time a cold starts, try Pape’s
headquarters in New York City. It ; romance with a little peanut vender,
swelling
of
the
nasal
lining.
So
Cold Compound and learn the reason
was not affiliated with the American played by 'Miss Velez. Karen Morley
C. R. KELTY
breathing beqwnes easy; discharge for its tremendous sales and popu
Automcbile Association which is a Plays an America, girl who complistops; the head clears. “Pape's” larity. Just remember the name,
698 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
national federation of motor units, cates the romance, and the strong
encourages perspiration; banishes “Pape’s”. All drugstores—35e.
12*14
with headquarters in Washington.! cast also includes Louise Fazenda,
D. C Therefore, the demise of the Hale Hamilton, Mathilda Comont
Automcbile Club of America does not and Philip Cooper.—adv.
in anv way affect the American Au
tomobile Association and its 986 affili
STRAND THEATRE
ated clubs throughout the United
States and Canada
If you thought “Caught Plastered"
In the event of inquiries, the offi and “The Cuckoos" were good ve
cers ard directors of the American hicles for the comedy favorites. Bert
Eebruary is here, cold, stormy and disagreeable.
Automobile Association would great- , wheeler and Robert Woolsey, land,
ly appreciate your cooperation in of course, Dorothy Lee!) you should
We
’ve got to stimulate business by offering some
elenrire un any misconception that , see. ' Peach-O-Rcno." which is comSpecial Bargains. For this week we offer—
mav exist in the minds of car own ling fcr Wednesday and Thursday.
ers throughout the country.
The comedians and the producers
A. J. Montgomery. 1 have done a difficult thing. They
Director of Publicity. , have “topped" a long succession of
'.comedv mirthauakes bv a wide marAND MANY AGREE
tun. “Pencli-C'-Reno" will probably
stand long as the funniest picture
These arc a dandy bargain and will give wonderful
Kenneth L. Roberts, noted Maine Wheeler and Woolsey have produced.
wear
p’tthor. whose historical novels
As the title suggests, “Peach-O'“Arundel" and “Lovely Lady" have Reno" js a riotous take-off on life in
<J It may be a small run or
dene much to re-create pictures of Reno todav.
We
shall
continue
selling the Men’s Stockings we
It mingles enough
a
half a million impressions
the early days in the State has a realism with, its fun to give one a
offered last week, until they are gone, for—
w-H-ept suggestion regarding rec- pretty good Picture of America’s one
. . . leaflets, folders, broch
■•cntional business. Roberts, who is “wide-open town " and it covers the
ures, catalogues, blotters,
r—----tine the winter in Italy, writes territory from railroad station to
to the Maine Publicity Bureau, as hotel, to lawyer's offices to courthouse,
letterheads, handbills or
follow : “The best way to increase with plenty of night-life of divorcees.
what
have you ? . . . What
Our line of Boys' Pants is something we are proud of.
the recreational and tourist business , divorcprR abcut_to.be.divorcCTJS and
in Maine is to tear down your bill- hangcrs.on adv
ever the job
Good School Pants at $1.00, $2.00
boards."

3 things to stop a cold
'Pape’s" does them all I

RANGE
OIL BURNERS
$24.50

AYER’S

Extra Heavy Overalls and Frocks
98c each

6 pairs for 50c

WARREN
The new hockey rink at Commun
The World Wide Guild Chapter will
ity Park will have a capacity crowd at
tonight's clash between Rockland and meet Thursday directly after schoql
Waterville
It Is now a standard at the home of the leader. Mrs. Caler.
There is work to be finished,
rink.

—Wc Do It Right!

WILLIS AYETt I The Courier-Gazette

HAKE NATION-WIDE STORES
Your Headquarters (or Lenten Foods

You will Sind in our store* a complete
assortment oS items to choose from and
many suggestions Sor your Lenten Menus

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
three

PURE
GROUND

FLUFF

Nutmeg
crow

Ideal for
Salads
Candy

WRSIPWIW* |
FLUFF

<rw Desserts

X os. Tins

lar^e sije

Z5C

I9<

Aw

Splendid—Fancy
'OLDEN BANTAM

GARDINER’S

CORN

COUGH BALSAM

3

35
21
Per Bottle

Wild Cherry

Golden Shore D

SALMON

CANS

DANDELION GREENS
GOLDEN WAX BEANS

HEAD

Z

Per Can

Cans

'

*5
Z5

h
w
DIAMOND MATCHES
P. and G. SOAP
|
3 XO6
BEECH-NUT MUSTARD
X
X5®
HOFFECKER’S TOMATOES 3 &2. XF
th
XX*
LIMA BEANS
Boxee

Bare

No. 2 Can

HERSHEY’S CHOCOLATE
HERSHEY’S COCOA

z

SPLENDID — Horticultural

BEAMS

c.n

X8C
2

DAVIS

Lb. Cans

SHRIMP 15

16'
23°

WARD’S CAKE
POUND CUTS

Cans

FishCakes Z5C
a;

Lb. Cake

X5*

Wainnt-GoMan
garble and Raisin

Hit the Spot

YOU KNOW THE OWNER
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Ralph L. Smith is making excellent
recovery from his recent illness and
K'tible to be out and about.

WON HIGH HONORS

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
The W.C.T.U. Is to hold a regional j
Feb. 7-13—Anniversary Week of the
Boy Scouts.
ciwiference in Auburn Peb. 25, the J
Feb. 10—ASh Wednesday. Lent begins. jieetings to be held in the Bates , ■
Feb. 10 (Basketball)—Rockland High
ollege Chapel.
vs. Morse High of Bath at the High Chile
School gym.
ys*
Feb. 11 (6.30 p. m.)—Annual meeting
Schools planning to enter the win-:
of the Chamber of Commerce at Hotel
carnival at Community Park next I
Rockland.
Feb. 12—Past matrons' and patrons’ Saturday should notify the manage- i
night at Golden Rod Chapter. O. E. S.
ment by Wednesday, if possible. An
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feh. 12—Rubinstein Club meeting at attractive program Is in the making.
Universalist vestry.
Feb. 13—Winter Carnival at Com
The Junior and Intermediate De
munity Park.
partments of the Congregational
Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Day.
Feb. 17—Monthly meeting of the Bap ^janday School will hold a Valentine
tist Men's League.
jirty in the vestry tonight at 7
Feb. 18-19—Klppy Karnlval.
OTlock. All members of these de
Feb. 19—Open meeting of Methebesec partments are invited.
Club at Universalist vestry.
Feb. 19—Rockport—''The Dover Road
at Town hall, auspices Camden-Rock
A. E. Barnard, State manager of
port Lions Club.
Feb. 19 (3 to 9.30)—Educational Club the A.A.A. will be the speaker at the
aftnual meeting of the Chamber of
meeting.
Feb. 21—Rt. ftev. Benjamin Brewster. Commerce to be held Thursday
Bishop of Maine, at St. Peter's Church. night at Hotel Rockland. A turkey
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.

Sale of

HOUSEHOLD GOODS

tit

Immediate Sale of the Household Goods recent

ly purchased with the house from the R. J.

Wasgatt Estate, must be made to accommodate
painters, etc.

fib. TT-BUdgT uY «™Ob|>per banquet will be served at 6.30.

Kettle, auspices of Lady Knox Chapter.
D. A. R.
Feb. 22—U. S. C O. Kickapoo Ball at
Temple hall.
Feb. 28 — Thomaston — "An Evening
with Longfellow." at Baptist Church,
address by Prof. Mitchell of Bowdoln.
March 7—City Government meeting.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
March 27—Easter Sunday.
March 29-30—Democratic State Con
vention in Portland.
March 31—Republican State Conven
tion In Portland.
WEATHER

It was a fine winter weekend, fair
and not too cold. The snow left by
Thursday’s storm was such a novelty
this year as to be generally enjoyed,
sleds and skis were taken out of win
ter quarters and farmers were glad to
see the first good sledding of the
year. Good going for autos too.
Then came yesterday's easterly storm,
first snow then rain, then a sharp
drop in temperature which has made
sidewalks a glare of ice and roads
frozen in ruts. Mercury was 34 yes
terday noon. 8 above at 7 this morn
ing. Wind northwest.

Mrs. Mary Bunker is having two
■weeks’ vacation from the SenterCrane store.
Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster,
Bishop of Maine, will be at St.
Peter's Episcopal Church Sundav,
Peb. 21.

Friends of Fred T. Veazie. are hop- I j
ing that his continued progress in New
England Baptist Hospital, Boston, ’
Will permit his return home the last j
of the week as has been expected, j
He has been able for several days to |
sit up.
The annual communication of the
Orand Lodge of Maine, F.A.M., will
be held in Portland May 3. Grand ,
Chapter will meet the same day; the
Grand Council Thursday; the Order j
of High Priesthood Wednesday eve- I
ning, and the Grand Commandery
Friday morning.

23 SUMMER STREET
Beginning At Once
Call at the House
LOUIS MARCUS

SERVICE CALLS
and WIRING
Effective Immediately
Effective just as soon as the change-over can be
accomplished, this Company will turn over its en

tire wiring business to local concerns, confining its
merchandise activities entirely to the sale of elec
trical appliances. Electricians formerly with this

Company will be aided in setting up their own

business and work formerly done by the Company

will be passed along to these and other responsi

Union Lodge May Still Have
That Honor—Elisha Loth
Adelbert Jameson has rejoined the Hockey holds the stage for tonight
Ex-Senator Zelma M. Dwinal of Perry's Market crew after indulging when Waterville High and Rockland
rop Raised In 1863

Qamden addressed the Forty Club
on the more unusual and
too apparent features of Wash
ington. Next Monday Field Execu
tive A. Kenneth McCartney will tell
club about Scouting In Rockland
under the new plan.

in the prevalent indoor amusement— clash at 7.30 at Community Park rink.
The Elm City lads held State Cham
grippe.
pionship honors last year and are unThe W.C.T.U. will meet at 2.30 Fri- I defeated thus far this season. Rockday with Mrs. Alfred Lord, Bay View i 'and High has a peppy, aggressive
i square. The subject is a Lincoln pro- team more than likely to upset the
Waterville applecart.
gram.

.Benjamin Ames was being ar
raigned before Judge Butler in
icipal
Court
this morning
arged with breaking into the store
Alden Merrifield and the larceny
$7 from the money drawer yestery morning. The arrest was made
within a few hours by Deputy Sheriff
Ludwick. Ames was sentenced to
•ftur months in jail .

The Bean Barrel Club is having its
Private Donald Annis of the United customary Valentine shower. The
States Army. Fifth Infantry is spend members are receiving some awful
ing a furlough of 30 days at his home whacks, but probably not worse than
on Broadway.
those which are verbally swapped
. I each day that the club meets at
The American Legion is again i cap'n Charlie’s. It is generally con
grateful Xo its good friend, Morris B ceded
________________
that the best________
valentine was the
Perry, this time for an electric unit j ppp received by Freeman Young, and
for a large coffee percolator.
I dedicated to a “real-mistake man.”
-------I He cheerfully agreed to show it to the
Joseph Dondis and James Dondis! Mrs. but the boys learned later that
went yesterday to New York, called j his better half was out of town.
i hy the critical illness of their father,,
M..VF nFFR inprfa^f
Hyman Dondis, formerly of this city. II
MAINE DEER INCREASE

REDUCED TO
FORMERLY 2 for 25c

Dr. James Kent attended the meet
ing of the Maine Osteopathic Associ
ation Saturday in Portllnd. There
were about 50 in attendance, privi
leged to hear fine addresses by Dr.
John A. MacDonald of Boston, past
president of the American Osteopathic
Association, and Dr . Q. C. Flick,
x-ray specialist of the Massachusetts
Osteopathic Hospital.
Commander Don&ld B. MacMillan
is scheduled to appear kt Clrrtden
Cpera House Tuesday evening, April
12, under the auspices of the Camden
Rotary Club. His lecture will bo on
‘ My Life Among the Eskimo People.”
and will be Illustrated. Supper will
be served before the lecture when the
Rotarians and their gutests will have
an opportunity to hear Commander
MacMillan talk more informally.

This general committee has been
appointed for the Woman's Auxiliary |
of St. Peter's Church: Program. Mrs.
Thomas Foley and Mrs. Roy Estes;
hospitality. Miss Nettie Clark; treas
urer and secretary. Mrs. Mary Dins
more; waitresses. Miss Louise McIn
tosh; decorations, Mrs. Arthur Wis
ner; kitchen, Mrs. John Thomas, Mrs
Josephine Lothrop and Mrs. Alton
Decrow; choir mothers, for boys, Mrs.
George B. Davis, Mrs. Wisner and
Mrs. Thomas, for girls Mrs. Agnes
Niles.

JV19

Known to many of Knox County
automobile owners as “Bill,” William
E. Koster has assumed the duties of
sales manager at the Sea View
Garage, according to anouncement
made by C. A. Palmer, manager.
“Bill” has earned this promotion
and demonstrated his ability as a
salesman and executive . His last
year's sales record of 69 new cars
and 158 used cars, set a mark for
any local automobile salesman to
shoot at. Sales records of this size
are built on a foundation of cus
tomer confidence and his many
friends will learn of his promotion
with the same pleasure the manage
ment takes in announcing it.
An alumnus of Boston University,
“Bill" Is also a member of Chevro
let's 100 Car Club, the highest honor
available to a retail salesman.
The management wishes to take
this opportunity to thank Bill’s many
friends for their patronage and to
assure them of its continued Inter
est in helping him to hold their con
fidence and friendship. It is natural
to assume that he will be even better
able to serve them in his new ca
pacity.—adv.
*

A Change in Policy Concerning

THE OLDEST MASON

There will be a rehearsal of the new
Wednesday will be a busy day for
officers of Golden Rod Chapter O.E.S. Fales Circle. Ladies of tha G.A.R. in
at Masonic Temple Wednesday eve the afternoon at 2 o'clock there will
ning at 7 o’clock.
be a card party in charge of Mrs.
Marcia Green and Mrs. Mary Slstare.
Legal Kill Last Year Wa? 14,635.—
Tomorrow marks the 46th anniver
M. Harden Gray died this morning Public supper from 5 to 7 will have
Com’r Stobie Sees 20,000 a Year
Rirs.
Susie
Lamb
as
chairman,
and
at
sary of the loss of the steamer Cam
at his Broad street home. Funeral
Soon
7-30
another
card
party
will
take
bridge
on
Old
Man
Ledge.
The
craft,
services will be held Thursday at 2
puce,
with
Mrs.
Bernice
Jackson
and
in command of Capt. Otis Ingraham,
otlock from the home.
There were 14,635 deer legally killed
Mrs. Mary Rogers in charge.
went on the rocks at 4.45 a. m.
in Maine during the 1931 hunting sea
All past matrons and past patrons
son, an increase of 1537 over the 1930
of Golden Rod Chapter are asked i<Rev. Arthur H. Sargent of Went
Frank M. Tibbetts of the Postoffice kill of 13,008 the Inland Fish and
to be at Masonic Temple Thursday worth, N. H.. has accepted a call to staff is confined to his home on Game Department learned Thursday
night at 7 o’clock.
the staff of the Maine Seacoast Mis Claremont street with an infected when It finished tabulating returns
sion as assistant missionary pastor, foot, due, he believes to the breaking from its game reporting sources.
Grace Chapter O.E.S. of Thomas- and will begin his work of coopera of a blister while he was skating at Bear killed numbered 474.
ton holds its installation tomorrow tion with the superintendent, Rev. Community Park.
Commissioner Stobie said he be
evening, with Mrs. Ruth Perry, retir Orville J. Guptill next Sunday, in
lieved that in five years the annual
ing matroh, as installing officer.
ministering
to
the
scattered
1.200
kill will
be around 20,000 “be.
, .
..
... The larceny of three nickel ma- -deer
-------------------------------------families of the mission parish on the
(rotn two Rockland places of cause of the splendid game protection
The March meeting of the BPW outer shores and islands of the i business together with the contents | during the spring, summer and win
Club will take place on the 10th, dur coast.
thereof, was highly vexing to the ter months” which is b^t-ng provided
ing BPW Club Weeft which is to be
iroxli
owners, who find themselves unable by the State's
observed all over the country from
Orders for fruit trees through the to ask the authorities' aid, for ob wardens.
March 6-12.
Garden Club must be placed with vious reasons.
Another aid to the increase of deer,
Mrs. E. M. O’Neil as soon aa possible,
he said, has been the onslaught of
Mrs. Helen Blanchard who has been as County Agent Ralph C. Wentworth
The Dolice were called onto the trappers and hunters against bobcats
ill at her home the past week, re is obliged to send a complete order in Point Saturday afternoon td act as Since Aug. 1. 1931, when the bobcat
sumed work at the office of the Cen at an early date. Apple, pear, cherry, arbitrators of a domestic scrap. The bounty was raised from $10 to $20, the
tral Maine Power Company yester plum and peach trees, one and twe- woman of the house threw a dish S't Fish and Game Department has paid
day.
year old, may be obtained at the very her hUSband, but woman’s aim is out about $14,000 in bobcat bounties.
Wardens reported that approxi
reasonable price of 18 cents and 22 prcyerbially poor, and the dish struck
Forget-me-Not Chapter O.E.S. of cents. Anyone may place orders. [ the manjy bosom of Patrolman mately 61 percent of the deer killed
South Thomaston has its installation whether a member of the Garden | Ingraham. P. S.—It contained paste, in 1931 were bucks, an increase of 10
this evening private for members of dub or not.
percent over the previous year. When
■
-------Eastern Star chapters. Mrs. Isabel
-------Ralph Ulmer Camp Auxiliary sew- the state’s deputy warden system was
Jackson, retiring worthy matron,
The capital prize in the bridge jng circle meets tomorrow afternoon inaugurated in 1928, the deer kill that
will be installing officer. A large series at the Thorndike grill will be aj Legion hall. Supper at 6.30 will year was 8112.
delegation from Golden Rod Chapter made tonight when the men of St. be served to the comrades and auxGame inspection stations reported
plans to attend.
Bemard’s Church conduct the final iliary members, with Mrs. H. W. that lf.910 deer were carried out bv
party. The scores are close and con Thorndike, Mrs. Myra Watts, Mrs. automobiles in 1931. The remainder
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets siderable interest has been manifest Laura Ranlett and Mrs. Eliza Plum-1 were transported by trains,
Thursday to observe Past Presidents' In the outcome, with the following mer in charge. The evening session
night. There will be no work on players in the lead: Mrs. Elizabeth will take place at 7.30.
BORN
JOSE—At Portland. Feb. 5. to Mr and
quilts in the afternoon, but all past Burpee. 10,833; Mrs. Lucia Burpee,
Mrs.
Thomas
Jose
(Marie Kennlston),
presidents are requested to be at 10,328; Mrs. Clara Curtis. 10.133; Mrs.
Any doubt which may have been
a daughter.
Grand Army hall at 1.30 for rehearsal. Milton Dick, 10,099; Edward Bisbee, entertained as to the identity of the AMES—At Knox Hospital. Rockland. Feb.
Supper at 6 Will be in charge of Mrs. 9064.
6. to Mr. and Mrs. Weston Ames of Mawharf from which the Fourth Maine
Elizabeth Barton, assisted by Mrs.
Regiment departed for the war was ttnlcus. a daughter. Eileen Geneva.
Adelma Mullen.
.11 Maine Elks are invited to at- settled by the several communica
DIED
tions which this paper has received CARTER—At Rockland. Feb. 5, Hazel
_ __ the George Washington bi
Past Matrons’ and Past Matrons’ centennial
observance at the East-1 and by the information volunteered
Carter, daughter of Everett Carter,
night will be observed by Golden Rod
aged 11 years.
Hotel in Portland Thursday, by a score or more of local residents.
Chapter, O.E.S. Friday. Supper at 6
18, announced as “the greatest L. Henry Lovejoy, formerly of Rock- GROVER—At Boston. Jan 23. Percy W
will be In charge of the new officers,
formerly of Tenant's Harbor,
event in the history of Maine Elk port writes thus from Wilkes-Barre, Grover,
age 46 years.
and those not solicited are asked to dom."
Penn.:
“
I
followed
the
Regiment
Exalted Ruler John
GRAY—At Rockland. Feb. 9, M Harden
contribute sweets. Mrs. Grace Rol R. Coen Grand
be guest of honor. The from the foot of Limerock street to
Gray, aged 32 years. I month. 19 days.
lins and Carlyle ti. Brown will be in program will
Funeral Thursday at 2 o’clock from
Atlantic
wharf
where
the
steamer
will be followed by a George
the chairs as worthy matron and Washington
late residence 6 Broad street.
Daniel Webster was boarded for
bl-centehnlal
party
and
worthy patron.
—At Rockland, Feb. 8. George
ball, “with dazzling, beautiful specta Portland. The Regiment did not go AMES
Washington Ames, aged |8 years. 10
to
Boston."
cles
in
costume.
”
months.
6 days.
The meeting of the Senior Y.P.C.U.
•
- ------------------\j
... . ...
of the Universalist Church Sunday
evening drew a large attendance, and
heartening enthusiasm was shown.
Raymond Cross acted as leader in a
very able manner. The meeting of
next Sunday evening will be in charge
of Dr. Charles B. Popplestone, and
there will be a social hour and re
freshments afterward.

Psychic palmist and psychologist
gives confidential advice on personal
problems of life. Readings $1. hours
10 a. m. to 8 p. m. The Foss House,
77 Park street, Rockland, Tel. 740.

William E. Koster, a “100
Car Man,” Is Sales Man
ager For Sea View

East Union. Feb. 8.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
*
I read with a great deal of interest,
the report in your Saturday issue, of
our late brother, Allen Y. Boggs,
being the oldest Mason, and now
Brother Bogues of North Waldoboro
may be the oldest. But Union Lodge
still has a brother who has slightly
the advantage of Brother Bogues in
Masonic life if not in years.
Brother Elisha Lothrop of East
Union was raised to the third degree
of Masonry Dec. 3, 1863. Brother
Lothrop is the Post cane holder of
thia, town, and will be 96 years old
July 29. He has a remarkable mem
ory and reads nearly all the time,
without the aid of glasses.
I have seen Brother Lothrop’s di-,
ploma, which is in a good state of
preservation; also have heard our
secretary say, he had verified the
date in the records.
James L. Dornan
W. M. Union Lodge, No. 31.

NOT TO ANY CHANGE IN THE QUALITY OF
THE CIGAR.
—REMEMBER—

“There never has and never will be a Better Cigar than a B. C. M.
until Mother Earth produces better tobacco.”
—SOLD FROM KITTERY TO FORT KENT-

» This Company will maintain a small force of

repairmen whose services are available when the

need arises. This service is without cost on equip
ment owned and controlled by the Company, or

on appliances under a guarantee. If the call is
made to repair your equipment, or to replace fuses,
etc., a nominal charge of fifty cents will be made.
A blown fuse Is as easily replaced as a bumad-out

bulb. Just optn the switch (which throws off the cur

rant) and screw in the naw fuse. Keep a supply an hand
far emergency use and save the cast of a service call.

At its weekly luncheon last Thurs
day the Miami Rotary Club con
ferred upon Cyrus H. K. Curtis hon
orary membership, which that gen
tleman gracefully accepted. Mr.
Curtis was already an honorary
member of Camden Rotary and also
of the Rockland club, whose meet
ings during the summer season
always find him a faithful attendant.

For calls exceeding one-half hour, the time will be
computed at the rate of one dollar an hour.
Material used will he billed at standard retail

prices. No charge is made for travel time to and

Complete information con
cerning this service is included
with your next Service Bill.

from your premise#. Calls to investigate com
plaints, or calls that, after inspection, show service

is required from other sources will not be charged.

HONORARY ROTARIAN

AINE

CENT
POWE

OMPANY

LINCOLNVILLE

HOPE
Mrs. Grace Johnson of North Ap
pleton visited her sister Mrs. Lizzie
Harwood last Sunday.
Eleven Hope Grangers motored to
Warren Saturday to attend Knox
Pomona Grange. Those who enjoyed
the trip were Mrs. Julia Harwood, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Harwood, Mrs. John
Marriner, Mrs. Eleanor Payson, Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Ludwig, Miss
Estelle Bartlett, Mr. and Mrs. Ever
ett Hobbs and Mrs. Tileston Noyes.
Mrs. Alice True attended the Cam
den Farm Bureau meeting Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Thurlow took
their little daughter Ruth to Knox
Hospital Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ames and
children Nellie and Leslie of Camden
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
True last Sunday.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Harwood were Mr. and Mis.
Crosby Johnson and two children of
North Appleton and Miss Estelle Bart
lett.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Robbins have
left Florida and are returning home
in a new automobile recently pur
chased.
The entertainment presented here
Friday evening by the Megunticook
PlayeFs of Camden was much appre
ciated and it is hoped they will come
again.
Mrs. E. L. True, Mrs. A. I. Perry
and Mr. and Mrs. Burton Hall are
the appointed dinner committee for
the day meeting of Hope Grange
Saturday.
There was a good attendance at the
Quiltcraft Farm Bureau meeting Feb.
5, much interest was shown in the
designs displayed and a good many
patterns were cut. There is to be a
joint meeting of men and women at
the Grange hall Feb. 12. Vegetables
for Health and Washington Observ
ance is the title of this meeting.
Both County Agent Ralph Wentworth
and Miss Jessie M. Lawrence, Home
Demonstration Agent, will be present.
Everyone should be there at 10.30
a. m. for Mr. Wentworth’s diccussion
on home vegetable gardens. He will
take up varieties, insect and disease
control and work out witn both mer.
and women a vegetable, budget to fit
their needs.

SOUTH BELFAST

This reduction is due to lower tobacco and labor costs,

ble concerns.

Mr. and Mrs. William McNeil gave
' a card party at their home Tuesday
I evening for the benefit of Grand View
Grange. The highest scores were
1 held by Mr. and Mrs. John Sylvester.
Mrs. Francis Wood is confined to
her home by an attack of grippe.
Mr. and Mrs. Mayberry of Belfast
are receiving congratulations on the
j arrival of a son. Mrs. Mayberry was
j formerly Miss Ruth Moffitt.
Grand View Grange is to have a
valentine box social Thursday eve1 ning. The lady bringing the pretti1 est box will receive a prize.
Mrs. Mary Wood is critically ill at
her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown and chil
dren are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Joel
Prescott.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Drinkwater
I and son were in Lincolnville Sunday.
Mrs. Percy Herrick has returned
from the Waldo County Hospital
where she has been receiving treat
ment,

Schools in town closed Friday for
the winter vacation.
Mrs, Georgia (Hall) Morang of
Corinna has been a guest the past
week of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Benson Hall.
Mrs. Roland Robbins and infant
daughter Pauline who have been in
Camden for the past two weeks ar
rived home Sunday, the health of
the little one being much improved.
Miss Jane Miller who is attending
Belfast High passed the weekend at
home.
Earl Mahoney of Medford, Mass.,
is visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Mahoney.
Miss Olive Rackliffe of Boston is
passing a few weeks at her home
here.
Tranquility Grange is having large
attendance and very interesting
meetings with its new elected master
Allen Morton in the chair. The first
and second degrees were conferred
on one candidate Jan. 30, following
which sandwiches, cake and coffee
were served and an interesting pro
gram presented by the lecturer.
The Grange social and supper on
Friday evening was a banner suc
cess. A fine program was put on.
after which a short time was enjoyed
in dancing. Around $18 was received
for the Grange fund.

Tired, Nervous and Depressed ?
Health Suffers When Kidneys
Do Not Act Right
EED promptly a nagging
backache, with bladder ir
regularities and a llred, nervous,
depressed feeling. They may warn
of nome disordered kidney or
bladder condition.

Users everywhere rely on Dnnn’.v
Pills. The sale of millions of Ixixes
annually attests to Doan's popu
larity. Your dealer has Doan's.

Doan’s Pills

A Diuretic
for
the Kidneys

CANDY IS CHEAPER

CHOCOLATE NEEDHAMS
MADE FRESH DAILY

19c lk

CHISHOLM BROS.
CONFECTIONERS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

EAST WASHINGTON
Roy Light who has been ill is now
much improved in health.
Little Misses Muriel Cunningham
and Dorothy Rhodes of Liberty were
at the home of Mrs. Edith Light Fri
day afternoon.
The basketball game at Light’s pa
vilion last Wednesday evening be
tween the Wildcats and Bruins was
won by the Bruins with a good score.
Mrs. Augusta Creamer and son
Carleton Weaver of South Washing
ton were callers at the home of Mrs.
Clara Overlock last Wednesday eve
ning.

Don’t Cough
USE

McCarty’s
cough

STOP

It Is an old fashioned cough mix
ture made from a formula handed
down from our grandmother's
time. Used for coughs and ordi
nary Throat Irritations

Price 50c Bottle
SOLD BY

D. L. McCARTY
THE NORTHEND DRUGGIST

ROCKLAND, ME.

Mail Orders Filled

BARGAINS IN GROCERIES
BANKRUPT SALE
Stock of Haskell’s Market
NOW IN PROGRESS
Tremendous Savings ott Standard Groceries.
Fixtures For Sale, including Seales and Electric
Coffee Grinder

SOME SAMPLE PRICES
CAN CORN, dozen ...................... ............................... 90
CAN BEANS...................................... 12»/2, .15. .19
CAN SPINACH............................. a.............................14
CAN SQUASH ..............................................................12
CAN PUMPKIN.........................................
12
CAN APPLE ..................................................... 14, .15
CAN DANDELIONS................................................... 09
CAN BLUEBERRIES ............................................. 12*/2
CAN SOUPS ..................................................... 05, .08
CAN SALMON ............................................................. 09
TEA, l/4 lb........ 15, V2 lb.30, 10c pkg..................... 07
JELLY. JAM, jar........................................................... 10
SWEET PICKLES, pound.......................................... 21
BABBITT’S CLEANSER; 8 for............................. 25
SPICES ................................................................. 08, .09
BLUEING.........................................................09,
.12

HASKELL’S MARKET
OCEAN AT WATER ST.

ll-tf

ROCKLAND

E very-Other Dav
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can come and stay all uiglit witli
nje.”
Always Bony bad been wont to
speak of the bearded Smithers as
“old fur-fnee.”
Shad knew that the request was
full of danger, hut lie felt that he Whatever the cause, Resinol Oint
must hear what Bony had to say, ment quickly relieves the irrita
even if it involved his dismissal.
tion! Prevents slight infections or
He asked for permission to spend inflammations from becoming seri
the night with his friend. Mr. ous. Even when skin is sore and
kSmithers turned upon him with a inflamed, the healing medication
in Resinol Soap and Ointment gives
vexed look. He never got angry.
"Do you want to lose your Job?’’ quick relief. A simple soothing
treatment that has changed many
lie queried. In a tender tone.
‘|No, sir,” Shad answered. “I nm an ugly skin into a clear and vel
not so happy here as I was. Hut vety complexion. Start today using
Resinol until your skin is clear and
I—I’d hate to lose the Job and your
smooth again. At all good druggists.
—
your
friendship,
sir.
You
and
W.NU
Mrs. Smithers have been good to BOOKLET FREE Write Resinol,
SERVICE
Department 24. Baltimore, Md.,
me."
'
»Y
bq
Irving
Bachellei*
a./V»La/'
"I gues^ we'd better settle up to for your copy of “Skin Treatment
/
morrow.”' said tlie man. "There's for Health and Beauty.**
a
lot
of
talk
ahont
you
an'
Bony,
tinker stood by the statements he
hut I haven'f nnything against you.
SYNOPSIS
had made on the night of the mur
I wish you well.”
der.
The
rubbers
were
put
in
evlj
CHAPTER I.—Exhausted, rag
Shad went with Bony to his little
ged, and starving, a boy of about
deuce. Shud and the sheriff testi- I
sixteen is found in the woods, and
garret room.
fled as to the finding of the car
befriended, by a camping party. He
“I'm glad you’ve quit rasstin’ with
has fled from his brutal father. Bat
tridges and the revolver. The dis
spittoons an' molasses Jugs and
Morryson. Bat comes after him, but
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
trict
attorney
presented
his
theory.
his new friends conceal him. Fed,
kerosene cans,” said Bony. “I've
and In clean clothes, the boy, who
It was conclusive. The only dis
got six dollars saved up. How much
gives his name as Shad (Sheridan)
senters in the courtroom were the
Is sent on his way to Canton, with
have you got?”
ANNIE LAURIE
a letter to Colonel Blake.
boys. Bony and Shad. Old Bumpy
“Twenty-two dollars" Shad an
Brown was held for the grand jury.: i
CHAPTER II. — Shad cleverly
which promptly indicted him for j swered proudly.
eludes his father, Colonel Blake, his
T IS Annie I.aurie to whom tour
“We'll just hang on to it an’ make
wife, and their young daughter Ruth,
murder in the first degree.
ists pay reverence when they vis
are impressed by the boy’s manner.
it go as fur as we can. We've got
it, in Forest Lawn Memorial park,
The colonel secures him a situation
The prisoner limped out of court i n job to do for ol’ Bumpy Brown.
in the village of Amity Dam. He
Glendale, Calif, the reproduction <»f I
with the sheriff and his deputy. The
becomes friendly with a youth ot
Some one Is tryin' to saddle this
the "Wee Kirk in tire Heather,” tlie
his age, “Bony," and Bumpy Brown,
district attorney stood receiving the
murder
on
him,
an
’
he
ain
’
t
no
more
tinker, a village character, consid
church the heroine of tills oldest
congratulations of friends when
ered by the straitlaced people of
guilty than you an’ I he—not a hit!
and sweetest of love songs is said
Amity Dam as a drunkard because
Shad and Bony approached. Colonel
I’ve been down to Ashfield an' I've
of his periodic lapses from strict
to have attended at Glencnirn. npar ;
Blake greeted them.
got some news. First read that.”
sobriety. With Bony, Shad is a fre
her Scottish home. But ’tis William
quent visitor to the picturesque
“I know it looks bad, but 1 don't
He
took
from
his
pocket
a
poster
shack which Brown calls home,
Douglass, her devoted lover and an- I
think he's guilty," said Shad.
which he had tom from a telegraph
known in the vicinity as the “Fun
tlior of the original version of the
Shop.” Bat Morryson conies to Am
“What is your reasons?”
pole in Ashfield. It said:
ity Dam, w'ith determination to take
poem, to whom honors are due.
“He is not mean enough,” was
“REWARD!
his son back to his own dissolute
Annie I.aurie. stripped of Doug
Shad’s answer.
»
life.
“I will pay $1,000 for the convic
lass’ adoring poetry and the lilting
“It’s the same old. reason that haB
tion
of
the
criminal
who
wounded
CHAPTER III.—Morryson, kjiown
music which we all know, was hut
been pleaded since Cain killed Abel,"
lawbreaker. Is overawed by Colonel
my wife and killed her fattier.
a braw Scotch lassie after all. with
Blake, who Is the district attorney,
the colonel laughed. “I don’t com
“CYlVS DOOLITTLE."
and his father passes out of Shad's
a "rolling eye” and but little sense
plain because a boy's heart is better
life. With Bony, he pays a visit to
“Maybe we can make a lot o'
of duty, Bora In 10S2, at Maxwelton
Bumpy Brown. A girl, young and
than liis head. It ought to be. Come
pretty, comes to Brown's shack, in
money," Bofiy went on. "If we do.
house, Glencairn. she grew up to tie
over
to
the
house
and
spend
tbe
quiring for him. Shad applies him
we’ll go snucks. I'll tell ye why it
tlie most charming and provocative
self diligently to his neglected edu ' night with us.”
ain’t Bumpy Brown. Yon remem
cation. Two years pass.
young lady in all Dumfriesshire.
“I'd like to, but I must get back
ber that man you seen down the
How William Douglass felt about
CHAPTER IV.—In new clothes,
tonight. Could we go and see
road that got over the fence an’
and with much of his uncouthness
her he wrote down for all the world
Bumpy
a
few
minutes?
”
worn off, Shad visits the Blakes, and
went behind Doty's barn. That
to sing. In spite, however, of her
love for Ruth takes a strong hold
“Certainly, I’ll go with you.”
must 'a' been about five minutes
on his heart. The community is con
“promise true" of which he boasted
Bumpy was glad to see them. He
vulsed bv an attack made on the
after seven.
You thought, hut
in his song, Annie married one Alex
Perry family, in which Oscar Perry,
smiled, reaching through the bars
couldn’t be sure, that he wore a
the father, his daughter, Mrs. Doo
ander Ferguson while William was
and shaking their hands cheerfully
little, wife of Cyrus Doolittle, promi
broad-brimmed hat. Forty minutes
off to the wars. As the wicked often
nent citizen, are shot and seriously i as he had been wont to do in
later Jack I.abarge met a man two
do, she flourished, even to her eigh
wounded. Circumstantial evidence , Brown's cove.
points to Bumpy Brown as the as- |
miles down the rond in the dark.
ty-second year!
“We wanted you to know that
sailant, and he is arrested. Shad is
He had a broad-brimmed hat on.
Douglass lias been as unlucky as
convinced of his friend's innocence,
you've got at least two friends," said
and with boyish confidence deter
He was walkin' like Sam Hill to
a poet as he was in love. Bereft of
Shad.
mines to prove it.
wards Ashfield. He limped like
his Annie Laurie, lie was eventually
“Friends! I used to have more
Bumpy Brown. It was so dark
bereft also of his song. The original
friends than you could shake a stick
Jack couldn’t see his face. Away
CHAPTER V
version had but two verses. Tlie
at. They’re all gone but you an’
down just a,bove the road that
version familiar today Is a modern
the woman, I miss her dreadful.”
goes into the village Henry LockA Turn in the Tide.
adaptation b.v Lady John Scott.
“I guess you ain't scared,"—this
wood cornin’ home in a hay wagon
(©. 1931, Westtrn
Union.)
HE colonel and the judge re
from Bony.
met a man wearin’ a broad-brimmed
turned to the home of Cyrus |
“Scared! By Jeedix!" Bumpy ex
hat He was walkin’ fast. He had
Doolittle. Oscar Perry was near his j
claimed. “A man who has shook
his hat tilted sideways so Henry
end, but he had rallied so far that
couldn't see his face. The moon
lie was able to recognize them and
was out then. This man didn’t limp.
to speak in a whisper. They took ■
There's a funny thing about it. He
liis ante-mortem statement. It was !
to this effect: He did not know who j
didn’t limp. Henry is sure o’ that.
had shot him. The Intruder had his I
It was within half a mile of Aslifieid an’ most two mile below
face covered with a colored hand
Bumpy’s on the other side o’ the
kerchief which fell below his chin, i
river. Henry says it was a little
There were holes in It opposite Ills
after eight o’clock.
eyes. He walked with a limp. He
could not say that it was the man
“They say that the Benson's hired
known as Bumpy Brown.
girl passed the same man almost In
the edge o' fhe village a little later,
Mrs. Doolittle was able to talk to
but I didn't have time to look her
them. She agreed with her father
up today. Do ye see how it all
as to the mask and the limp of her
jibes—tlie time an’ the broadassailant. She could not be sure
brimmed hat an* the fast walkin'?
but thought that he was Bumpy
Who was this man with the broadBrown because of his height and
brimmed hat who left here right
carriage and well-known hatred of
after the murder an’ dodged you be
her husband. She knew of no rea
son for the hatred save that her
cause you had a lantern an’ went
off the road? Why did he hide his
husband had once put him off the
head behind his hat brim when
place. The statements of the boy
Henry Lockwood passed him? I say
Moses and the teacher agreed with ;
that was the murderer.”
liers. The officials returned to their
homes. The flame of life in Oscar
Shad was thrilled by the news
that Bony gave.
Perry grew dim and flickered out
In a moment they heard some
Within a week Bumpy Brown had
“A Man Who Has Shook Hands
one coming up the stairs. Then a
his examination at the county seat.
With Death as Often as I Have
rap at the door. Bony opened it.
Cyrus Doolittle was an Important
Ain’t Apt to Be Nervous.”
Doctor Gorse—a tall, thin, smoothwitness. He had driven to Griggsshaved, gray-haired, kindly man,
hands with death as often as I have
by on the day of the murder to at
stood before them.
tend to some business ln that vil- i ain’t apt to be nervous.”
These two boys had interested
He reached through the bars and
lage. The business done, he had
the doctor. Because they needed
driven to Ashfield, arriving there i shook hands.
friendship and good counsel the
“We're going to find the guilty
about four o’clock. His colts were (
doctor had sought them out. He
man," said Shad.
tired. He put them in the stable of
HIS FAVORITE DISH
had been like a wise father to Shad.
"Boys, I like you—by Jeedix, I
the Westminster hotel. He did some
He
had
told
his
friends
that
these
Donald
is standing up in exerrands on the street He was suf- ; do!” Bumpy exclaimed. “But you
boys had good stuff in them.
f 'ement for he secs his favorite
stick to your jobs. I'm nigh the end
fering from Indigestion. He felt cold
He came now and put his hand d s’l on the table. See how he
o’ the road anyhow.”
and rather dizzy. He went into the
on Shad’s head and gave It a friend waves his fork in glee! If you
barroom of the Kensington hotel for
That ended the Interview. It was
ly shake. “My young friend, I wa.it to see a picture of the dish
a drink and met some friends there.
supper time. Colonel' Blake went
heard you were here,” he said. "I :-t the upper end of the table,
They drank with him. He lay down
with the boys to the railroad stacame over to tell you not to worry. take yonr pencil and join all the
on a lounge ln the shop of his step j tion.
You’U come out all right.”
t o aber-ed dots together, starting
son, Robert Royce, on the island,
The boys rode to Ashfield, got
He had called to see Mrs. Smith , v. i:h dor number one and ending
and fell asleep. In a straight, for
their suppers at a restaurant and
ers, ill with sick headache and had
will' dot number twenty • eight.
ward, candid manner he accounted
walked home. They were talking of
learned of Shad’s dismissal.
I Vow -io you Id -n’c .Donald for
for every hour of his time that aftthe events of the day.
“We’re going to see if we can get § t’.tiag so excited ?
ernoon until about eight-thirty when
Bony said: “It looks awful bad
Bumpy Brown out of his trouble,”
he was going to get his team. Near for Bumpy. Do you suppose he could
laid Shad. “Some one is trying to
the bridge he met James Evarts
have gone an’ done it in a kind of
put this murder on him."
The good man left them.
who told him what had happened
crazy fit?”
Bony repeated to the doctor his
In the morning the boys set out
in his home. All this was corrobo
“No, I don’t He's not that kind
suspicion of the man with the broadon the familiar road to Ashfield.
rated by good witnesses.
He i of a man.”
brimmed hat and the circumstances They went behind Doty's barn and
showed depth of reeling ror his wire
“Seems as If he didn’t care much
on which it was founded.
back to the highway. They searched
and father-in-law when he told of whether they hang him or not,"
his arrival at his desolated home.
j Bony added.
“I’m inclined to think you are the thickets and culverts along that
"Maybe lie’ll fool 'em yet That
right," the doctor began, “It is a cu thoroughfare. They came to a
He swore to Bumpy Brown’s illstone wall on the east side of the
ol’ man is smart.”
rious case. I think that tlie officials
feeling for him. He knew of no
Shad spent the night with Bony.
have been misled by strong proba highway. Shad took one side of
cause for it save a scuffle in which
the wall and Bony the other. They
The people were almost unani
bilities. I'll tell you what I would
lie had put the tinker off his place.
do. I would follow that broad-brim looked into every hole and crevice.
Brown had then vowed that he would mous in the conviction that Bumpy
They had surveyed a long stretch
Brown was guilty of the murder,
get even.
med hat down tlie road tomorrow
of wall when Bony on tlie side to
even those who had little knowledge
morning. If It was worn by tlie
Robert Royce was called to
of the damning evidence. In spite
criminal, he probably hid the col ward the fields shouted:
the stand. This reputable witness
“Here it is!”
of their familiarity with every de ored hnndkerchlef and perhaps the
averred:
He lfeaped over the wall with the
tail
of
it,
the
boys
stood
firmly
foe
hat
somewhere
on
or
near
tlie
road.
“When Cyrus Doolittle came to
colored handkerchief and a small,
their friend. Their voices were the Look in every hole and under every
my shop about five o’clock on No
light-colored slouch hat in ids hand.
|
only
ones
that
had
a
word
to
say
culvert.
Also
examine
tlie
fence
member tenth, I was chatting with
He held them up before him. There
i
in
favor
of
the
suspected
man.
corners
and
the
crevices
in
the
stone
a man who had been telling about
were the eye-holes in the handker
They were openly criticized for be- walls. Go and find that hired girl
the scandalous talk of the old tink
chief.
at the Bensons'. What kind of a man
er, After Mr. Doolittle lay down I | ing the friends of a murderer.
There was a touch of awe In the
It was nearing nine o’clock of a was it who passed tier in tlie road
locked the shop and went upstairs
excitement of the two boys. Shad
chilly
November
night.
The
usual
that
night?
Did
he
limp?
How
was
to my room and got me a bite to
looked off at the river.
band of murder gossipers had left he dressed? Did he wear a broadeat. Then I lit a lamp an’ lay down
“This don’t do Bumpy any good,”
on a bed an’ read some story pa j the store of Ephraim Smithers. He [ brimmed hat?"
he remarked. “His place is below
1
and
his
young
clerk
were
getting
“
Supposing
we
found
the
handpers. I didn't have a telephone. So
here. He might have hid the hat
Suddenly Bony 1 chief?” Shad asked.
when Mr. Doolittle woke up anil J ready to close.
and the handkerchief and then cut
Squares entered. He had been run I
“Take it to the district attorney
asked me to let him out of the shop
across to tlie river and got into his
ning and was breathing hard. Shad with all the information you have
about half past eight I didn't know
boat.”
was
In
the
front
end
of
the
store
been
aide
to
gather.
You
know
Col

of the shooting. I told him then
“But he didn't. Ypu forgtt the
stacking some tools. Bony was ex onel Blake. I have heard that he
that he'd better look out for tlie
man in the broad-brimmed hat. He
cited. He whispered to his young lias the revolver and the bullets
tinker or he'd be done up. I was
friend.
discharged in committing the crime. 1 was seen away below here. I know
at Doolittle’s the day that Cyrus
"By-Jeedix!
”
he
exclaimed,
quot

If this is true, tell him that you I it ain’t the best place for these
put him off his place. The old man
ing
the
favorite
oath
of
old
Bumpy
would like to know where the re things to be hid. but we can’t help
acted dreadful vicious."
that. Facts is facts. The murder
Brown, ‘Tve run a mile. ’Fraid I'd volver came from. No doubt It
The doctors and other witnesses
er went on down the road. I tell ye.”
he too late. I’ve learnt a lot o' came from some store in this part
were sworn. Motive was proved to
things, an’ I've got to have a talk of the country. Who bought it and
tlie satisfaction of the Judge. The
with you. Ask _ol’ fur-face .If you when?”
TO BE CONTINUED
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PLAN CONQUEST OF
BIG INLAND TRACT
Congressmen to Hear About

Irrigation Project.

Wasliington.—Conquest by irriga
tion of another great inland empire,
to add to America’s power and food
productivity, awaits tlie words of
congress.
Proposals for development of the
Columbia river basin, which in
cludes more than l.KOO.IMKI acres ot
arid and semi-urld land In Wash
ington state, will be pressed by tlie
senators and congressmen of the
three northwestern states.
Preparatory steps for an $800.000,000 project, destined to provide
40.000.000.000 kllinVatts of power
annually and support a population
of pertiaps 1,000,000 are expected
to be taken on the basis of army
engineers’ reports.
Sale of power for commercial use
and payments of farmers for irriga
tion water, are planned to repay
tbe projected expenditure by tlie
federal government. Seven huge
dams on the Columbia and Snake
rivers are proposed, along with a
barge canal to furnish transporta
tion to the Pacific coast.
Interior department officials, who
have studied the proposal on the
basis of results in the other irriga
tion and reclamation projects, esti
mate that a farm income of $79,000,00(1 wight be produced; that 24,000 farms of 80 acres eacli would
support a rural population of 120,000, with a similar population ln
new towns, and a possible 500,000
population increase in Portland,
Tacoma, and Senttle. Present land
values in tlie basin are from $2.50
to $50 an acre, averaging less than
$15.
Such a development would take
more than 25 years, officials here
believe.
The reclamation bureau of tlie
Interior department Is now consid
ering what to recommend to con
gress, in the face of recommenda
tions by Oregon, Wasliington, and
Idaho Interests for a large scale
immediate start.

The Housed
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Prison Warden Utilizes
Fish to Tell Weather

JEALOUSY

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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HORIZONTAL
1-A rough, steep rock
riling out
prominently
5-Article of clothing
9-A loud repeated
outcry
11-Petrified
13- Decay
14- Measure of length
16- Sag
17- A vegetable
18- While
19- Pertlnent
21- Royal Navy (abbr.)
22- A V-shaped piece
for splitting wood
25- 6onsume
26-Skip
29- Part of foot
30- A cape, Borneo
31- Look
32- Heavy shadow
35-A parsonage
38- A constellation
39- American poet
40- Alds
42-Dried leaves used
3 as a drug
44- Comrade
45- Fondle
47-Prefix. Three
49-Wearies

48

52.

5b

b5
bb

ALIEN SMUGGLING

»
4

)

21

U. S. PLANS TO STOP

•

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
51-Eon
,52-To one side
54- Musical note
55- A gift
58- Printer's measure
59- High playing card
61- Editors (abbr.)
62- Young dog
63- Owned
64- United
66-Metal disks of
honor
68- Let fall
69- Square wooden
blocks of wood

VERTICAL (Cont.)
15- Fancy
16- Singular of data
20-Deface
23- An animal
24- Capableof becoming
jellied
27- Concurs
28- Born (Fr.)
33- Raw metal
34- A grain
36- Large monkey
37- Prefix. Not
40- Swiss river
41- Part of a sailing
vessel (pi.)
42- Precipitous *
43- S. W. State of U. S.
VERTICAL
(abbr.)
1- Small chamber for 44- Was joined together
storing
46-lncite
■48-ldeas
2- Rodent
3- Part of verb "To be ” 49-An English street
car
4- Ravine
50-Slumber
5- Contended
52- A tree
6- Bone (Latin)
53-Terminates
7- Poisonous snake
56- Augment
8- A third (Mus.)
9- The crop of a bird 57- The whole
60-Mistake
10- Flsh eggs
63-An ugly crone
11- Part of a fish
65-Depart
12- Narrow country
i67-Act
thoroughfare

-------------------------------------------------- St

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

DO JEWS PRACTICE BAPTISM?
Baptism as it is understood by
Christians is not practiced by the
Jews.
There was, however, an
ancient Jewish rite known as Jewish
baptism or proselyte baptism which
bears a striking similarity to Chris
tian baptism. When a pagan became
a convert to Judaism he was coni- |
pelled. after submitting to circum-.
cision, to go through a purificatory ■
washing. This washing symbolized
the removal of all pagan impurity and
the stranger who sojourned among i
the Israelites did not become one of
them until he had complied with this
rite. Orthodox Jews still require j
gentiles to comply with this rite when
Getting ahead will be fashionable
they become converts to Judaism.— | in 1932; it is the year of the Olympic
The Pathfinder.
races.—Christian Science Monitor.

Mammoth Ring Uses Can
ada as Operations Base.

Columbus, Ohio.—Warden P. E.
Thomas, who often sits in his office
at the Ohio penitentiary and gazes
absently at the antics of goldfish in
a huge bowl in the prison yard, has
reached certain conclusions about
goldfish and the weather.
He calls his fish bowl, the gold
fish weathed bureau.
Months
of observation has
brought him to the conclusion that:
When the fish are on top of tlie
pool and scattered It's going to be
good weather and splendid for
fishing.
Wiien the' flail are on top, but
bunched together, there will be a
rainstorm.
When the fish are below the top
and scattered, cold weather is com
ing.
When the fish are below the sur
face and huddled together—throw
fuel in the furnace for a blizzard
is coming.

Washington.—The United S|*t6s
government will prosecute to the
limit the members of the mammoth
ring which, using Canada as Its
base, has over a period of eight j
years smuggled not less than 1,00(1 ] Hawk-Pheasant Battle
aliens a year into the United
Is Told by Eyewitness
States at from $100 to $5,000 a
Milwaukee.—The following letter
head and later blackmailed them.
was received by a Milwaukee news
At least eight internationally
paper recently from Ray Schroeder,
known criminals were among those
Nashotah, Wis.:
smuggled in and so far have evaded
"I live on Moose lake and there
a widespread search for them.
are quite a few pheasants around
Under arrest are 19 persons, in
here. This morning, when I came
cluding three government clerks,
out of the house, I heard a pheas
a lawyer and one of the victims.
ant rooster making a racket a half
More arrests will follow, it was
block from the house and I started
said.
to see what was the matter with
How Ring Worked.
him.
The ring’s method of operation
“I ran to wtiere he was and here
is explained as follows:
was the pheasant and a monster
"Runners” were maintained at a
chicken hawk, and they were Just
great number of small steamship
having a battle royal. When I got
agency offices abroad. When an
up to them the rooster ran down to
alien appeared seeking Information
tbe lake, but the hawk was all
regarding entry to the United
caught up anjl I got my dip net
States, these runners would take
and caught him. Now, this is the
him In hand.
truth, aud I have the hawk here
After explaining the almost In
alive.”
surmountable difficulties faced by
aliens seeking entry to America, the
Wild Horses on Tracks
runner would guarantee to deliver
the Alien into New York city far a
Delay Colorado Traine
special sum, not Included in his
Monero, Colo.—Wild and halfsteamship passage. This sum ranged
wild horses, driven from the hills
from $100 to $5,000, depending oh
by the great snows, are delaying
how much the victim possessed.
the trains of the Denver & Rio
The alien was then sent to Mon
Grande Western railroad. The ani
treal, where he was picked up by
mals graze and run on the snow
the Canadian agent of the ring
cleared right-of-way of the line.
who had advance Information of bis
The railroad lias asked the state
arrival. There the victim was bled
for a permit to kill the animals.
again if he had additional money.
Used Forged Permits.

Captures 50-Pound Snake

In many of the cases the aliens
were introduced into this country
through the use of forged re-entry
permits obtained through the co-op
eration of government clerks, it was

Delco, N. C.—James Webb cap
tured a rattlesnake weighing 50
pounds near here.

said.

************************

When these permits could not be
obtained, the aliens were smuggled
over tlie border and delivered ,at
their destination.
>
Billfish a Fighter

Of the men who set out from B»«ton, Gloucester and Portland .to
catch swordfish, perhaps six during
the entire season are fortunate
enough to land billfishes. The billfish is rated more belligerent than
the swordfish and can be landed
only at great risk, yet swordflshermen think it is all kinds of good
luck to catch one.
The billfish is one of the fore
most of the round-sworded spearfishes. Ordinarily it is an inhabit
ant of southern waters, but occa
sionally It accompanies a school of
swordfish as far north as Georges
hank. It varies from 6 to 20 feet
in length and ffioin 100 to 1,000
pounds in weight In New England
it is called tlie “skillagelee."
When harpooned, It will make
spe'ctactilar Charges at Its attkcl&i-k

* Dog Laps Up Milk
* After Caushig Crash *
*
Medford, Mass.—A certain
* local dog doesn’t cry over
* spilled milk. It was sunning
Itself on a curbstone when a
motortruck appeared. John
Amlaw, driver, swerved to
avoid the dog and wrecked
tlie truck, spilling 800 quarts
of milk and cream on the

I

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

street.
2
After drinking Its fill of *
* milk, the dog, unharmed, de- *
*

parted.

*

*
************************

GLOBE LAUNDRY ’
Maine
Family Washings
Called For and Delivere<'
Parcel Delivery Service
Portland,

Quality Work,

Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R

BIG ENGINEERING

PROJECTS OF 1931

Many Changes in Cominercial Geography of World.
Wasiiingtoi:. — Important
engi
neering projects of 1S)31 wrought
many changes lu the commercial
geography of the world, according
to a bulletin from the National Geo
graphic society reviewing the out
standing construction accomplish
ments of the year.

WARREN

Fine Homes Erected by

Heroes of Declaration

Charles Carroll built on a portion
of tile Carrollton estate, which he
Inherited as a young man, the man
sion house, Tuscarora. It has 21
rooms, was three stories and had
walls two feet thick. He also built.
In later years, a home for liis son.
At the time of the Declaration Curroll was living In the uncestral home
of the estate, Doughoregan manor,
with Its two wings and cupola ln
the middle, extending 300 feet In all
aaross the front yard. The later
house Is still occupied by descend
ants of the Carrolls.
Samuel chase laid the -founda
tions ln 1768 of Chase bouse ln An
napolis, now a borne of destitute,
aged and Infirm women. He ijad ac
quired tbe land on which It was
built for £100 sterling. This dis
trict of Annapolis was set off for
“gentlemen’s homes” Just as other
sections of the city were circum
scribed for state, church and trades
men's homes. Chase indulged In
(lie then “great extravagance” of
having a back stulrwiiy in his house.
He also built the Palladiun window
to light tbe front stairway landing
-fr model for many costly homes.
William Paca, another Maryland
delegate, built In 1703 the bouse
known ln Annapolis as Paca bouse
boose now used as a hotel. It has
foundation walls five feet thick. This
house became tbe governor's mansldn when Paca assumed that duty
In 1789.

William Maxey of Rockland cele
brated his 91st birthday anniversary
Sunday as guest of his daughter •
Mrs. Martha Watts. Fifteen others
were also present.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Overlook of
Orff's Corner spent Friday with Mr.
and Mrs. A. C. Peabody.
A little daughter was born Feb. 5
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jose i Marie
Kenniston), at Portland.
Mrs. Luella Manchester, Harry
Hatch, Mrs. Jennie Murphy, Mr.
Fitzgerald of Camden, George Hask
ell and daughter Mrs. Alton French
of Lincolnville Beach were recent
guests of Mrs. Katherine Wade.
Wilder Moore is varnishing the
floor in the town hall, having put <Jn
the filler last week.
Pomona Orange met Saturday at
Warren. Speakers were E. Carl
Moran and Miss Jessie Lawrence o'
Rockland and Frank Rowe. Obadiah
Qardiner, former State master, and
Herbsrt Brasier of Rockland were
also among thos 3 present. Dinner!
was served at noon.
Elmer Jameson, Jr., motored to ;
Orono Sunday accompanied by Miss '
Marguerite Haskell, Mis' Laura Wal
lace of Union, Vernon Packard and
Josef Vinal, the two latter to resume
their studies there Monday.
|
The Woman’s Club will meet j
Thursday evening at 7.30. The i
paper by Miss Edna F. Boggs on
Warren annals, and that prepared by j
Mrs. Ella Cunningham on the old ■
home at Oyster River will be given
at this time. The roll call will be
local anecdotes and as an added fea
ture of the evening, the stories of
bow the club members earned their
dollars.
Members of the Congregational
ladies circle will meet at 2.30 Thurs- ;
day for the social hour, with business I
meeting at 4, and supper at 6. The '
committee serving will be. Anna
Starrett, Alice Mathews, Alzada Sim
mons, Frances Vinal and Marjorie
Allen.
Frank Rowe substituted at Union
High School Frlnday for Principal
Thomas who was ill.

“The year saw the greatest high
way construction program In the
history of the United States," says
the bulletin, "because of a liberal
expenditure policy by federal, state
and local governments. More than
11,000 miles of federal aid high
ways alone were under construc
tion at a cost of over a third of a
billion dollars.
"Cuba contributed tbe most spec
tacular single highway project of
tbe year when in February she
threw open lor use the “00-mile
paved motor road extending from
end to end of the island.
“At Washington, tbe United
States government brought almost
to completion a model automobile
road, built in preparation for the
bicentennial celebration of the
birth of George Washington. It is
the Mount Vernon Memorial high
way, extending from the National
Capital to the home of the first
President.
“Tbe Mount Vernon roadway Is
Greenland Likened to
wide enough for four lanes of traf
fic, and is to have on each side
Immense Bowl of Ice
parked strips of lawn, (lower beds
Important yet net unexpected was
and shrubs. No road however un the report of the German scientist.
important is permitted to cross tbe j Doctor Sorge, and Ills associates
highway ‘blind.’ The least Impor
that Greenland Is like a great bowl
tant roads have staggered cross
filled with Ice 8,850 feet deep at the
ings. Others must cross between
places where Its depth was meas
safety islands.
The Important
ured, Measurement was made pos
• • '♦ *
cross roads are carried over the
sible by a method somewhat resem
Ivy Chapter Installation
highway on ornamental viaducts.
bling tbe method of sounding tbe
Although it had snowed heavily
ocean's depth by timing an echo. On
Hudson River Bridge.
"The most notable engineering
thi ice cap, however, little earth the night before, the officers of Ivy
event of tlie year was the comple quakes were created by explosions, Chapter, O.EJS., were Installed Fri- I
evening in the presence of 125
tion in October of the George Wash and tlie reflection of (he seismic day
members and guests. The work was
waves was measured. So far as efficiently done by Past Matron Louie
ington Memorial bridge across the
Hudson river between New Jersey
they go the results obtained bear Drewett, well supported by Past Ma
and Manhattan island. This bridge
out the theory of the eminent geol tron Margaret Sawyer as marshal.
with a span of 3,500 feet Is tbe long ogist In Greenland. According to Past Matron Nettie Jameson as
est suspension bridge ln the world.
his theory the continents are afloat chaplain and Avis Norwood as or
Only a few weeks later, tbe near on’u semi-liquid layer and are slow ganist. The installed officers were:
ly 'drifting—tlie map showing bow Worthy matron, Grace Wyllie;
by Kill Van Kull bridge between
New Jersey and Staten island was
America and Africa have drifted worthy patron, Chester Wyllie; asso
apart. The German expedition was ciate matron, Gertrude Starrett,
completed, the longest steel arch
bridge in tbe world. Its length.
undertaken specially to tert tbe associate patron, Elbert Starrett; sec
retary, Laura Starrett; treasurer.
1,652 feet, one Inch, exceeds by two theory that Greenland, long weight Tena McCallum; conductress, Rosina
ed down by lee, Is gradually ris Buber; associate conductress, Esther
feet, one inch tlie length of the arch
In the Sydney Harbor bridge, Aus ing as the Ice melts.—Springfield Starrett; chaplain. M. Grace Walker;
(Mass.) Republican.
tralia, also virtually completed In
Adah, Hilda Aspey; Ruth, Laura
1931.
Brackett; Martha, Constance MacPhail; Electa. Lina Smith: warder,
"In Africa, n new combined high
Flora McKellar; sentinel, Albert
way and railway bridge was put
Fire Brigade Baffled
MacPhail. The other officers will be
Into operation In Uganda across
A huge water tower caught fire installed at a ’.later date. Oarrie
the Nile near the river's point of
at west Mersea, Wales. The struc Butler, retiring matron presented her
Issue from Lake Victoria. As a re
ture la of brick, with a wooden floor fellow officers with beautiful En
sult of this completion, the first
tlMB-way op, and, at the top, a large chantress carnations. Appropriate
railway train entered Kampala, one
tank containing many thousands of musical selections were mingled with
of tlie lending cities of Uganda,
gallons of water. The floor caught the festivities including vocal solos
“The outstanding cannl comple tine, and the water In the tank be | by Mrs. Carrie Butler and Charles
tion of the year was that of the
gan to boll. Therefore, neither the Wilson and quartet numbers by
New Welland canal In Canada be West Merspg nor the Colchester Are Alice Brown. Chester Wyllie, Mar
jorie Allen and Charles Wilson. At
tween Port Colborne on Lake Erie
brigades could do anything, because | the close of the installation Worthy
and Port Weller on Lake Ontario.
there was only the boiling water. Matron Grace Wyllie and other offlAt one point tlie \yelland river is
They bad to let the fire bura It : cers presented the retiring matron
siphoned under the canal.
self out.
s I and patron, Carrie Butler and
"In November the Panama canal
was temporarily closed by the first
major landslide of the yenr. The
slide was quickly cleared away.
“Work was begun on the huge
Hoover dam project on the Colora
do river near Las Vegas, Nev.
Numerous dams were completed, In
cluding a waterworks dam near
By ALBERT L. CLOUGH
Calgary, Can.; the Bagnall dam on
the Osage river In Missouri; the
Saluda dam near Columbia, S. C..
and the Tijunga dam near Los An
Keep Body-Bolts Tight
geles.
“Important railway construction
Otherwite The Body Will Rack Itself Into A Kattly Condition
probably led all other engineering
THE STEEL CHASSIS FRAMES of tars are now made so rigid
activities in wide distribution
(hat they ‘‘weave’’ very little, even on rough roads, and car bodies are
throughout the world. Of great
also made very strong and stiff, so that if these two structures are
significance was the building of a
securely fastened together, they mutually reinforce and strengthen one
railway section in Belgian Congo
another, making an extremely substantial construction, practically free
which made it possible for the first
from “working" and the squeaking and rattling which even such slight
time for passengers and freight tfl
relative movements bring about. But on the other hand if the bolt*
provided to faBten the body to the frame work loose, the mutual sup
move b.v rail across Africa from
porting action of the two elements is largely lost and the body Is left
Loblto on the Atlantic to Belra on
sbmewhat free to rattle and creak against the frame. Moreover, lacking
the Indian ocean. The line opened
firm support from the frame, the effect of the racking to which the body
up rich copper mine areas In Katan
Is subjected is immensely increased and there is a tendency Tor Its
ga. Belgian Congo, and In northern
Joints to loosen, especially If wood framing Is employed, with the de
Rhodesia.
velopment of a multitude of squeaks, which are very difficult to locate
Bermuda Gets First Railway.
and stop. The body which is long operated, loose on Its frame, eventu
“One of the most interesting hits
ally becomes intolerably noisy and shaky and it is therefore of great
of railway building was in the Ber
importance that all body-bolts always be kept tight. By removing seatcushions and floor boards, these bolts can be located, at points toward
muda Islands, where a line 20 rtiiles
the front and the rear of the body on both sides, and tightened securely,
long was opened to traffic. It Is
preferably with a powerful socket wrench. In the case of a new car,
the first railway to be built ln this
this should be done, after a few hundred miles of service have caused
old British colony. Legislation has
the frame and body-sills to come to a permanent seating and the stretch
heretofore prohibited railways in
ot the bolts to be developed. The bolts should again be tried a couple
these Islands.
of thousand miles later and re-tightened if found necessary, after which
“In tlie Malay peninsula a rail
they probably will not loosen again for a long time, but their tightness
way was opened along the east
should occasionally be verified nevertheless.
coast, establishing communication
THE OIL PROBLEM
between Slngaport and the border
CRANKING ACTION IS WEAK
of Siam's long southern tall.
W. E. S. writes: Recently the M. I), writes: They tell me at
starter of my 1927 ----------- car hap the service station that ---------- oil
"Rails were pushed ahend stead
become weaker and weaker, until is best for my 1931 ---------- * car,
ily, adding to the world's railway
rlow it will not turn the engine but two of my friends, who are
mileage in such widely scattered
over. Tha battery station informs experienced owners, insist that this
regions as Finland, Brazil, Turkey,
oil- has given them poor service,
the Philippines, Nova Scotia, Ar
and each of them recommend a
gentina, Algeria, Colombia, Man
different brand. What Is one to
churia, Japan and Ecuador.
believe as to the oil question?
“In the United States an impor
Answer:
You will be safe In
tant link was built in southwestern
using oil of any of the brands
which have a well-established rep
Pennsylvania; n cutoff from the
utation for quality; but you should
southwest corner of Kansas Into
be careful to use the grude of
New Mexico: in the Texas ‘Pan
whatever brand you adopt, which
handle’; in northern California, and
me that my battery Is fully charged its producer recommends as best
ln a number of other western
and that the trouble must be in adapted for your engine and for
states. A short hut important line
tha starter itself. What do you the season ln question. There are
think Is wrong?
was built In southern Nevada, con
so many good oils that It is not
Answer:
It may be that the strange that Individuals vary wide
necting the site of the Hoover dam
cable connections to the battery
with existing railways.
terminals need cleaning or tight
ening or that the ground connec
“In the Netherlands the first
tion of the battery Is imperfect,
•polder’ project was put Into use.
the contacts in the starting switch
These 33,000 acres were reclaimed
may be poor or the cable connec
from the sea after remaining sub
tions to the switch may be loose or
corroded. The connection to the
merged since 1284."
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Gilchrest
Monumental Works
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Thomaston, Maine
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MOTORIST

starter motor may be insecure or
tlie brushes may not contact prop
erty with the commutator.
The
motor bearings may have worn and
let the armature strike the field
magnets or there may be internal
electrical defects in the motor. Pos
sibly the starter drive Is out of
line, so that the gears do not mesh
properly.
If you don’t find the
trouble elsewhere, you better have
tbe. motor taken out and tested.

ly in choosing among them. Your
dealers recommendation Is prob
ably a good one, but so is that
of your friends, if they advise
standard brands, the reputations
of which have become established
by long and widespread satisfac
tion given to users.

Weren’t you
shocked at
Dorothy?
"My dear, I
simply couldn't
believe it"

Underthings absorb perspiration.
Avoid offending... Protect
daintiness this way:
Wash tbit 4-minutc way:

The girl they talked
about was charming, but—
A HOUSE PARTY—charming girls,
Dorothy especially. And yet...
“Weren’t you shocked at Doro
thy?” they whispered . . . “Why
dots she wear her underthings a
second day? Everybody perspires a
little and it’s so easy to offend.”
HOW can she take such chances
with ftrsonal daintiness? Under
things constantly absorb perspira
tion acids and odors. These become
noticeable so soon. Fresh lingerie

l'tablcspuon of Lux docs 1
day's undies—stockings,
too! Squeeze suds through
fabric, rinse twice, shake.

Avoid ordinary soaps—cakes,
powders, chips. Tliesc often

contain harmful alkali
which weakens threads,
fades color. Lux has no
harmful alkali.
Never rub with cake

soap.

Rubbing tends to streak

colors, weaken fabrics.

tach day is actually more important

than the daily bath.
It is so easy to wear fresh things
every day! For Lux is made to re
move perspiration acids and odors
completely, yet saves colors and
fabrics, keeps them like new. And
it takes only four minutes or less.
Follow this dainty habit —Lux
your underthings and stockings
after every wearing. Anything safe
in water is safe in Lux.

LUX for underthings
keeps them like new in spite offrequent washing

Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge, Thurs
Maurice Wyllie with the past officers’ I
NORTH APPLETON
CUSHING
DEER ISLE
day evening, was well attended. Hon
flowers and jewels, accompanying the I
ors went to Mrs. Mildred Tofason
act by suitable words. Three com- j
Miss Fula Fish, student nurse ln
Allan Smith who has been the
mittees were appointed by the chair: ; Mrs. D. T. Rivers of Brighton, and John Wentworth.
guest of his paraits Mr. and Mrs. B. Knox Hospital, is spending a vacation
Mass
,
who
has
been
the
guest
of
her
j
Committee on character, Alzada ;
The Tuesday Evening Sewing Club C. Smith for several days returned to at home with her parents Mr. and
Simmons, Alice Brown, Maurice i sister Mrs. D. L. Maloney has re- , will meet tonight with Mrs. E. M. 'New London, Conn., last Tuesday.
Mrs. George H. Fish.
turned
home.
She
made
the
trip
Wyllie; flower committee, Evelyn I
Hall.
Charles H. Plummer and George W.
Capt. G. L. Beck was a business
Robinson and Constance MacPhail; j with Harry Young who motored to
Clarence Bennett, student at Uni
were in Rockland recently on
visiting committee, M. Grace Walker.! Arlington to see his wife who is to versity of Maine, spent the weekend visitor in Ellsworth Monday of last Butler
business.
week.
Sandwiches, cake and coffee were enter a hospital there.
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Wiley's grain truck from Camden is
Basketball was played Thursday
served in the dining room as a fitting j ifr. and Mrs. Eldrean Orff left last nett at Heron Neck Light. He was
Saturday for Boston. They will also
evening at Town hall between the making weekly trips in this neighbor
complement for the evening.
visit their son Ralph and family in accompanied by a college friend.
Stonington-Graniteers and Deer Isle hood.
Whitinsville, Mass.
Misses Lucinda Young and Arlena j locals on the latter’s home court,
The grade scholars are enjoying a
First Selectman B. L. Stevens re Kossuth, nurses at Knox Hospital, i Dancing followed the game and a well-earned vacation.
WALDOBORO
mains very ill.
are at home for a short vacation.
I large crowd was on hand.
Mrs. Bestie E. Luce of Camden
W. F. Flint sold a cow to Evran
Communion was observed Sunday
Miss Sadie Mank. is visiting in Au
Mrs. W. L. Greenlaw spent a few called on relatives in town Thursday.
Burns this week.
at Union Church.
L. E. Sprowl of Searsmont, popular
gusta.
days in Rockland last week.
The low price of eggs is discour- 1
dealer in meats of all kinds, is suffer
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Weston are stay
Union
Church
Circle
will
hold
the
Mrs.
Paul
Scott
and
Mrs.
Gregory
aging to the poultry raisers. Al- | usual supper Thursday at the vestry.
ing at Stahl's Tavern.
Merchant, both of whom recently ing from a carbuncle on his neck.
Mrs. Raymond Aldus received in
Mrs. S. H. Weston entertained the though grain has fallen in price to
underwent serious operations at Blue
Mrs.
Lora
Hardison
entertained
the
Auction Club and Mrs. A. E. Boggs about pre-war figure, eggs at 16 cents Four A’s at her home Wednesday Hill Hospital are gaining steadily, formation last week of the death of
a dozen are too cheap to bring much ;
the Bridge Club last week.
and their many friends hope to see her brother in California.
night.
•
Mrs. Elwin Mank is ill with a severe
Mrs. E. F. Albee of Wiscasset was profit.
them back at home ere long, much
Mrs.
Oeorge
Newbert
entertained
Mrs.
Jack
Perie
is
running
her
in'
cold.
the guest of Mrs. J. T. Gay, Saturday.
improved in health.
the
Washington
Club
Saturday
night.
cubators
with
very
good
success,
getI
Master Herbert Butler who attends
Mrs. Theresa Keene is visiting her
Mrs. Alice Snowden is on the sick
school ill Searsmont is spending the
sister, Mrs. Abbie Montgomery, in ting a large percentage at every Supper was served.
list.
hatch.
She
has
also
increased
her
The American Legion Auxiliary will
Thomaston.
Horace Beeson, a recent guest at six weeks' vacation with his grand
Mrs. Albert Riley and son Stephen flock by buying a shipment of day hold their regular meeting Thursday Oakhurst Farm is in Shanghai, parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Butler.
old
chicks.
night, and work is expected.
of Portland are guests at Stephen A. |
China, where he has been engaged in
The recent snowfall brought a lit
The Girl Scout meeting will be held business for several years. His many
Jones'.
ISLE AU HAUT
tle
sledding,
the
first
for
sometime.
at
the
vestry
Thursday
evening.
William G. Reed is In Philadelphia
friends fear for his safety on ac
Many
of
the
men
have
their
fire

Wednesday
night
at
Town
hall
a
visiting his son, William G. Reed. Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Lufkin are
count of the strife and turmoil there.
Mrs. R. F. Waltz observed her 89th wood cut ready to haul to the door, double header of basketball will be
Harbor View Chapter, O.E.S., held visiting relatives in Yarmouth.
and
are
using
the
snow
to
good
ad

played
between
the
girls
’
and
boys'
birthday anniversary quieUy Satur vantage.
Clarence Souther who spent the
installation of officers Jan. 27: Mrs.
teams.
day at her home on the west side of
Alice Snowden, retiring matron, past month at his home in Brookline,
Mrs.
Ann
Cogan
of
Warren
was
at
Friday
night
two
boys
’
teams
from
the river. Mrs. Waltz was pleas F. G. Olson’s a few days this week.
i was the installing officer, assisted by Mass., hns returned to the "Crow's
Rockport will play Arey’s Airedales j past matrons Luella A. Beck as mar- Nest."
antly remembered with birthday
Mrs.
F.
L.
Killeran
and
Mrs.
M.
J.
cakes, gifts and cards by her many Maloney were entertained at F. I. and Chilles' Chows at Town h^ll.
Mrs. Harry Smith has been con
| shal and Kate D. Greene as chap
Friday night at Town hall‘was a lain. The new officers are: Worthy fined to the house the past month
friends.
Geyer's Wednesday.
big occasion for basketball, and every j matron, Katherine Milan; worthy suffering from the effects of a falL
Friends of Mrs. Ernest Moody are
Mrst Etta Condon, whose death
Mr. and Mrs. William Lyle Rich at
pleased to learn that she is recovering occurred in Camden last week, was available seat was taken to see Rock patron, Frank Milan; associate
land Champions play Vinalhaven I matron. Essie Torrey; associate pa- Medford, Mass., are receiving con
from a serious Illness.
a sister of Eldrean Orff of this town Nichevos. The score was 41 to 10 in ! tron, Clyde Smith; secretary. Myrtle gratulations on the birth of a daugh
The Missionary Society of the Bap and Mrs. Condon and family former
tist Church presented the one act ly lived here. She is survived by- favor of the visiting team who did ' Conary; treasurer, Harriet Haskell; ter. Marie Edwina.
Mrs. George Coombs and daughplay, “Packing the Missionary Bar several sons, also a sister Mrs. Abbie clever work, showing the remarkable 'conductress, Annabelle Weed; assorel,” at the February meeting Fri Wall of Thomaston, who is in ill quickness of an experienced team and I elate conductress, Gladys McDonald; ! ter Barbara have gone to Portland
making easy baskets. The Nichevos I chaplain, Carolyn Greenlaw; mar to visit her daughters, Mrs. Herbert
day afternoon. The costumes and health.
who have been organized only since shal, Beatrice Knowlton; Adah, Morse and Miss Hazel Coombs.
setting of the stage were artistic and
October showed good training and 'Augusta Joyce; Ruth, Rachel HaskClarissa B. Turner has returned
pleasing and the characters were ex
worked well on the defense- in mak I ell; Esther. Helen Haskell; Martha, 1 from a visit to Rockland.
VINALHAVEN
cellently impersonated. A program
ing
their
score.
Miss
Doris
Clifford
Lucy Northrup; Electa, Rose Beck;
Gardner Jameson is cutting wood
concerning Washington was given
The American Legion Auxiliary was referee. The lineup: Nichevos— 'warden, Sarah Powers; sentinel, Ed. i for Gooden Grant at Head Harbor.
1 during the entertainment and Guy I.
Louise
Libby
rf,
Frances
Macintosh
Pickering; organist, Bernice Scott.
Waltz sang several selections, accom- bridge party planned for Feb. 12, is
If. Gertrude Hall c, Mary Neilson sc. Pleasing remarks were listened to
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Poland were
. panying himself on the harp. Re- postponed until Feb 18.
Moses Webster Lodge, F.&A.M., Dorothy Cassie rg. Dolls Stordahl lg. after the ceremonies, and refresh calling on friends in Loudville one
' freshments were served on small ta
day last week.
bles ln the dining room and a social will hold regular meeting tonight. Rockland Champions—Alice Flanagan ments served.
hour enjoyed. The members of the The E. A. degree will be conferred rf, Helen Mattson If, June Brewer c,
Mildred Witham sc, Phyllis Snow
i society who took part ln the play were on one candidate.
Charles Chilles returned Saturday man rg, Ethel Thomas lg; Lucille
i Mesdames Sace Weston. Rena Crow
ell, Luella Mason, Gertrude Benner, from a business trip to New York and Egan replaced Ethel Thomas in the
$
FREE
last quarter.
Helen Perry, Margaret Bond, Annie Virginia.
Max White came to town Satur
)f
Genthner, Esther Shorey, Betty Col
day from Bangor.
lins and Miss Edna Young.
SWAN’S ISLAND
Miss Margaret Simmons returned
to Rockland Saturday, having been
Ferd Morse is having his living
FRIENDSHIP
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C. room enlarged. The work is being
I Lane.
done by Raymond Stinson and
Mrs. Helen Osier and son Theo
Reuben Carver and George Macdore of New Harbor have been vislt- ! Donald are back from Rockland where Charles Joyce.
Mrs. Cleveland Trask entertained
1 ing Capt. and Mrs. Josiah Poland,
they attended Court as Jurors.
guests at dinner Wednesday and
i The funeral of Hazel Carter, aged
Mrs. Annie Benner entertained the Thursday of last week.
11, daughter of Everett Carter, who Weary Club at an all day session
The Methodist ladies were enter
1 died Friday in Rockland was held in Wednesday.
tained Friday afternoon by Mr. and
i the Methodist Church Sunday afterFriday evening Mrs. Fred Gray en Mrs. Edward Scott. Supper was
i noon. Besides her father she is sur- tertained the Star Club at her home.
served, the menu consisting of baked
: vlved by a sister Daphlne of Rockland Luncheon was served.
beans, custard and mince pies,
A faithful guide
and a brother Russell of Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Dickey have pickles, cheese, cake, tea and coffee.
Willey Morse of Vinalhaven has returned from Deer Isle.
to every need
The Odd Fellows entertained the
been visiting. Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Mrs. Benjamin Smith and Mrs. Rebekahs Friday evening “A Mock
Call
Chadwick.
Montilleu Grindle entertained at Trial" was the feature, after which
that's needed in
or
A. E. Wotton and A. Dwight Wot bridge Saturday evening.
Write
games and refreshments were In
ton with a corps of workers are har
The public bridge party given by order.
for
vesting their annual crop of Ice.
your
Albert Ccllamore of Portland is
ropy
visiting his uncle, Romney Colla
APPLETON
today!
_____
|
i Florida’s Best Climate
more.
The Consolidated, Capt. Dodge,
Charles Griffin has the contract to
More Sunshine
went to Bayview with a load of bar
furnish ice for the Union creamerw ,
Lot Rain
rel staves from Rockland early Sun
and with teams and men is now at i
Wonderful Place for
day morning.
work filling the Ice house he has
Rtcoptration
built near Bean's shore.
Mrs. Chesley Delano of Thomaston
Just what you want if listed—at lower prices than ever. 172
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Real winter weather up here in
pages—profusely illustrated—of interesting—profitable reading.
Felker.
old Maine, but with pleasant sunshine
432
Job C. Simmons has returned home
and good sledding and autotnv.
There was a Grange social Fridnv
from travers? jury duty in Rockland.
fABM, DAIRY anJ POULTRY SUPPLIES — SEEDS*"
Superb fishing from pier
debt.
Mr. and Mrs. Louville Pottle and
or boat. Surf beach, no under*
tow. 18'hole coif, grass greciu.
Electric washing machines, ironers
family of Thomaston are visiting Mr.
Club house on the beach. M’v. nrng
and radios are being delivered to pa
' and Mrs. Alvin Pottle.
pool. 1OO ffoornu, 100 baths Orchestrz.
First >cl*M patronage. ReasoiuxJk ra-’s.
trons of the electric light company.
| Miss Hazel Hilton of Broad Cove
Good roads followed the snowstorm,
’ and Linwood Timberlake of Auburn
rCOERAL and TEMPLE. STS.,
PORI I ASP
MAINE.
GEORGE KREAMER
which Is very fortunate.
visited friends and relatives in towr.
Svmnwri Wynndotta Hotel, ftellr art, t L
Seed catalogs are coming now.
Sunday.

HERE’S THE BOOK,
You Have Been
Waiting For!

fin
%

POULTRY,
FARM and DAIRY
SUPPLIES and SEEDS

IT ENDALL
lx

5 WHITNEY

V

THOMASTON
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SOFT COAL PRICES!

BARONET FOUND
LIVING ON DOLE

Many Fanciful Theories
Concerning the Pearl

Tire regular monthly meeting of
The history of the pearl Industry
Scretnrd Lump Soft Coal, $8.50
the executive committee of the Nurse
IS
a colorful and romantic stop.'.
Lump Soft Coal not screened $8.00
Association was held at the select
The ancients obtained their pearls
Dramatic Story of Hard Fight
men's office Friday evening. The New River Soft Ron of the Mine
chiefly from India and the Persinn
nurse reported a very busy month for
$7.75
Against Adversity.
gnlf, but for a long time nothing
January with a total number of 160
10 Ton? or More $0.85
was known scientifically of the
3 dsits, of which 108 were made for Delivered in Rockland or Thom
Wellington, Shropshire, England. pearl's formation. Early peoples
n .ursing care of adult medical patients
aston
—A dramatic story of a young bar thought It was formed from a
' ind 14 for children. There were two
Hard Coal Prices Are Lower
onet who is fighting hard against dewdrop or rain, but inquisitive
dsits for maternity cases, 26 visits of
Telephone Thomaston 84-2
adversity lies behind the newa re scientists of the Sixteenth century
nstruction and demonstration, 3 for
ported recently that Sir Charles set themselves to discover how the
Social welfare, and 9 miscellaneous.
J. B. PAULSEN
Buckworth-Herne-Soame of Sheen rain or dewdrop got Into the shell
iiThis month 14 hours were spent in
17
‘
lt
"school work, 7 visits being made.
cottage, Coalbrookdale, near here, fn the flrst place. There followed
' Grippe has been prevalent and close I___________________ _____________
after succeeding to the title a short a period when it was believed pearls
^.supervision of the children has been ,
;i lccessary. One dental clinic financed ltase^ [r°m
hospital. A ruly time ago had to sign on at the em were formed from the eggs ot the
ployment exchange, and Is now in oyster. Then It was noticed that
by the Association has been held with le8rettable affair,
pearls were made of the snihe sub
eight children in attendance. A speH. D. Crie. commissioner of sea and receipt of unemployment pay.
Sir Charles, who is thirty-six, in stance as the Inner lining of the
cial meeting of the executive commit- | shcre fisheries returned Saturday
' tee is called for Feb. 19.
1 from a business trip to Connecticut herited the title from his fa shell. With keener observation the
ther, Sir Charles Buckworth-Herne- truth was finally discovered. It be
General Knox Chapter. Daughters j and other New England states.
of the American Revolution will ob- 1 Mrs. Luther A. Clark has returned Soame. Owing to a series of fam came known thnt a foreign body, at
serve Washington’s Birthday. Feb. 22. J home from Winnegance after spend- ily misfortunes the present baronet tacking the inner shell, caused the
with a banquet at the Knox Hotel. s ing several days with her aunt Mrs. has had to work as a laborer in va oyster to deposit matter at the point
followed by a card party in the eve- j Seymour Hayden who has been ill.
rious capacities.
of invasion, and this hardened sub
ning. Mrs. Ellis Copeland is general | Mrs Charles Burton and daughter
Because his job Is general la stance made np the "pearl” known
chairman of the affair and will be Luthera who have been guests of Mrs. borer for the office ot works at the
assisted by an efficient corps of work- [ william Newbert a few days left restoration of Buildwas abbey, to the jewel industry.
Imperfectly formed pearls, at
ers.
, Mondav, the former for her home in
A robin visited Millard Gilmore s Billerica Mass and the latter to Shropshire, came to an end, and tached to the inner shell, are known
with
no
immediate
prospects
of
fur

as “blister” pearls. Hollow, warty
garden last week. That gentleman s Qj.ono t0 resume her studies at Uni
garden is always attractive, but the vprsjty of Maine. Leroy Burton who ther work, he had to sign on for pearls are known to the trade as
wisdom of robin redbreast in coming bad ajso
visaing there returned the dole.
"coq de perle," while irregularly
He lives with his wife, a pretty, shaped pearls are “perles baroques."
so earlv is questionable.
f0 Orono Saturday.
William T. Smith left for Presque ( James Fpyler
after an at_ dark-haired woman, in a six-room Pearls of the first water are of deli
Isle Monday m°rniJ}g'
, , tack of grippe but Mrs. Feyler and cottage, and in the little parlor of cate texture, free from specks or
Knights has rone to the s
p
bpr £ister Miss Mary Rice are quite bis home he told hij story.
flaws, nnd a clear, almost translu
with a truckload of
of material
m
m Dr. Qrie is tbp lending phy"It pains me,” he said, “that my cent white fn color, with a subdued
plumbing.
sician.
title should be dragged into an af sheen. They are perfectly round or
Mrs. Adelia Masters has been re
• • ♦ ♦
fair of this kind. After all, I am pear-sh aped.—Exchange.
moved from the Knox Hotel to the
Deep sorrow rests upon Mr. and a victim of circumstances.
Lucette on Main street, opposite the
“I am not ashamed of hard
Mrs. Ralph A. Blackington in the loss
High School building.
Fred Libby, Warren Everett, Ar of their youngest child. Herbert E. work,” he declared, “but what does Heads Red and White
thur Stevens, Raymond Young and whose life's span was but one year upset me is the fact that my title
in Matrimonial Mixup
Clifton Felt spent two days in Ev- {ten months and one day. Pneumonia should be made the butt of pub
It seems Hint a Mrs. Paul Whiteerett's camp in Cushing last week, re following a short illness terminated lic gossip. It grieves me to hear
liis life Friday evening. It is beyond people suggest that my wife and I head, after tnelve years of wedded
turning Sunday.
Paul Morgan who came from Uni human knowledge why so much suf are ‘down and ont,’ and that Lady bliss, decided, in the course of
versity of Maine for two days vaca fering comes, ihj,bringing into the Soame has to do the washing.
events, that her wedded life was not
world a life for so short a time. Sure
tion returned Saturdav.
so blissful, and sued for divorce.
"It
is
not
so.
We
are
simply
in
ly
sympathy
will
go
out
to
the
parents
Mr. and Mrs. Guv Libby Jr. and son
The decree was granted, and she
straitened
circumstances
for
a
in
their
time
of
bereavement.
The
of Belfast spent Sunday with his par
was given custody of her elevenlittle
while.
Already
I
have
hopes
parents two sisters and grandparents
ents on the Meadow' road.
Mrs. Theresa Keene of Waldoboro are the near relatives. Funeral serv of work at my old job in about a year-old son, Paul, Jr.
After the passing of a few years
is visiting Mrs. Abbie Montgomery ices were held Monday afternoon at fortnight's time, and I shall be con
And
Douglas Walker has returned to the home. Rev. H. S. Kilborn officiat tent to return. I hate being on Mrs. Whitehead remarried.
Bowdoin College after a few days ing. There were many beautiful unemployment pay. My wife and with all the men in the wide, wide
flowers. Bearers were Edgar Ames
with his parents.
I have gone through hard times be world to choose from, tqhum should
The Baptist Mission Circle will Leland Moran. Arthur Bowley and fore together, aud we have pulled It be but a Mr. William Redhed.
Interment was in
meet with Mrs. A. D. Davis, Main Flmer Teel.
through. We shall pull through (At that, Mrs. Whitehead-Redhed
street, this Tuesday afternoon at 2. Thomaston cemetery.
may have been giving in to a deli
again.”
The time will be devoted to White
cately Quixotic sense of humor.)
Cross work.
ROCKPORT
No more than her former husband
Mrs. Mary Berg is ill of grippe in
Mexican Objects to Two
was white-haired, was her present
her home at Oyster River.
An enjOyable meeting of the TwcnBaths in Nine Months one red-haired, but his name was
The Community Brotherhood mec s tjptb Qentury club was held Friday at
at the Congregational vestry this tbp bomp oj Miss Marion Weidman.
Mexico City.—The city's cam- j William Redhed, nevertheless. As
Tuesday evening with 6 oclock sup- A
on ..Booker Washington" was paign to enforce a compulsory far as little Paul's name was con
per. The speaker will be Deputy rpad by Mrs Eiizabpth Spe#r sub. bathing regulation met its strong- j cerned, he was still called Paul
Grover of thc State Fish and Game , smu»jng for Mrs. Mellie Magune. est opposition In Jose Maria Velas Whitehead.
Some time later, Bill, Jt., was
Commission.
Tbe next meeting will be at the home
Miss Letitia Creighton entertained - Qf Mrs Blanche Ensworth. Main quez, who submitted'lo the cleans born, which, to give him his full
ing
process
only
when
subdued
by
i
at dinner and bridge Friday evening | street
due, made him William RedUeti, Jr.
sanitary police.
3 SK
Mrs. Louis Cash and Enos
Velasquez first sought to prove In the entire galaxy of exactly four
, .
mr,
Mrs Fn- E. Ingraham motored to Waterville the Injustice of the officers’ sug persons, their names were Mr. and
TiSn OUs Fn Rockland. Rrees and and East Vassalboro Sunday. Regestion about a bath by producing Mrs. Redhed (Mrs. being formerly
'Whitehead'), Paul Whitehead, Jr.,
frei’ias formed
the
decorative turning that night they were accomIchcme The companv included Miss Fanied by Miss Nancy Ingraham who a soiled certificate proving that he 1 and Bill Redhed, Jr., brand-new.
had
had
an
official
bath
last
DecernI
Emily Hanna of Danbury. Conn who has been spending a ^eek with her
To those with a pedagogical turn
her. He contended the police were 1
is Miss Creighton s house guest. Mrs. aunt Mrs. B. Harold Cates.
of mind, can be easily imagined the
unduly
Invading
his
private
rights
•
Ereign Otis Mr and Mrs. Donald P.
Observance of the birthday anniancient school-marm calling thp roll.
Gcorge Mr and Mrs W B. D. Grav. i versaries of Lincoln and Washington by Insisting upon two baths in nine ' At Bill Redhed's name she will stop
months.
Miss Clara Spear and Nathan Farwell will feature the meeting of Fred A
Valesquez warned them he would } and say, “Bill Redhed, now Isn't
of Orffs Corner. Miss Creighton and Norwood W.RC. Friday evening. A
that funny? Years ago I had a pu
Miss Hanna were among the guests fine program has been arranged and sue the city if the two baths in nine j
pil whose name was Paul White
at a luncheon given Saturdav bv Mr light refreshments will be served, months injured his health.
head. Odd If there were some kind
and Mrs Otis for Mrs. Rochester.
Members are requested to furnish
of relationship:”—New York Sun.
Alden Merrifield's store was broken 1 sandwiches or cookies, and are priviinto Sunday night and ten or twelve } leged to invite one guest each. If a Law’s Long Arm Nabs
dollars taken from thfe cash drawer. I severe storm, the affair will be post2 in Prayer at Church
Presidential Gardener
Nothing else has been missed. Benia- ' poned until a later date.
Philadelphia.
—Two young men,
The President's garden goes back
min Ames was arrested Monday
Mrs. Maria Knight and Mrs. Mary !
morning by Deputy Sheriff Ludwick Payson returned Saturday from Lim- a little late for the opening of to the days when John Quincy
and taken to Rockiand.
ington. making the trip in company services at St. Alban’s Protestant Adams of Massachusetts lived at
A number of black walnuts from a with Mr. and Mrs. Brainerd Paul and Episcopal church, hurried to take the White House, says an article in
tree on Washington's estate. Mount [ son Richard with whom they have places at the center of the congre a Boston paper. It was said that
Vernon, were planted Feb. 7 in a box j been staving the past ten weeks, gation and join in reading from the President Adams had the taste of
at Montpelier. Boy Scouts of Rock- The Pauls were overnight guests of prayer book.
an English squire. In his diary he '
land and Thomaston under the ! Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Paul. They re
A minute later the services were mentions that he delighted to work
charge of Scoutmasters Harold turned home Sunday.
Interrupted by a patrolman who
Whitchill of Rockland and Edear
At tbe session of the Methodist stalked to the center of the church In the garden in the dew of the
Libby of tbe local troop, acted in the 1 church School on Sunday these offi- and charged the two late comers morning.
“In this small garden.” he wrote,
ceremonics. The seed was planted , cers were elected for the ensuing
"of not less than two acres there
in a box which will be placed in a I year: Superintendent, Ernest Crock- with stealing an automobile.
The patrolman said the youths are forest and fruit trees, shrubs,
hothouse to germinate. The meeting ett; secretary, Cactlda Cain; treaswas presided over bv Scout Commis- urer Annie Small; superintendent had stolen a parked automobile, hedges, esculents, vegetables, kitch
eicner Hrrvey C Allen of Rockland. crad]e ron department. Gwendolyn crashed Into a tree while fleeing, en and medicinal herbs, hot-house
First Selectman Rodney Jordan spoke ; Buzzell; primary department, Amy and hurried into the church to plants, flowers and weeds tb the
a welcome to the Scouts who are ob- filler; teachers, Beverly Wellman, avoid arrest.
amount I conjecture of at least
serving this month the anniversary of Lois Burns, Beatrice Graffam. Ruth
1.000. Ouseley, the gardener, knows
the establishment of their organiza- Miller, Orra Burns. Rebecca Fowle,
them all by their botanical names.”
tion. The' benediction was pro- ' Boiand Richards, Ernest Crockett, Pennsylvania Fanners
nounced by Rev. W. S. Rounds of BCv. p p pOwle; Organist, Mattis
Warned Against Crooks
Rockland.
! Russell.
“Hobo” and “Yegg”.
Harrisburg, Pa.—The Pennsyl
Vernon Packard of Warren now q
An a]1.day spssion of thp Parm Bu.
The word “hobo,” meaning a shift
student at University of Maine was rpau js bpin he,d tod
at the home vania department of agriculture
in town to attend Sunday school and Qf Mrs Mjnptta paul
advised farmers to stick to their less worker or Itinerant laborer, a
tramp
(as distinguished from
church. He received a warm welcome
,
vr t?
frnn,
ond
The Weidman Class of the M. E. own business to “get rich quick,"
from young and o
church will meet Tuesday evening at or at least to keep what money “yegg”) originated in the United
The monthly union prayer service
States. “The tramp's name for
they have.
will be held at the Baptist Church the home of Mrs. Linthel Lane.
The advice was Included ln a himself and his followers is hobo,
Miss
Doris
Hyler
of
Rockland
was
Thursday evening at 7.15.
plural hoboes,” says ,T. Flynt in the
The annual installation of Grac a guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. John warning against schemes into which Contemporary Review for August,
promoters
allegedly
seek
to
lead
Chapter, O.E.S. will be held at Ma- { Andrews, Commercial street,
1891. “Yegg” or “yeggman” is a
sonic hall, Wednesday evening with j Mrs. H. E. Rogers has returned farmers.
“Quitting the poultry, or the dairy tramp who makes a business of rob
Mrs. Ruth Perrv retiring worthy ma- | from an extended visit with relatives
business entirely after becoming ex bing rather than begging; a travel
tron, as installing officer. Each ; at Winterport.
member is orivileged to invite one | Thc big event of the Baptist Sun- perienced and fully equipped and ing burglar and safe-blower. “When
guest. Refreshments will be served at j day school is the annual supper and going into a new enterprise is very a particularly clever thief,” says the
the close of the ceremonies.
i entertainment which will take place likely to prove a short road to In Philadelphia Press of May 27, 1909,
Ash Wednesday services at St. John | at tbe vestry this evening. Each class creased financial difficulties," the “is found among a gipsy tribe he ls
thc Baptist Church (Episcopal) will i will bc seated at its own table deco- department bulletin said.
selected as the yegg or chief thief.
bc at 8 a. m. and 4 p. m.
rated to represent a designated
Then came the name of John Y’egg
Basketball this week will be a game ' montb 0{ thP ycar. A “gold star"
and finally the word yeggwnn."
Friday evening in Andrews gymna- I tablc will be thc center of attraction, Pastor Remembers His
slum. Lincoln Academy vs. Thomas- at whicb wm bc seated all who have
Pet Dog in His Will
ton.
I attended the church school every
Another Theory
Mrs. Inez Skofield. John French Sunday since the New Year began,
Auburn, Maine.—The late Rev.
A child expert from the University
and Miss Anna French are ill with Thp supper hour is at 6 o'clock. The Charles S. Cummings thought a lot
of Toronto announces that mothers
grippe.
• program to follow will be made up of of his dog, “Peter.” A clnuse in
Miss Kathryn Scott is down from numbers contributed by the various his will read: “The little dog,. Pe are harmful to children, especially
untrained mothers, and tljpt an hour
Boston for a few days
classes.
ter, has had a great and good In and a half a day Is about all the
Mrs. Marie
returned
, Singer has hor
victor
The annual birthday party of the fluence over my life, coming as a
from a ^ndBX at Pom- Ladies' Aid will be held Wednesday
time they should be allowed to
Miss Mabelle Drown av rvrta- , night a( thp Mpthodist vestry. In messenger of God to show me a
spend in the presence of their chil
mouth. N. H.
j nreparation for the event tiny aprons world I knew little about. I want
dren. Try this on the new moth
Adelbert. son of Edward Beln_er,
spm t(j a)1 mpmbprs and
him to be lovingly cared for as long
er with her flrst baby and note
who was on a u. it to’ h,a Btandp
frjpnds of tbP parish with the purpose as he lives; and if he outlives me I carefully the reaction.—Minneapolis
ents Mr. and Mrs. Iradell
., . ;of same fully explained in verse. would like to have his little body
Journal.
Bremen, met with a serious a
1 Int0 thcse aprons js to be dropped a buried at the foot of my grave and
last Saturdav after
( penny for each inch of waist measure, covered with a simple flat slab on
who is but six Yca” 0 •
wnods ! There will be a program of music and which are the words: ‘Little Peter,
Some Trees Young at SO
other voung boys
^own trees readings and refreshments will be the house dog.’”
with their axes to cut down trees. |
b
Leaves of some trees turn red ln
AdPlbcrt placed his right hand upon isciveu.
autumn, as those of many maples
a stump just as another raised his]------------------------------------------------and sumachs; the leaves of other
aXe to strike and the blow severed the '
Denominational Ravens
trees, as the ash and tulip tree, turn
four fingers close to the hand. The
Are ravens religious? Apparent
yellow. Some trees have leaves so
boy walked to the house a quarter of
ly the army thinks that they are.
large that you could wrap one
a mile awav without fainting or mak
Thtn try Pfundcr'i Ttblcb—Foe
There are four ravens at the tower
about yon like a robe, says “Forest
ing any outcry. Dr. Coombs of Wal
Diitrtulnj Stomach Diiordcn. A
of I.ondon which are regarded as
Facts for Schools,” Others tiavd
doboro was summoned and soon ar
ivate formula of F. H. Plunder.
“on the strength” of the Guards bat
rived on the shore where a boat was
leaves hardly larger than your little
4. G., Graduate Pharmaeiit end
talion on duty there. And as Tommy
waiting to take him to the island.
former Laboretory Technician of
finger nail. Some trees have wood
the United States Aberdeen Hos
The doctor took un two arteries in
Atkins’ religion is recorded, so is
so soft you can tear it apart tn your
pital. Scientifically processed from
each finger and with the boy and
that of the ravens. One ls reck
hands and so light thnt it floats
the finest and purest drugs Con
grandparents returned to the main
oned ns Church of England, one as
like cork; others hnve wood so hard
vince yourself of their merits at
land and started for Knox Hospital.
Itoman Catholic, the third as Free
no nail can pierce it and so heavy
our expanse.
The time from the summons to the
church, and the fourth as “General.”
it sinks in water like a stone. In
doctor until the arrival in Rockland
Secure free trial at,
Whether they turn out for church
age. too, trees difier tremendously.
was only two hours and a quarter.
•parade—and never make a mistake
Some, like the aspens, are old trees
As part of the way was over very
nnd parade with the wrong denom
when they have reached foity or
rough roads it was much to Dr.
SHELDON'S DRUG STORE
ination—Is not quite certain,—Mon
Co,.mbs' credit
The boy will visit
fifty years, while others nt that age
It Maia St.
ROCKtAMO
treal Herald.
i firdpar. nt? Mr. and Mrs Adel •
are joung<lers just getting a start.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
F. H. PFUNOER INC.
bert B nner in Thomaston when re-

BAD STOMACH?

K

COURSE OF EMPIRE

In Everybody’s Column

*

FOR SALE

:

Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once tor 25
cents, three times for 50 cents, Addi
tional lines five cents each for one
SCREENED LUMP soft coal.£W.50;
time. 10 cents ior tnree times. Six words
lump, not screened. J8; ntted har#;wood
make a line.
Center of Population Shifts
$12 J. B. PAULSEN. Thomaston... Tel.
84-2,
i.37-19
in Ten Years.,
GAS STATION on Route 1 q«#*een
Rockland and Warron for sale, fine cor
ner lot. new building, store and lunch
Washington.—Westward continues
room complete with fixtures. To be sold
the course of empire, and a trifle
at once, $2500. V. F. STUDLEY, G9 Park
St. Tel. 1080.
152-tf
KEYS
on
chain
lost,
at
South
End
or
southward, too. Latest figures from
Main St.
JAMES HENDERSON.
SPECIAL RADIO bargains One radtthe bureau of the census place the on
Thorndike Hotel.
15*17 ola.
one radio phonograph (electric)
center of population of the United
ABOUT DEC. 28 lost from vicinity combination, one Roister eight tube
States ln Stockton township, Greene Grove St., half grown black female cat. console, battery operated All In fine
16*18 shape. Inquire F. W. GORDEN. Union.
Indiana, not far from the white feet. Please PHONE 637.
16-18
LADY'S
GOLD
WRIST
WATCH
and
town of Linton. In the ten years
CHEVROLET MARINE engine for im
chain lost last Sunday night between mediate
sale. HERBERT MATSON. Clark
that hnve intervened since the last Paramount Restaurant, thc waiting
17*19
census the population bulk of the^'room. to Glencove. CALL 857-Y. 16*18 Island.
DRY FITTED hard wood under cover.
country has shifted 2.3 miles west
$10; Junks, $10. lohg. $8; soft wood
mixed. $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 283-21
ward and 7.6 miles southward.
17-tf
“An interesting story is revealed
HORSE sled and pung ln fine condi
la the slowly moving dots that mark
tion. also 2‘i tons hay. 64 MECHANIC
centers of population since 1790,”
ST. Tel. 433-R.
17-19

MOVING WESTWARD

N

; LOST AND FOUND j

county,

•

says a bulletin from the National
Geographic society. “While the aver
age movement has been only three
miles a year the trend has been nlways westward, mostly along the
line of the thirty-ninth parallel of
latitude, with occasional jogs to the
north and south.
“Like the gauges on a steam en
gine that reveal steam pressure, wa
ter, air-brake pressure, speed, etc.,
the census dots, by erratic little
movements each ten years, indicate
just what has been taking place In
the great engine that is the United
States. Cattle, wheat, oil, real es
tate booms, resorts, motion pictures,
minerals, cotton, fruit and national
defense, all have “jiggled” the cen
sus gauge.
Advance Slows Down.
“With a preponderance of people
In the great cities of the northwest
ern part of the country a major mi
gration is needed to move the gauge
even the slightest bit. Yet, In 40
years the advancog l>ave totaled
some 5S9 miles. While It has slowed
considerably In the last forty years,
there is nothing to Indicate that the
center of population has reached a
‘dead center.’
“Trace the movements of the tenyear dots that mark the successive
taking of the census, and for each
Important event in our national life
a corresponding jog ln the center of
population will be noticeable. Tlie
first census in 1790 placed the cen
ter of population near the city of
Baltimore. In tlie next ten years
the center of population shifted al
most 40 miles west, and a trifle
south, due to the Louisiana Pur
chase.
“The growing South continued to
exert a steady pull on the popula
tion center during the next thirty
years, although the greatest move
ment was toward the West.
In
creasing population in Mississippi,
Alabama, Arkansas, Ixiuisiana and
Georgia, and the annexation of
Florida, pulled the gauge down by
1830 to a point about IG miles east
of Moorsfield, in what is now tlie
state of West Virginia, then Vir
ginia.
"Growing of the prairie states,
and of Michigan and Wisconsin,
turned the tide northward again be
tween 1830 and 1840, and also sent
it on a long jump west to the vi
cinity of Clarksburg, W. Va. The
annexation of Texas is clearly dis
cernible in its southward move
ment during the next decade.

WANTED

j

Hurdles Into Indiana.

“Tlie progressive period preced
ing the Civil war, the ‘gilded age,'
of farming in the Middle West,
jumped tlie population center from
West Virginia into Ohio, reaching a
point southeast of Chillicothe. If
one did not know that the southern
states were devastated by the Civil
war there is a hint of it In the
northward movement of the center
during the next decade. It is snld,
too, that the count of some south
ern states was not so reliable for
some districts after the negroes had
been enfranchised,
"The next twenty years saw the
population dot again on the move,
with a dip into Kentucky and a
long hurdle over into Indiana, where
it remained for the next forty years
—up to the present. Although it
has moved very slowly in the last
few years, the (ffind will remain
westward if the Pacific coast states
continue their population advances.
California alone increased about
2,230,000 In the last decade.
“The center of population, how
ever, has a considerable distance to
travel If It ever Intends to coincide
with the geographical center of the
United States. This point has been
determined to he In Smith county,
Kansas — latitude 39 degrees, 30
minutes; nnd longitude 98 degrees,
35 minutes.
The dinosaur on exhibition at
Peabody museum nf Yale university
is nearly 74 feet long, 16 feet high,
and the skeleton weighs six nnd a
half tons. Its estimated weight
when alive was between 37 and 49
tons. The specimen was discovered
by William Reed in Wyoming ln
1881, and the hones were brought
to Yale under the direction of Prof.
Othnlel C. March, whose research
resulted in this type's being known
as Brontosaurus excelus. At Yale's
bicentennial In 1901 a portion of the
skeleton was mounted and exhibit
ed. Lack nf space prevented the
erection of tlie rest, which remain-t
in storage. A few years ago the
mounting was begun anew, the hall
of Peabody being especially con
structed to house tills one animal.
Slow Starting

PENOBSCOT GRILL

Opposite Perry’s Market
MAINE
Service: 5 A. M. to 7 P. M.

_ROCKLAND,

Wonderful Place for
Recuperation

—.
Superb fishing from e$ee
or boat. Surf beach, no under_«r, 18.hole golf. grtM greens.
Club bouM on the beach. Swimming
L IOO room., IOO bath.. OreheWra.
t-clais patronage. Rea»onable ratea.

BARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c;
hatching eggs, price right My broilers
bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds.
ALBION WOTTON. Box 207, Friendship.
Me Tel. 128-H.
7-45

WYI,LIE'S STRAIN S. C. Reds. Have
you ordered your March chlx? We have
them for $160 a thousand, postpaid.
Smaller orders slightly higher. State
accredited for pullorum disease. F. H.
WYLLIE & SON, Thomaston, Me., R. 1.
10-tf
S. C. R. I. RED b»by chicks. Hatch
ing eggs. Accredited stock Four good
cockerels. One 240 egg Buffalo Incubator,
one 550 egg 103 degree Incubator, for
sale. E. C. TEAGUE, Warren. Me. Phone
13-42 Warren.
rff J5-tf

* * * * p* * * *; Wt
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TO LET

TENEMENT to let at 7 Broad'fet. All
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,730,336 35
17-T-23 modern Improvements, with garage
TEL 504-W.
' 14-tf
FIDELITY' AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF
DESIRABLE three room furnished
MARYLAND
apartment to let. reasonable rent for
Immediate occupancy. Apply 23 AMES
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
11-tf
Real Estate .......................... $2,574,450 00 BURY ST. Tel. 958-J.
Mortgage Loans
148.250 00 : HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. fine cellar.
Stocks and Bonds .............. 18.813.248 71 | toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
Cash ln Office and Bank
718.778 35 ' large veranda, large yard. Adults only
14-tf
Agents' Balances .............. 2,051,639 26 Inquire 23 T S'
“TREEr. City.
5.182 88
Interest and Rents
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
All other Assets
143.351 27 able for family of two or three, at 15
Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST
Gross Assets .................... $24,454,900 47 Tel. 318-W _
14-tf
Deduct Items not admitted
369.149 30
THREE ROOM furnished apartment
Admitted ............................ $24,085,751 17 at 19 Orient St., bath room, automatic
hot water heater. ALBERT PETERSON
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
or LOUISE WILLIAMS at Fuller-CobbNet Unpaid Losses ........... $6,196,028 42 Davls.
14-tf
Unearned Premiums ......... 6.650.301 76
NEWLY RENOVATED half house, no
All other Liabilities ......... 1.876.422 73 connection.
Three rooms down, three up,
Cash Capital ...................... 6.000.000 00
front hall, open attic, good yard.
Surplus over all Liabilities 3,362.998 26 large
Garage If desired. Apply 12 WARREN
ST. Tel. 577.
12-tf
Total Liabilities and Sur
plus ..................................... $24.085 751 17
FIVE-ROOM FURNISHED apartment,
17-T-23 furnace, gas. coal range, toilet; $6 a
week. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel.
1080.
. , 8-tI
HOUSE to let. bath, gas and lights.
MRS. E. C. GRANT. 184 South Main St.
Tel. 526-M.
12-tf
If you are a subscriber tn
FURNISHED tenement, all modern,
electric lights, gas and bath. Reason
The Courier-Gazette and are
able. F. L. SHAW. 47 North Main St.
leaving home for any time, long
TeL 422-R.
14-tf

PAPER FOLLOWS YOU

K

GEORGE KREAMER »
I Summer: WyanAnta Hotel. BeBpott, IX

FOR SALE
RUUD
Instantaneous Automatic

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER
Size 4. Style F
Practically New
Can Be Seen At This Office
130-tf
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
when
METHYL BALM

will bring almost instant relief?
A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every home. Sold only at
Johnston’s Drug Store

73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
75 cents
82-W

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.

689 MAIN STREET
TEL. 1250
ROCKLAND
56-tf

rWEIMLSUWICI
k EMBALMINGS
KMBOR AMBUIANCI
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT

Day Telephone 450—781-1
BURPEE’S

ROCKLAND, ME.

I MISCELLANEOUS <
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all tlmea
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
14-tf

WATCHES. ALL KINDS. CLOCKS
Antique clocks, grandfather clocks re
paired. Experienced workman. Work
can be called for and delivered, hr leave
at 23 Amesbury 8t„ Rockland. Me , or
send parcel post. 8. ARTHUR MACOMBER. Tel. 958-J.
157*41-tf
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store, 24 Elm 8t. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 51»-J.
14-tf
HARD WOOD fitted, 112 $no $14;
junks, $12; small round wood, stove
lengths. $10: fitted soft wood. $8. O. H
CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
' t-tf
SKATE SHARPENING Is a specialty of
CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409 Main St.
Rockland
,44-tf
LET E A. KNOWLTON file your saws
and repair your furniture at 216 LIME
ROCK ST. Tel 1010
14.-tf

RADIO
SERVICE & REPAIRS
ALL MAKES OF SETS

R. W. TYLER
PHONE 58-23

DR. EDW. W. PEASLEE
Dentist
t

Special Attention to Preventive
Dentistry and Children's Work
375 MAIN STREET
TEL. 38
16-28

DR. PERLEY R. DAMON

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

ECAUSE the wedding

invitations should bc

mailed two weeks before
the wedding itself, they

must bc ordered well in
advance. And, because

DENTIST

Keys made to order. Key* mane
to fit locks when original keys are 302 Main St. Tel. 915-M Rockland
139*60
lost. House, Office or Car. Cede
books provide keys for all locks
without bother. Scissors and
Knives Sharpened.
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices

Crie Hardware Co.

408 MAIN St.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 791
96-tf

& SON, Inc.
Cemetery Memorials

EAST UNION, MAINE

4-tf

they are so critically in

Strout Insurance Agency

spected by their recipi

17 GREEN ST. THOMASTON, ME.
Insurance in all its branches
Probate Bonds
Notary Public
J. Walter Strout Alfred M. Strout

ents, they must also be

ultra-correct. Linweave

Modern machinery often requires
fl considerable time to get tinder
efficient working speed. A new 126ton gyrostabilizer, described by Col
lier's Weekly, has a 53-ton rotating
wheel powered by a 200 horse power
motor, and requires almost an hjur
to attain its working speed of 15
revolutions per second. It runs on
Its own momentum for two inn
after the curreut Is shut 9%

Try our 25,35, 50cDinners

More Sunshine
Less Rain

Admitted ............................. $364,532 82 ♦
♦
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1931
♦
Of
♦
Net Unpaid Losses —.............. $36,251 65 R • ► - «
38.013 49
Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities
19.263 03
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to
Cash Capital .......................... 150.000 00 let, good location, rent reasonable
121.004 65 ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel.
Surplus over all Liabilities.
77.
13-tf
Total Liabilities and Surplus $364.<32 82
FOUR ROOMS and bath; three rooms
14-T-20
and bath, also store at 212 South Main
St. Apply upstairs or at NAUM Ar
MARYLAND INSURANCE COMPANY
ADAMS.
16*21
80 Maiden
New York City, N. Y.
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St.,
with electric lightR. flush toilet, garage
AL 'ETS DEC. 31, 1931
Inquire MR. SHAFTER, 15 Rockland St.
Stocks and Bonds ................ $2,358,899 00 Tel
886________________ '14-tf
Cash ln Office and Bank
145.900 21
TENEMENT to let at 38 kfechanlc St
Agents' Balances .................... , 227.131 18
Interest and Rents .............
8.279 15 Inquire of MRS. W. S. KENNISTON. 176
Main St. Tel. 874-W.
,44-tf
Gross Assets ........................$2,740,209 54
SEVEN ROOM tenement, modern con
Deduct Items not admitted
9.873 19 veniences, to let at South Main St., $25
a month. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Paik St
Admitted ..............................$2,730,336 35 Tel. 1080.
’ 14-tf
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $43,628 76 Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT
14-tf
Unearned Premiums ............. 413.442 52 240 Broadway.
All other Liabilities ............. 481.112 00
UNFURNISHED five room apartment
Cash Capital ........................... 1 000.000 00 with toilet to let. Inquire 12 KNOX
Surplus over all Liabilities ... 792.153 07 ST. Tel. 156-W.
14-tf

Famou. Dino.aur Skeleton

Specials Served Daily

Florida’s Best Climate

EGGS AND CHICKS

Gross Assets ............ ........... $397,824 09
Deduct Items not admitted ....
33.291 27 K

or snort, let us mall the paper to
you during your absence. The
regular copy of the paper will
go to the home as usual. Just
telephone the address to the
office, or mail a card. The paper
will follow wherever you go, and
will stop on notice when you ar
rive home. There will be no
' charge.

All Home Cooking

7

SITUATIONS

NATIONAL ACCIDENT AND HEALTH
INSURANCE COMPANY
of Philadelphia
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Real Estate ..................-.......... $44,521 00
Mortgage Loans . .................. 140.300 00
Stocks and Bonds . ............... 155.147 72
Cash ln Office and Bank
25.249 65
Interest and Rents ...............
3.138 04
All other Assets ....................
29.467 68

at PENOBSCOT GRILL

I

PRACTICAL NURSING work desired
References. C. L. ROACH, 132 Park St
Tel. 441-J.
13*24
ROOM wanted ln private home by
gentleman with good references. Bach
elor. Permanent. Heated, pleasant room
desired, within walking distance of post
office; meals optional. Address BOX 50.
Postofflce. Rockland. Me.
17*19
WASHINGS and fancy ironing wanted.
To be done at my home. 12 Brewster St
MRS CHARLES WOOD.
15*17

MEN AND BOYS. 18 to 35. wanted Im
mediately to qualify for coming Govern
ment Railway Mail Clerk examination;
make $150-1225 month. Common educa
tion sufficient. Write. INSTRUCTION
BUREAU. 218-H. St. Louis, Mo., quickly.
17*lt

Such Good Food

An

These

In

Ad.

Will

Wedding Papers can be

Columns

shown you at

Anything

Sell

Stf

From

a

The Courier-Gazette

Ask to see them

Needle to an Abchor.

What Do You Want
to Sell ?

WKnniNu pipKns

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
'
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
A. M.. Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25,
Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Vinalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan’s
Island about 6 00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON, Uenerai Agent.

Itfl-U
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Every-Other-Day

MUMMY OF ANCIENT
MAN IS DISCOVERED

Toltec Ruins Yield Well
Preserved Specimen.

/
In addition to personal notes regardSherwood Frost entertained at
ins departures and arrivals, this depart cards Friday evening at his home on
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. North Main street as an observance
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be of his birthday.
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ..... ...................... 770 or 7M-W

G. O. B. Crockett who has been
spending the past three months in
Fredericksburg, Va., with his daugh
ter Mrs. Ray Hopkins, returned home
Saturday. He reports a fine time,
and that Mrs. Hopkins and family are
well. Mr. Crockett was disappointed
in not seeing another daughter, Mrs.
Roxie Albee of Lauderdale, Fla., who
with her son, George, while on their
way to Fredericksburg, at Christmas
time, met with, an automobile acci
dent, while riding through Georgia,
and were obliged tq return home.
Mrs. Albee is reported as recovering
from the accident.

Mrs. Samuel Levy is in Boston for
| two weeks' visit with her sister, Mrs.
David Mason.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry and
daughter Marie who left Thursday
fer Miami arrived in Westerly, R. I.,
that night on the first lap of their
journey. The weekend was spent
with James McNamara at Eagle
Rock, Va.

Mrs. Carrie Palmer will be in
charge of the Chapin Class supper
tonight at the Universalist vestry
at 6.

Mrs. Philip Thomas was hostess to
Thc Missionary Society of the First the Thimble Club last evening at her
Baptist Church meets tomorrow aft home on Chestnut street.
ernoon at 2.30 in the chapel, with
Mrs. H. W. Frohock as leader. The
Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis enter
subject will be "Foreign Missions.”
tained at 1 o’clock luncheon Saturday
i in honor of their house guest, Mrs.
Chester Rackliffe of New Haven Edward F. Rochester of Arlington, Vt.
arrived yesterday to attend the fu The guests enjoyed an airplane flight
neral of his mother the late Mrs. in the afternoon with Capt. W. H.
Emily Rackliffe at Pleasant Beach. Wincapaw as pilot.
The funeral took place yesterday aft
ernoon.
Miss Addie McIntosh and Misses
Lloyd Benner of Amesbury street, is Charlotte and Neva Dyer were
slowly recovering from an attack of hostesses of a sliding party on Kiln
Hill Sunday evening. A hot lunch
grippe.
was served at the Dyer home on
Mrs. Edward F. Rochester (Gwen North Main street.
dolyn Wolfe) of Arlington, Vt., ls the
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Gould of War
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis,
ren, 77 and 75 respectively, leave toLindsey street.
: day for a visit of several months with
Mrs. Percy Dinsmore entertained I Mr. Gould's brother. Frank, in Cali
her Sunday School class of St. fornia. Mr. and Mrs. Gould were
Peter's Church Thursday afternoon married last June, Mrs. Gould being
at a Valentine party in the Under formerly Mrs. A. J. Bates of Rock- •
croft. Those present were Helen land.
Ingerson. Mary Perry, James Snell,
Donald Estes and Stanley McCurdy,
The Speech Readers Club meets to
with Rev. E. O. Kenvon, the rector. morrow afternoon at 2.30.
Miss Nettie Clark ahd Miss Margaret
Oram Lawry Jr. and Robert Dun
Buttomer as special guests.
ton returned to Bowdoin College Sun
Mrs. J. O. Stevens entertained the day after spending the midyear recess
Cardinal Club Saturday afternoon, at home.
with Mrs. R. H. Britt and Mrs. Eliza
The Universalist Mission Circle
beth Hahn as special guests.
meets tomorrow at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. A. R. Havener as chairman of E. E. Stoddard, 40 Grove street, with
the Congregational supper tomorrow luncheon at 12.30. There will be re
night at 6.15 will be assisted by Mrs. lief sewing until 2.30 when the devo- I
Vance Norton. Mrs. George B. Clark. tional exercises and program will be i
Mrs. Fred Colson, Mrs. Llovd N. Ben presented. Response to roll call is to ’
ner, Mrs. Wallace Spear. Mrs. Daniel be made by quotations on “God's [
Paulitz. Mrs. George E. Dunton. Mrs. Healing Power.”
Dcnald Cummings, Mrs. A. L. Whitte
George W. Gay motored to Bruns
more.
wick Sunday, accompanied by his son
Mrs. John Ranlett 3d entertained Alvary, who was returning to Bow
the T H E. Club for supoer and bridge doin College after the mid-year re
last evening at her home on Lake cess.
avenue.
Mrs. Rust Jackson of Norway is
Chickawaukie Chapter. Delphian die guest of her daughter Mrs. Cleve
Society, which met Thursday after- land Sleeper, Jr.
v-noon with Mrs. Beulah Allen has
The Rubinstein Club meets Friday
joined the State Federation of Wom
afternoon at 2.15 in the Universalist
en's Clubs.
vestry, when Miss Caroline Littlefield
Mr. and Mrs. H. Nelson McDougall will present a program on "Dame
of West street. Portland, have gone Nellie Melba."
for the remainder of the winter to
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
Boston, where Mr. McDougall is lo
cated in business. Thev were accom Society of the Methodist Church will 1
panied by Mrs. McDougall's mother. meet Thursday at 2.30 p. m, at the
Mrs. Sarah Billings* Their daugh home of Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood. Tal
ter Mrs. Merrill A. Hay of Cape bot avenue. Go prepared to sew
Shore, will cccuoy thc McDougall patchwork.
residence during their absence.
The Friday Night Club was enterThe weekly bridge party of the (tained for supper and cards by Mr.
BPW Club Thursday evening will and Mrs. Wallace Spear.
have Miss Ethel Payson and Mrs.
Mona McIntosh as hostesses.
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R. an
nounces a bridge tea to be given Mon
The Dew Rubinstein Club orchestra day afternoon at t'e Copper Kettle.
(New York) recently organized hv Dr. Reservations may be arranged with
William Rogers Chapman, and thc the corrtmittet, composed of Mrs.
club's chorus, will participate in the Beulah Allen, Mrs. Mary Ladd and
second gala concert of the season »o Mrs. Alice Karl, or with the regent,
be held at the Waldorf-Astoria Feb. Mrs. Ann Snow, and members of the
16. when Maria Jeritza will be the Chapter.
soloist. Dr. Chapman will conduct
Alfred L. Greenlaw returned to
the orchestra. The proceeds will po
to the orchestra fund for musicians. Massachusetts Institute of Technol
Mrs. Chapman is president of the ogy Sunday after spending the mid
year examination period with his
club.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Green
Mrs. John O. Stevens entertained law.
the Breakfast Bridge Club yesterday
Mrs. Henry G. Sleeper has left the
at her home on Talbot avenue.
hospital where she underwent an op
Miss Alice Ewing, daughter of Dr. eration but will return in a few weeks.
and Mrs. E. H. Ewing of Stoughton, She will be very glad to hear from
Mass., arrived yesterday to be the friends and school chums. Her ad
guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Burpee, dress is 650 W. 119th street, Whiting,
Main street.
Indiana.

Mrs. Harold E. Jackson and Mrs.
Arthur F. Lamb will serve luncheon
Friday at Mrs. Jackson's home on
Beech street, to a group of friends
sewing all day for The Thrift Shop.

Mr. and Mre. Oeorge Miller and son
George have returned home after
spending three months with their
daughters Mrs. Arthur W. Bromley.
Woburn, Mass, and Mrs. Arthur E.
Hall, Weymouth, Mass.

A card partv will be given this eve
H. H. Flint. William Flint and Miss
ning at Grand Army hall under the
auspices of Ruth Mayhew Tent. Mrs. Katherine Winn motored to Portland
Sunday where they were dinner
Helen Paladino will bc in charge.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Marston.
Miss Beth Green went to Portland On their return they were accom
panied by Mrs. H. H. Flint who had
Saturdav where she will enter upon been
visiting Mrs. Marston, for two
the study of beauty culture.
weeks.
Miss Isabel Havener of Friendship
Clara Barton Guild will meet Fri
has been visiting friends and rela day evening at 6 o’clock at the home
tives in the city.
of Miss Mary I?lrd, Spring street. Go
prepared to sew.
.
The men of St. Bernard's parish ’‘
arc in charge of the final party of
Browne Club meets Friday evening
the series which takes place tonight with Miss Edith Bicknell, 12 Knox
in Thc Thorndike grill, with playing street.
to begin at 8. The capital prize for
the series Will bc presented.
Kirs. Leola Rose arrived home Sat
urday from a visit of several weeks
Mrs. K F. (Vebbet and daughter with her daughter, Mrs. Frederick
Miss Bernice Webber and John Blag- Rugg, Jackson Heights. L. I.
don of Wiscasset were guests of Mrs.
Dr. Burton E. Flanders, went to
Lawrence Perry Saturday.
Boston yesterday to attend the
Mrs. Harold Burgess entertained at Sportsman’s Show. He will be away
bridge last evening as a birthday ob for a few days.
servance for Miss Mildred Dow.
Miss Letitia Creighton entertained
There were two tables, honors being
won bv Mrs. Benjamin Perry and at dinner and bridge Friday evening
Miss Peggy Flanagan, with guest at her home in Thomaston, with Mrs.
Edward F. Rochester of Arlington, Vt.
prize to Miss Dow.
as honor guest. Roses and fresias
were the keynote of the artistic deco
rations. The 11 guests were Mrs.
Rochester. Miss Emily Hanna of Dan
Same formula . •. same price, la bury. Conn., (Miss Creighton's house
\ original form, too, if you prefer guest), Mr. and Mrs. Donald P.
Oeorge. Miss Clark Spear. Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Gray, of Thomaston;
Nathan Farwell of Orff's Corner, and
\7b/ COLDS
OVtfiWMILLION JARS' USED YEARLY Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis of Rock
land,

STAINLESS

VvSKS

SORE THROAT
•
•
There’s a world of winter comfort in Bayer Aspirin tablets. If

you take them only to break-up colds, you know only half

the story. Some tablets crushed in a little water will relieve
the sorest throat with one good gargle. That's what the
specialists use in cas£s of sore throat. That’s what you
ought to use at home—every time you want throat comfort

and protection from infection. Remember, every case of

tonsilitis began with just a sore throat! Don't neglect any
sore throat. Gargle with Bayer Aspirin at the first tickling

felt. Take a couple of tablets for that headache that comes
with a cold—for neuralgia, neuritis, or similar pain. If it's

genuine Bayer, it can’t hurt the heart.

BAYER ©ASPIRIN
“Putting Health into Waffles"

Cortez, Colo.—The Toltec ruins,
owned by Lpe Dawson, three miles
southwest of Cortez, are yielding
some valuable archeological speci
mens.
Dawson’s most recent discovery,
and perhaps the i^ost valuable, is
a perfectly preserved mummy,
which was uncovered a short time
ago. The mummy ls that of f. man
of one of the ancient races which In
habited the Southwest centuries ago,
and is in such a remarkable state of
preservation that Dawson was able
to put it in a case immediately after
It was unearthed, for display near
the ruins.
Instruments of Weaving.

The body, finger and toe nails, and
hair are In a splendid state of mum
mification. One ear Is dried to the
head, but is visible.
The mummy was discovered in a
long tunnel which connects two
rooms. A willow mat, upon which
the body was placed, was well pre
served, and pieces’ of weaving In
struments for such work, and all
other small items found near the
body were in good condition and
were placed in the case with tbe
body. Dawson’s theory is that the
mummy was once a weaver In bis
ancient tribe, and these articles were
placed beside him fn death, so that
he might continue his occupation In
another world, as was the ancient
belief.
Shroud of Feathers.

Remarkable, .too, was the- fact
that the shroud which covered the
torsn, the cords which bound the
man’s knees, even to the knot which
connected them, are plainly visible.
The shroud, Investigation showed,
was constructed of feathers.
The finding in the Toltec ruins
have added a great deal to man's
knowledge of the ancient peoples.
Dawson, during the past year work
ing alone, has discovered knives,
pottery, arrowheads and other prop
erties of the ancient Inhabitants of
the village. Plates carrying hiero
glyphics. which he says contaih the
history of the people of thut day.
have heen uncovered, together with
a key which will enable him to de
cipher the plates.

Bees Fly 75,000 Miles
for Pound of Honey
St. Louis.—A one-pound square of
honey nominally sells for 2fi cents.
Bees fly between 50,000 and 75,000
miles to gather that amount, ac
cording to Dr. William C. Wilson,
on whose three farms 6,000,000 bees
dwell.
i Other Interesting facts revealed
by Wilson:
The best honey is obtained when
bees hnve to fly from one-half to one
mite for nectar.
A queen bee “at her best" lays
from 1,800 to 2,400 eggs a day.
The eggs she deposits in 24 hours
weigh more than she does.
A bee often will fly from six to
eight miles for one drop of nectar.
A hee will sling to protect her
home, "but it is hard to pick a
scrap when slie is away.”

By Jane Rogers

HETHER for breakfast, lunch body in good running order. Bran
eon, tea or dinner, everyone long has been recognized as one
likes them. Piping hot and golden
of the most valuable of these foods.
brown waffles, spread generously Some of the reasons have been dis
with butter, cinnamon-sugar, mar covered just recently by laboratoryGeologist Finds Fish
malade or whatever the palate may investigators. Containing minerals
380 Million Years Old
and
proteins,
bran
also
is
par.
dictate, or heaped with chicken 5
la king, lobster & la Newburg or ticularly rich in Vitamin B, which
Red Lodge, Jlont.—A number of
something else more substantial, al improves the muscular tone of tha
fish which swam in the waters of
ways present the most appetizing intestines. At the same time it is
Montana 380,000,000 years ago were
of pictures. And the chilly days of a rich source of iron.
caught here recently—with a ge
fall and winter are when this dish
Here is the new recipe that is so
ologist's pick.
enjoys its greatest popularity.
well liked and that really contains
Prof. R. T. Chamberlain, leader
A new recipe that brings a dif all these scientifically-proven mer
of the Princeton geological expe
ferent and delicious flavor to its;
dition in the Beartooth mountains
waffles, and that at the same time
Sift li£ cups of flour, one tea
helps take care of what doctors spoon of salt, % tablespoon of
last summer found embedded In the
agree ls our most common dietary sugar, and 4 teaspoons ot baking
red shale on the face of Beartooth
fault, is flnding favor rapidly.
powder together; add
cup of
butte several fossilized specimens
The progressive refinement and all-bran, 2 well beaten eggs, 1%
of ostracoderms—fishlike creatures
softening of foods which has pro cups of milk and 4 tablespoons of
that swam in American rivers eons
duced our "civilized” diet has melted shortening. Beat well and
ago.
meant in some cases the almost bake in hot waffle iron.
The ostracoderm resembles a
complete elimination of the bulky,
Simple. Delicious. And good for
cross between a crab and a flound
regulatory foods that keep the everyone.
er. Its body was about seven inches
long and was covered by a bony
plate much like a- crab’s shell. Pro
jecting from beneath the plate was
a tail and a pair of jointed flippers
much like the large claws of a cray
fish.

W

Page Seven
Stoke Pogea Old Home
of Famous Penn Family

JUST OUT! MARCH

EffEATFff

From the parish of Stoke Pogos,
England, whose manorial history
runs to the Domesday book (1080
A. D.) and whose church history
is fairly complete back to the year ,
1107, went not a few who helped
to people the American Colonies;
but the attachment they are most
fond of bringing to the attention of
Americans Is through the Penn fam
ily. The famous Quaker founder
MAGAZINE
of Pennsylvania came from these
parts, but is buried not in the Penn
vault at Stokes l’oges, but In the
simple Quaker burying ground at
"Jordans,” six or seven miles away.
The Stoke Poges estate was bought
by Thomas, son of William Penn,
in 1760, and though for a time out
of the hands of the family, the ma
nor house is now owned by a de
scendant of William Penn in the
female line. In the ancient church
Is not only the Penn vault and the
Penn pew, but actually a private
entrance to the church belonging to
and used by the Penn family of old
and today; somewhat in contrast to Z"\N your newsstand today ... a letters—and in addition, $10,000 in
the Quaker simplicity of the dis Vr super-thriller is out! The 1932 cash for true story manuscripts.
SO EASY TO WIN!... If you
tinguished ancestor.
model... the NEW and GREATER
Another tie with America Is of TRUE STORY. . . bringing you want money for you and yours—
here’s your chance! One simple,
more recent date. In Glendale, 10,000 chances to win a prize.
Oalif., ls the Little Church of the
42 pages bigger! More true stories short letter may win you $1,000 . . .
Flower, a replica of St. Giles’ church than ever! More entertainment! $500... $250... $125 ... $75 ... $5.
(as that at Stoke Poges is properly More excitement! More for your Or any one of 3,000 cash prizes. Or
any one of 7,000 consolation prizes.
entitled). Regular contributions are money than ever before!
Or write a true story manuscript—
received from California for the
206 pages . . . living with vivid, and you may win $5,000 . .. $2,000
upkeep and restoration of the little heart-stirring stories of REAL LIFE!
English edifice; and in return the Magnificent, powerful stories in the ... $1,000 ... $500 ... or $250. Don’t
worry about writing ability. TRUE
latter recently sent as a gift its raw, stripped of fancy verbiage.
STORY wants real stories—stories
ancient altar table.
Naked truth! Stark tragedy! Pas that have been lived and lie untold in
sionate love stories! Stories in which human hearts—true emotional ex
you re-live your own experiences, periences. That’s what counts—not
Rules for Pharmacist
stories that ring true. Stories of those literary ability. So turn to page 186
Under “Bluff King Hal” who have been tortured in the fires of of the March GREATER TRUE
A prominent pharmacist and phy life’s crucible or who have tasted thc STORY— read the simple rules—
then look into your heart—and write.
sician of Henry VIII'S reign named rapturous joys of divine happiness.
Yes, here is a NEW and GREATER
Don’t wait! Get your share of this
Bulleyn, who Is said to hnve been
a cousin of Anne Bolleyn, one of TRUE STORY—changed to bring big money—$22,000 in cash! Get the
the king's numerous wives, laid you more entertainment, more value, March GREATER TRUE STORY
down these rules for the practice of a bigger bargain! For your opinions today! Read it carefully. Then turn
pharmacy, wrote Charles II. I.nWall on this change, the March GREATER to page 186 for the manuscript con
in “Four Thousand Years of Phar TRUE STORY now offers 10,000 test. Turn to page 8 for the letter
prizes—$12,000 in cash for simple contest. And write a prize winner!
macy":
“The apothecary must first serve
God; foresee the end, be cleanly,
and pity the poor. His place of
dwelling and shop must be cleanly,
to please the senses withal. His
$12,000 FOR LETTERS
garden must be at hand with plenty
of herbs, seeds, and roots.
He
must read Dloscorides. He must
First prize........................ $1,000.00 Eighth prize......................... $10.00
have his mortars, stills, pots, filters,
Second prize...................
500.00 1000 Ninth prizes at each
5.00
Third prize.....................
250.00 1000 Tenth prizes at each
3.00
glasses, boxes, clean and sweat
Fourth prize...................
125.00 1000 Eleventh prizes at each 2.00
(correct). He must hnve two
Fifth prize.......................
75.00 7000 Consolation prizes
places in his shop, one most clean
Sixth prize......................
25.00
of books.
for physic and the base place for
Seventh prize.................
15.00 10,000 Certificates of Merit.
chirurgic stuff. He is neither to
increase nor diminish tlie physi
$10,000 FOR TRUE STORY MANUSCRIPTS
cian's prescriptions. He Is neither
to buy nor sell rotten drugs. He
1st prize.................................$5,000 3rd prize................................ $1,000
must be able to open well a vein,
2nd prize.............................. 2,000 4th prize (2 at $500 each). . 1,000
for to help pleurisy. He Is to med
5th prize (4 at $250 each). . $1,000
dle only in his own vocation, and
to remember that his office is only
to be the physician's cook.”

rue Stoiy

T

10,000 PRIZES

$22,000 IN CASH

WIN ONE OF THESE PRIZES!

Pilgrim. Vi.it Mecca

About 200,000 pilgrims from all
the Mohammedan countries visit
Mecca every year nt the pilgrimage
season, said Eldon Butter before
the Manchester (England) Geo
graphical society. Bat if any but
a Moslem approached within 20
miles of Mecca at any time he did
so at the risk of his life. No un
believer, as such, had been to Mecca
in the last 1,800 years. In spite of
the risk several Europeans, by first
learning the Moslem ritual and cus
toms, had managed to get into the
city in disguise and to come safely
out again. On the other hand, a
considerable number of unbelievers
appeared to have got Into Mecca
and never come out again.

WED.-THURS.

WHEN HE
SINGS “THE
, CUBAN LOVE
SONG’’—

YOUR PET LAUGH
LUNATICS!

in their
biggest
It's a thrill thc
terecn has not
known since thc
“Pagan Love
Song.” Come, join
u» under Cuban
•kies to live and
laugh and love
with

JIMMY
IIURANTI.S
back again!

and best
frolic . .

ERNEST
TOKRENC'E
too!

He Travel* Without Noise

The moose is the largest of our land
mammals. His curious head with its
large, odd nose, the broad, palmated
antlers, nnd the pendant “bell" be
low the throat, all combine to make
him seem like a story hook animal.
Because of his long legs he Is frtller
than a horse, says Nature Magazine.
Though large and heavy, he la able
to travel almost noiselessly through
his northern home in the thickets
of alder, birch, tamarack, along the
edges of slow-moving streams and
shallow lakes. He Is fond of waterplnnts, leaf, stem and root.

WED.-THURS.
HERE THEY ARE!

and LUPE VELEZ

wooUErl
World's Greatest Gowns in
their Greatest Laugh Spree..

TEACH
’HEIIO-

TODAY
DOROTHY McKAIL
in
SAFE IN HELL"

DOROTHY LEE
ZELMA O'HEAL
Idt'cAWTIOII

Rejoinder That Stung

Gave Wife Only 25c in
13 Months; Goes to Jail
Tulsa, Okla.—It costs more than
25 cents for a wife to live for 13
months, Judge William Randolph
decided In court here. Earl Bryant,
farmer, was sentenced to 00 days
in the county jail when his wife tes
tified that she received 25 cents
from him from July, 1930, to August,
193k
Nothing Modern About

Workings of Vitamins

VALENTINE DAY
February 14
Young man, your Valen
tine is none other than

Apollo Chocolates
$1.00 box
Fancy Heart Shaped Boxes
of delicious Chocolates
and Bon Bons

CHISHOLM BROS.
CONFECTIONERS
ROCKLAND, ME.
17-18

iey made

rValentineJ
A SAINT...!
He knew how women
love the littlE tributes
of affection that keep
Romance sgtow!

SILSBY’S
. 371 MAIN ST.
ROC ISLAND
14-16

Thomas Sparta, once bishop of
Rochester, in England, later be
came chaplain to the witty and
profligate duke of Buckingham, it
is related In Brand’s “Observations
on Popular Antiquities.” At his flrst
dinner with the duke, his grace, ob
serving a goose opposite his chap
lain, remarked that he wondered
Mabel Frances Lamb
why it generally happened that
geese were placed near tlie clergy.
Class Lessons 50c
“I cannot tell the reason," Sprat
Private Lessons $1.00
said, "hut 1 shall never sea a goose
again, but I shall think of your | First Lesson Free. If Appointment
grace."
Is Made Before February 1

“Knowledge of the vitamins Is
not modern,” Dr. Ruth F. Wads
"Inspired" by Hasheesh?
worth writes ln Collier’s. ‘Tt Is ns
It is generally supposed that the
old as prisons and sailing vessels;
“Arabian Nights,” and others of
older than Columbus, and probably
these strange weird eastern tales
contemporary with Noah. It ls only
were written under the influence of
the name which ls new.
hasheesh, which lends such a mar
“We owe the rather boring sys
velous brilliancy to the imagination.
tematization of the vitamins—their
classification and naming as Vita
"Distance” Almost Obsolete
min A, B, C, D, E, and soon F and
It was Kossuth, we believe, who
G—to the experimental method
declared that “Watt W’ith a steam
which has crept upon medicine In
engine lias blotted the word ‘dis
the last 40 years.
tance’ from the dictionary.” Wliut
"How the Elizabethans arrived nt
a lot of blotting tha airplane Is re
the knowledge that lemons would
sponsible furl
prevent scurvy I don’t know. I think
it Is probable that they stumbled
onto that fact because lemons were
Rets Reveal $250
easy to carry and to keep and could i
Bartley, Neb.—Rats under the
he given in the form of juice to ttie
bnrn of Charles Holsenmb were an
sailors, without a lot of fuss. Our
asset. They found $250 for him.
present-day knowledge tells us thnt
Holscomb saw a big rat run under
scurvy is cuused hy a lack of vita
the barn with a silver dollar In its
min C, which is found In oranges
mouth. He Investigated and found
and lemons aud tomatoes and ap
a hidden cache of money—burled la
pies and bananas.”
a pail under the barn.

PIAKO
INSTRUCTION

NOW SHOWING
"NO ONE MAN”
with

CAROL LOMBARD
PALL LI KAS

A Paramount Publix Theatre

STdSANttD

Performances at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30 |

TEL. 786-M

11-lt

SULLIVAN
THE TAILOR
Is now offering a

Pair of Extra Pants
With Every Suit Madr To Your
Measure

Suits Run From

$22.50 to $40.50
This Offer Good Until Jan. 31 Only
Suits Made From Your Own Cloth
We Also Do
PRESSING AND REPAIRING
262!4 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

116 MAIN ST., THOMASTON

To Us Printing is more than
just putting words into type.
It is the creation of a work of art,
be it a simple little announcement
or an elaborate booklet.
Hence
we take all the pride of an artist
in his craft, in each job; and that
is the secret of the superlative
quality of The Courier-Gazette
Printing.

! The Courier - Gazette

Every-Other-Day
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Page Eight
IN THE SOUTHWEST
A St. George Boy Voyages
To Arkansas With Eyes
Open Along the W ay
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
Many a time when the northwest
wind howled around the corners and
the snow piled hign over the land
scape did I dream of the Southland,
where one could bask in eternal
sunshine.
This year my dreams seemed to a
c rtain extent to materialize. A few
days before Christmas X set'out for
a tour of the South with a friend.
We have up to date driven 2,200
miles but we have not found that
human comfort that one would ex
pect in the South. It is true that the
weather is mild but people in gen
eral are not colder in Maine than
they are in most of the Southern
States, for the simple reason that
living quarters are so much poorer in
the South than in the East. One can
d ive for hundreds of miles hero
without seeing a decent human
dwelling. In some places one can
see right through the walls of the
houses.
On the way down there were many
things that impressed us. Going
west from Washington, we traveled
the Lee Highway which leads
through the Shenandoah Valley witn
its many famous and beautiful cav
erns. The road climbs over the fa
mous Blue Ridge Mountain and at
times one finds himself at an alti
tude of 3000 feet. On top of the
mountain in some places the road
turns in horseshoe curves and hav
ing been built for as much safety as
possible it stands nearly on edge
around these curves which gives the
traveler a rather funny sensation.
For two days we saw nothing but
hills and mountains, with the val
leys so narrow that there was barely
room for the road. In some parts
the naked wilderness stood out as an
aflrontive picture. There were hun
dreds of miles between the settle
ments with only a single shack here
and there.

Photograph by Russell Ball, 1931

♦ * * *

That the people in these parts
have advanced but a short distance
from primitive life was very evident.
On the forenoon of Christmas Day
we saw bands of men bringing home
game from the woods for their i
Christmas dinner. We were then driv
ing in Tennessee and at noon we
stopped in a town called Rogersville. I
where we had dinner. Here we
tealized more fully than before that
we had entered the Southwestern
territory, for our Christmas dinner,
which was a perfect one cost only
50 cents, and after having enjoyed
it for nearly an hour we were still1
able to turn our timepieces back a
few minutes, for we found that we
had now passed the border line into
the zone where the Central Standard
time is used, in other words we had
gained an hour.
As we drove along that day we
gained the impression that Christ- j
mas means very little in this part ■
of the country for many of the
farmers were seen doing all kinds of I
work—even plowing.
In southern Tennessee the land is '
level and fertile and there is more
evidence of civilization and com
fort. There are endless stretches of
fine road straight as a sunbeam.
Driving became dull and uninterest
A
ing and one looked with drowsy eyes ;
for a bend in the road to break the .
Winter
monotony.

Photograph by Melbourne Spun, >931

Photograph by Elmer Fryer, 1931

creen Stars are /ore// afan/ age/
Share Hollywood’s Secret of

they say. “We use Lux Toilet Soap regularly
to keep our skin flawless.”

guarding youthful charm...
You, too, can keep loveliness through the
years! The screen and stage stars know how
and you can share their secret.

Of the 613 important Hollywood actresses,
including all stars, actually 605 depend on this
fragrant white soap for the gentle care their
skin must have. Lux Toilet Soap has been
made the official soap in all the great film studios.

“We guard complexion beauty above all else,’

And for the convenience of the stars it is

found in the dressing rooms of legitimate thea
ters all over the country.

9 out of 10 screen stars use it
Surely you will want to care for your skin with
the soap that keeps exquisite 98% of the lovely
complexions you see on the screen. Buy several
luxurious cakes and begin today

Lux Toilet
WORD FROM “JOSIE”
In Earnest Out In Beaverton.

Ore., where the Coxes Live

HOWARD’S LETTER

.

r

rt

-J

Sees Maine Movies In r lorida

The good road continued into
—Wants the Chamber of
Beaverton# Ore.. Feb. 1
Arkansas, but poverty again became
more and more evident. We saw Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Commerce To Get Busy
_____________
___
Hardly know what to write that will
mile after ___
mile of
cotton fields with
the cotton unpicked, left standing to
of special interest to the old Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
rot while the people were clad in friends back there. Find as the years
It was a pleasure to me to read
rags. There was a definite break in
the old friends grow fewer each
the picture when we entered Hot Vear and many new names appear in the item in The Courier-Gazette of
Springs. Although it is a city of the columns of The Courier-Gazette Jan. 21 concerning George W. Leadonly about 20,000 inhabitants, it has Pdf there are enough old and familiar better and Horatio D. Crie.
a definite metropolitan appearance names left, that we look forward with
A teacher always takes pride in
and it seemed to be throbbing with iust as ntuch eagerness to read the
the success of his pupils. I distinctly
life and business. The reason for °'d home paper as ever,
that is, of course, the fact that it is
We are having our winter in earn- remember the day George Leadbetter
a health resort where people from est. Had a flurry of snow and now it came down from Lincolnville with his
far and near gather to recuperate.
is Jnst pouring down, the Tualitin father to see about attending school.
After a short stay we proceeded pver, which is not far from our home
100 miles southwest of the city where *s rising and the beaver dam land on Mrs. Leadbetter. formerly Marion
we are stopping at the present time, which is grown large quantities of Thomas of Rockland, also graduated
It is perhaps worth the space to de- onions, is all under water, but we are from our school; in fact she was the
scribe the unique place where we are perfectly safe.
first pupil in shorthand to complete
staying. It is a workers’ school, I The stress of hard times is felt her?
called Commonwealth College, situ- j as well as elsewhere. Men are out of the full course and on graduation,
ated ten miles from the city of Mena, work, but the counties are using many obtained a position as stenographer
Arkansas. This institution is un- °f the men on road work, instead of for Charles E. and Arthur 8. Little
like all other schools ,of higher "sing county road machinery. The field. Rockland people well recall
learning. It is nearly self-support- , men make application for work and
ing. most of the food used being pro- arp given six days work at a time. In that Congressman Littlefield was a
duced by students and teachers on this way, the unemployed are getting very rapid speaker, used long words
the several hundred acres of land through the winter, and the roads are and was the despair of reporters.
that the school owns. All students being kept in condition for traffic
Any one who could take his dictation
and teachers are required to work I We enjoyed during the nast year
“
After complet
four hours a day five days a week,! reading all the special artic.es. and had to go some.”
and no teacher receives any salary.
the regular contributions are read ing the course at the Commercial
In spite of that, the school is well with much interest always. We even College, Horatio Crie returned to
supplied with first-class teachers, read the advertisements and compare Criehaven, where I visited him sev
most of whom hold degrees from the prices with those asked out here
eral summers. It was a favorite
universities.
One wonders why I In many cases there is not so much
these teachers stay gt such an insti- difference in the cost of staple arti- place for artists—Charles Copeland,
Brad Woodcock, W. P. Burpee and
tution, but on closer examination it I c-esThose of you who live right in others were trying to depict on can
is found that they have become disgusted with the average institution Rockland cannot realize how we, who vas the rugged scenery, surf, and
where they are told what to teach I l've thousands of miles removed from wonderful coloring of the Maine
regardless of whether or not it har- ,our °id home and friends, enjov re- coast.
My associate, Edwin L.
monizes with the teacher's beliefs or , ceiving the old home paper, and how Brown, also made some of his first
convictions. At this institution the much it means to us three times a water color sketches at Matinicus
teacher is free to teach his own be- W'eek to read the news from there. We I and Criehaven.
liefs in economics or any of the would not want to be without it. even
I will never forget the occasion of
social sciences regardless of what though it has b°en near!'- .’4 '-pars my last visit to these interesting
special privilege or interest in society ?ince we resided there. Every cony of I islands. Henry Kimball of Boston
such teaching might interfere with. The Courier-Gazette is preserved and summered at Crescent Beach for
Freedom of teaching is worth more Pa<!Sed °n to former Rockland resi- many years, where he enjoyed deep
to these teachers than any pecuniary dents who live in Portland, namely, sea fishing with Fred Smith, or going
gain.
Oscar
Oscar Easton
Easton. i Mrs. Mabel Hall-Smith and Mrs. out in the early morning with Hiram
I Jennie Ineraham-Newman. who also Small or Elmer Dyer to haul the lob
Box 73, Tenant’s Harbor.
i enjoy reading the home news. Early ster traps.
I suggested that he
in the winter I had the pleasure of , ought to visit Criehaven and volun
paying Mrs. Smith a short visit at her teered to accompany him. We start
PLEASANT POINT
in Portland. She and Mrs. New ed out one morning with Capt. But
Those who left plates at the homealwavs
wish to be remembered to man. The weather was perfect—one
Grange hall for the benefit supper, man
all their old friends back there.
of those days when the wind is
can get them at D L. Maloney’s.
With kindest regards to all from northwest and the azure sky reflects
George Cazallls was out riding Sun Mr.
Cox
and
myself,
I
still
remain
the blue, almost purple water, and
day afternoon with his horse apd
old Courier-Gazette fcrce. nature is at her best. We had an
sleigh, which was an unusual sight. one of the
Mrs.
Josephine
A.
B.
Cox.
excellent dinner at Mrs. Rhodes,
The men in this place are improv- |
R F. D. 3 Box 397.
ii’.g the opportunity given by the snow
to get their wood hauled out.
|
B. L. Stevens remains critically ill.
APPLETON RIDGE
Rev. E. H. Timberlake held a meet
ing in the schoolhouse last Sunday
,hp Rockland visitors Pri.
afternoon. He expects to hold meet- d
w;.re Mrs Hazlp p
Robert,
mgs there every Sunday at 2.30. That Norman and Marie p
the young people enjoy hearing him
_
...
. , . ,. .
is shown by the goodly number presThe Grange held a social at thei
ent each Sunday. It is good to see hal* Frltiay evening with a large al
so manv of the young people from tendance.
Hathorne’s Point.
The High School held a food sale
r
Superb Aching from pier
The play “Her Son’s Sweetheart” at M. M. Brown’s store Saturday aftor boat. Surf beach, no under
tow.
18
-hole
golf, grass greens.
will be given In the Pleasant Point ernoon.
Club house on the beach. Swimming
schoolhouse next Friday evening by
Rev. and Mrs. L. E. Watson and
pooL 1OO rooms, 1OO baths. Orchestra.
First-clash patronage. Reasonable rates.
the young people of this place. After •■on. Gwendolyn Robinson. Mrs.
the entertainment a baked bean sup- Clarissa Perry and son were in RockGEORGB KREAMER
per will be served. Everybody is wel- port Friday attending the Lincoln
Wyandotte Hotel, Bellport, I..L
come.
Baptist. Association meetings.

plenty of lobster, fresh vegetables'
right from the garden, and field:
strawberries with cream. My com- 1
panion was delighted and said: "All
my life I have dreampt of a place
like this, but did not suppose that it
existed."
Last evening I attended a meeting
of the Maine Society. The roll call
by counties showed 130 members
present. Of this number 50 were
from Cumberland County, only five
from Knox, and Waldo did not have
a single representative. After the
usual business routine an entertain
ment was provided by the Maine
Publicity Bureau of Portland, show
ing the attractions of our State by
means of moving pictures. Portland
was well represented, also Moosehead and Rangeley Lakes, but I was
very much disappointed at the show
ing of Knox County—only one pic
ture, a limerock quarry.
Why doesn't our Chamber of Com
merce inform the Publicity Bureau
that Rockland has scenic attractions
and is right on U. S. Route 1. And
what about Thomaston, the home of
Gen. Knox with its colonial resi
dences and stately elms: and Cam
den with Megunticook Mountain and
Lakes, turnpike drive and fish hatch■ ery? And where could one find a
more beautiful scene for a moviO
than a U. S. Battleship on the trial
course off Owl's Head, or the Cam
den regatta?
At the conclusion of the program,
: refreshments were served and we
sang a new Maine song to the air of
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp. Chorus:
“Maine, Maine. Maine.
We sing thy glory.

Rivers, pines and rocky shores.
We can all thy beauty see.
And our clubs will royal be.
As we pledge our toast to thee for
evermore.”

H. A. Howard.

MICKIE SAYS—
r

WELL, FOLKS, 1 GOT AOS
PoR. EVERM PURSE AMO
PURPOSE * BlQ PAGE AOS
FOR AMBITIOUS MERCHANTS'
ORDINARY APS FcR
RECrLAR USE AND SMALL AOS
FOR. SMALL STORES’. AMP
WANT APS FcR EVRvt4opy«
i

just

depends on what

VOURE SELLING AND
WWATVWAUT To PAY

x

ubrtli

Alaertue
fcr a.
Better One

mentally alert until a short time be
fore her death. Sympathy is extend
Mrs. Eben Elwell who is caring for ed to the large family of children and
Mrs. Abbie Clark during her illness grandchildren. • • • •
met with a painful accident last Sun
Charles W. Davis
day which injured her back severely.
In the death of Charles W. Davis
Friends will be glad to lenrn that
she is improving under treatment by who died suddenly Jan. 31 at his home
Dr. B. B Annis.
here, the village suffered the loss of
Mis. Charles Peterson, Mrs. Emily a highly respected citizen who had
Watts and S. O. Hurd are among endeared himself to all who knew him
those confined to their homes by ill during his residence in town. Mr.
Davis was born in Ellsworth Jan. 18,
ness.
Friends of Mrs. Fannie Wade will 1875, and there he spent his youth.
be glad to learn that she is recover He had followed the sea for many
ing from a recent ill turn and was years, having been engineer on many
able to enjoy with her husband the large ships of prominent commercial
many expressions of good wishes and lines, the tanker Agwaworld and
congratulations on the 63d anniver others.
About seven years ago he came to
sary of their wedding. Mr. and Mrs
Wade have been lifelong residents of South Thomaston to make his home,
Sou;h Thomaston, and until recently , to be with his son Albert. He bought
Mr. Wade has been actively engaged a little bungalow which he beautified
in stonecutting. No one could boast until it became a dream home and his
a better garden than he last summer. special pride and joy. Here he spent
Seldom is there seen a more striking the winters, being employed on the
example of conjugal felicity than in steamer Vinalhaven in the summer.
, In this home he made many strong
this pair of old lovers.
Mr. and Mrs. David Pol’ack have friendships and it was here that
moved into their new home over his , death came while he slept so gently
store and many rrtr.ark on hew good i that his little grandson who was
it seems to see the building lighted j sleeping with him did’ not know it. A
very close comradeship and strong af
every evening.
Mrs. Emily Rackliff's burial recalls fection existed between these two. 1
the old superstition that in winter He had been in perfect health and
when there is one grave opened in the had made no unusual exertion in the
little cemetery, two others will soon two days previous, consequently his '
death came as a severe shock to his !
follow.
Mrs. Frances Merchant has broken eon and the whole community-where i
up her home in Rockland and come nothing but pleasant memories of
here to live with her daughter Mrs. his life remain.
Mr. Davis was a Mason and a mem
Asbury Burgess.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Smith of ber of the American Legion, having
Arlington, Mass., who were called here seen service during the World War as
by the death of her father, C. W. ensign in the coast patrol. He is’
j survived by a daughter, Mrs. Wendall
j Davis, returned home Thursday.
In an old newspaper dated March Smith of Arlington, Mass., a son Al
8. 1877. which was removed from the bert Davis of this place, and two
back of an old picture this week, was grandsons. He was the last of a
found an item, “The snow is begin family of five brothers, four of whom j
ning to get thin on the roads." Presi- were lost at sea.
j dent Hayes’ inaugural address was another interesting item. The absence
UNION
of illustrations is noticed at once,
also the very few advertisements.
• • • •
Mrs. Ada Lucas gave a bridge party
with 24 guests at her home Saturday
School Notes
evening. Supper was served at 6,
The grammar school is taking up cards following and the occasion was
a special study of Japan and China, a very enjoyable one. First honors In
| and the exhibition of articles, posters, cards went to Edna McKinley. Mrs.
etc., relating to those two countries, Lucas was assisted by her daughter
collected by the pupils Is well worth Mrs. Alida Fossett.
seeing. Visits from parents would be
Seven Tree Grange will have a
greatly appreciated, and this Japan- special 4-H Club program Wednes
China exhibition can be used as an day night. County Agent Ralph
excuse if any feel bashful about visit Wentworth is expected to be pres
ing.
ent and will show films of club work
February is to be a gala event in I in forestry. The 4-H Club boys will
this school with all respect paid to I be guests and Clifton Meservey who
Washington, Lincoln, Longfellow and j is both State and County champion
St. Valentine, and appropriate exer ! in poultry management and Raymond
cises for each.
Rhodes who is county champion in
The following gifts to the school are the garden project, will give an acgreatly appreciated: Sea View Garage, t count of their trip to Orono.
Washington poster; Mrs. Harry WigThe O.ES. circle will hold a public
gin, frame and glass for large picture dinner at Masonic hall Wednesday.
of Washington; Mrs. J. T. Baum,
The Farm Bureau meets at Re
poster, “Flags of Our Country."
bekah hall Wednesday for an all day
»♦♦*
session with the subject Uses of Mo
lasses. There will also be observance
Mrs. Emily H. Rackliff
The whole community feels a per of Washington’s Birthday.
sonal loss in the passing of "GramWHEN IN BOSTON—You can buv
mie" Rackliff, whose long and use copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
ful life covering more than 91 years, home news, at the Old 8outh News
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
was passed entirely within this town. Church:
also at M Andelman’s. 284 TreMrs. Rackliff was notably active and uiuut St.

SOUTH THOMASTON

lou'll enjov stopping at
tins ultra-uioilern hotel.
Lx>cated ‘"a step trom
Broadway”', overlooking
aond-renown Times
bquure. The citv a most
interesting places, thea
tres. smart shops, busi
ness .-enters are all near
by -400 outside rooms,
each with a private bath
>iub and shower',, a radio
anil servidor. Note suronsinglv moderate rates,
.wnt-ia. «3.«a..1

44 <o 45 st.
at arti A,a. N.t.

COLUMBUS
HOTEL
On Biscayne Bay
MIAMI, FLORIDA

Sixteen floors of luxurious comfort
where modern appointments and

thoughtful service contribute a more
ol happiness to

ample measure

smart living.

Convenient to every

important attraction in the greater

Miami area.

«

«

«

«

«

* European or American Plan
Wni. M. Gale, Manager

«

Biscayne Room
Dining salon de
luxe. Rendezvoui
of the smart cos
mopolitan group
IS Overlooking Bis
cayne Bay, Bay:
front Park anw
Ibo AHnnticOr****

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S
Ideal Retort Hotel
Convenient to all point* ol intereat—Modem in every way.
An enjoyable view -from oar spacious ground-floor porches, which
airrouod the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

GRALYNN

Corner Second St. and First Ave.
RATES: (European)
single $2.50 to $8.00 dally
on
Double $4.00 »o $12.00 dally
Application

Booklet

Omm »

